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ABSTRACT
Sewers represent a very substantial and crucial part o f  our underground 
infrastructure and a high level o f investment is needed to maintain them. Sewers are 
generally out o f sight and, as long as they continued to function reasonably well, they are 
also out o f mind — that is, until any problems such as structural, hydraulic and functional 
arise. The criticality o f any sewer condition is a combination o f the risk of failure and the 
consequences o f it. Therefore, a systematic approach is necessary to fully understand and 
evaluate the conditions o f  this underground infrastructure. The present state o f  the art 
does not allow the utility manager to determine which pipe distresses should be repaired 
immediately to stop further degradation, or which distresses are stable and could be left 
for a future repair.
The preliminary work in sewer prediction modeling reported in the author’s 
Master’s thesis (Kathula, 2000) has laid the groundwork for this research effort to 
develop a field-tested sewer-deterioration prediction model. In this research a detailed 
questionnaire was mailed to municipalities in the Gulf Coast region o f the United States. 
The survey participants included municipal officials and experts from Alabama, Florida, 
Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas. These regional data were used to develop a regional 
sewer deterioration prediction model.
111
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The sewer deterioration models were developed for the five common degradation 
states — cracks, open joints, displaced joints, corrosion and deformation for both clay and 
concrete sewers. This study used the basic principles of probability-based Markovian 
Chain methods to develop a distress transition matrix for sewer pipes based on the 
experience o f municipal managers and sewer experts. The predictive model developed in 
this research has the ability to predict the service and structural distresses o f  clay and 
concrete pipelines for any given number o f years, based on any initial condition o f the 
pipeline. An effective and proven predictive model will allow the utility manager to apply 
life-cycle-costing economics to the utility.
The sewer deterioration prediction models developed for clay and concrete sewer 
pipes were verified by using the field data collected from municipalities using a concept 
called “risk ratio.” The risk ratios were calculated for various distress conditions at 
different time periods for the developed predictive model based on the expert opinion and 
were compared against the risk ratios calculated for validation data.
iv
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This chapter outlines the motivation for this research effort on sewer-distress 
condition modeling. The background, overall methodology, and steps taken to 
accomplish the desired objective are included. In addition, an overview o f  the material 
covered in the remaining chapters of this document is presented.
1.1 Overview
The condition o f the world’s aging pipeline infrastructure continues to decline, 
and the assessment o f sewer conditions is an increasing priority worldwide. Based on 
previous research at the Trenchless Technology Center (TTC) o f  Louisiana Tech 
University (Kathula, et al., 2000), a detailed sewer-deterioration survey and a field-tested 
stochastic model was developed that was capable of predicting the deterioration rate and 
time to final collapse o f clay and reinforced concrete pipe sections. This project was 
originally started in 1996 (Malik, et al., 1997). At the beginning o f the 1996 project a 
state o f practice survey was conducted in which over 150 cities and sanitation districts 
across North America participated. In 1998, a detailed survey manual was developed, and 
sewer management experts were asked to predict the rate o f structural degradation of 
sewer pipes. In 1999 a preliminary sewer deterioration predictive model was developed
1
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2showing various degradation trends in clay and concrete pipes. A knowledge base of 
information concerning the probability of deterioration o f a sewer pipe from any initial 
condition and severity level to any other condition and severity level was developed. 
Based on these probabilities, predictions of sewer structural distresses were made for a 
50-year period (Kathula, 2000). This work has the potential to provide sewer managers 
with a greater understanding o f how their systems will deteriorate over time and thereby 
allowing the optimal utilization of maintenance and repair budgets. This preliminary 
work in sewer prediction modeling laid the groundwork for the present research effort, 
which has led to the development o f a robust and field-tested Sewer Deterioration 
Prediction Model (SDPM).
The research activities addressed during the Ph.D. program were
1. Modification and expansion of the survey 1997-98 (Kathula, 2000) for collecting 
field data
2. The development o f an accurate regional predictive model
3. Validation o f the regional predictive model using field observations of pipe condition 
over a period o f time.
1.2 Motivation
It is well known that North America's infrastructure systems are in urgent need of 
repair or upgrade (Weiss, 2000). The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates 
that sanitary sewer collection systems in the United States have a replacement value o f $1 
to $2 trillion. Proper and continuous management, operation, and maintenance, as well as 
significant capital investment to ensure adequate capacity, are critical to maintaining a
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3collection system capacity and extending its life. The current performance o f many 
sanitary sewer collections systems is poor. EPA estimates that a minimum capital 
investment of $80 to $90 billion is necessary to upgrade the performance o f the nation’s 
municipal sanitary-sewer infrastructure to its initial design capacities, with an additional 
$1 to $2 billion annual investment in operation and maintenance (Weiss, 2000). The 
American Society o f Civil Engineers (ASCE) 2001 annual report says that about $11 
billion to $12 billion annually is needed for immediate wastewater infrastructure repairs 
and system upgrades (ASCE, 2001). One of the primary reasons that these systems are 
failing at an unmanageable rate is that many were installed in response to the post-World 
War II economic and population boom experienced in the United States. These systems 
are now reaching the ends o f their design and service lives (generally fifty years), and the 
deterioration will accelerate as we continue to use these systems in the upcoming 
decades.
The technology used for assessment, performance prediction, and management of 
underground sewer systems has not kept pace with the technologies presently available to 
rehabilitate these systems. Typically, pipeline renewal recommendations are based on a 
field technician’s assessment of the pipeline’s condition through Closed Circuit 
Television (CCTV) inspection or pipe failures. The need for standard condition 
assessment ratings has been discussed for about 30 years; to date, no standard rating 
system exists in North America (Iseley, et al., 2000). Moreover, there are different ways 
o f analyzing the collected data. Therefore, a need has evolved to establish standards for 
pipeline condition assessment. Rather than relying on a reactive approach to sewer fine 
repair and rehabilitation, it is important that municipalities develop procedures that
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4anticipate the need for repair, thereby requiring the development o f  predictive models. 
Predictive modeling permits effective budgeting o f rehabilitation costs.
1.3 Research Objective
A systematic approach is necessary to fully understand and evaluate the 
conditions o f  underground infrastructure. Traditionally, infrastructure rehabilitation has 
concentrated more on repairing failures rather than on identifying the problems, which 
lead to failure, or repairing these potential failure locations before they fail. Managers in 
municipalities face constrained budgets, with most of the money being spent on capital 
projects and little dedicated to maintenance. An emphasis on maintenance and 
rehabilitation is lacking in many municipalities where the sewer records (maps, 
maintenance records, daily logs, recorded flow data, drawings and survey information) 
are often stored in dusty file cabinets. Thus, many municipalities have information, but it 
is not easily accessible for making decisions.
The Utility Life Cycle shown in Figure 1.1 involves 5 distinct steps. Figure 1.1 
clearly shows the need for the appropriate linkage between step 3, inspection and 
maintenance, and steps 4 and 5, rehabilitation and renewal, and replacement or removal 
of the utility system. A closer look at the linkage between these steps is shown in Figure 
1.2, Asset Management Cycle (McKim, et al., 2000), which shows the need to synthesize 
the entire condition assessment process (steps 1 and 2) with an objective condition 
assessment process (step 3), predictive tool to estimate the future performance of the 
utility (step 4), and a life-cycle costing method (step 5). Assessment technology is 
advancing rapidly (Iseley, et al., 1997; McKim and Sinha, 2000). Steps 1 through 3 of the
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5Asset Management Cycle o f  Figure 1.2 can be achieved using currently available and 
near-future technology. However, development o f the fourth step, utility performance 
prediction, is not keeping pace with developments in the assessment technologies. Step 4 
is currently the weak link in the utility life cycle.
Construction Process 
Update Site Model 
Avoid Damage 
Construction Records
Data Management 
Low Cost Sensors 
Smart Materials 
Performance Feedback
Deterioration 
Prediction 
Asset Management 
Method Selection 
Update Records
Plan route 
Site Investigation 
Visualization of Site Model 
Design for construction 
Design for life cycle
Utilitv Life Cycle
Asset Management 
Rnd Utility 
Design for Replacement 
Update Records
Figure 1.1: Utility Life Cycle
The implementation o f  an effective utility asset-management system will require 
the synthesis o f an automated assessment technology with a robust predictive system. An 
effective and proven predictive model will allow the utility manager to apply life-cycle 
costing economics to the sewer systems and will be a key element in the management of 
underground utilities
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Technologies
Condition
Assessment
Deterioration
Prediction
Life Cycle 
Cost Analysis
Data
Interpretation
Methodologies
Figure 1.2: Asset Management Cycle
The first step in the effective and economical management o f a pipeline system is 
the assessment o f its present condition as well as its ability to meet present and future 
sewer demands.
The predictive model developed in this research project has the ability to foretell 
the service and structural conditions of a pipeline for any given number o f years, based 
on the present condition of the pipeline. Knowing the degradation rates for a pipeline 
under varying initial conditions will help guide the utility manager in the decision 
concerning the type o f repair required and the most economical time for the repair. This 
information will allow the manager to optimize their limited maintenance budget by 
applying resources where they are most effective. At present there are few guidelines for 
the manager concerning the long-term performance o f a pipe, when a repair or upgrade is 
required, or if  a repair is needed at all McKim (1997). Kathula and McKim (2000) have 
discussed the application o f Markovian-based prediction methods to develop a sewer 
distress ranking system based on the time it takes for a specified sewer defect to degrade 
to the collapsed condition.
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7Any reduction in the costs for rehabilitating underground utilities will have a 
positive impact on the economy. An effective condition prediction model will allow the 
utility manager to optimize the capital and maintenance budgets by identifying when a 
repair or replacement is economically justified. The present state-of-the-art does not 
allow the utility manager to decide which pipe distresses should be repaired immediately 
to stop further degradation, or which distresses are stable and could be left for a future 
repair.
This research focused mainly on the Gulf Coast region o f the United States. The 
survey participants included municipal officials and experts from Alabama, Florida, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. These regional data were used to develop a regional 
sewer deterioration prediction model.
1.4 Scope and Methodology 
Municipalities are expected to be the primary user o f this model, and its 
development relied heavily on access to their historical data, CCTV records, experience, 
and hands-on use o f municipal sewer systems for field data generation.
1.4.1 Specific Research Program
This project involved three phases: Phase 1 involved the preliminary work
completed for the development o f  the structural distress modeling for sewer sanitary 
management systems, and was reported in the author’s Master’s thesis (Kathula, 2000). 
Phase 2 involved refining  the model with additional survey data from experts in the Gulf 
Coast areas, and Phase 3 involved validation o f the model using additional data obtained
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8from, municipalities. This research program is aimed to transform the work in the author’s
Master’s thesis into a validated predictive model that could be used by sewer system
managers.
1.4.1.1 Phase 1 — Development o f Preliminary Model
A. Basic Theory:
1. A literature search was performed to study sewer deterioration and the state of the art 
o f predictive modeling.
2. The coding o f several distresses and severity levels was completed based on the 
degree and the combination o f various structural defects commonly found in sewer 
pipe segments.
3. The study investigated the use o f the basic principles o f probability-based Markovian 
methods to develop a distress transition matrix for sewer pipes based on the 
experience o f municipal managers and sewer experts.
B. Data Collection:
1. Municipalities and consultants all over North America were identified and contacted 
to identify those with the required expertise and willingness to participate in the 
research.
2. A survey questionnaire was developed to secure the expert opinions on the structural 
degradation o f  sewer pipes.
3. A questionnaire was prepared and distributed to municipalities and experts 
throughout North America.
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94. The questionnaire was completed by the participants.
5. The data from the survey were analyzed using a Markov chain statistical technique. 
Transition probabilities for predicting the deterioration o f a sewer pipe from an initial 
level o f  distress to more serious levels o f distress over various time periods were 
developed. This information led to the development o f the Structural Condition 
Matrices (SCMs) for both clay and reinforced concrete pipes (RCP).
6. A preliminary predictive model was developed to show the degradation trend o f 
concrete and clay sewer pipes with time.
The development of the predictive model resulted in a Master’s thesis titled
“Distress Modeling for Sanitary Sewer Management Systems.”
C. Analyzed and Synthesized the Predictive Model:
1. A time-dependent classification model was developed using the traditional 
Markovian-based statistical models.
2. The time-dependent classification model was combined with the transition condition 
matrices into a trapping state matrix to predict the time that a specified sewer defect 
would take to degrade to the collapsed state.
3. A risk-ranking model was developed based upon the five distinct degradation 
sequences that were developed using the time dependent classification.
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1.4.1.2 Phase 2 — Refining the M odel
A. Analyzed the Phase I data and refined the survey:
1. Updated the literature search to identify any recent additions to state-of-the art 
predictive modeling using Mlarkov chains or other models. This search helped in 
identifying significant variabl-es and distinct populations o f sewer distress condition 
states that vary with different iregions, product transported, and ground conditions.
2. Conducted an analysis o f the 1997-1998 study data collected in Phase 1 o f the project
to identify distinct factors affe-cting the degradation o f pipes.
3. Refined the survey to reflect the significant factors in the pipe deterioration and to 
reduce the time required to complete the survey by condensing the transition matrices 
into fewer condition states and  developing a simpler municipal survey. The risk 
model that identified the five main degradation sequences developed in the Phase 1 
(i.e., C l through C3) provide th e  sewer manager with a road map for sewer collapse.
4. Identified and established contact with Gulf Coast municipalities who had the 
required expertise and expressed willingness to complete the survey.
5. Identified municipalities, private system owners, or consultants with historical data 
and CCTV tapes. They subsequently made their information available to researchers.
6. Mailed the new questionnaire to the Gulf Coast participants.
7. Collected the responses, analyzed the data, and developed a regional model for
multiple SCMs for different degradation sequences.
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1.4.1.3 Phase 3 — Calibration and Verification o f the 
Models
A. Development o f the field-tested predictive model:
1. Contacted the municipalities in the Gulf Coast region for additional field data 
(Verification data). They were requested to send the CCTV videotapes or condition 
reports o f any sewer section inspected at different periods o f time.
2. Made the predictions for the five degradation sequences based on the SCMs 
developed in Phase 2.
3. Sewer deterioration prediction models developed for clay and concrete pipes were 
verified by using a concept called “Risk Ratio”. Collected the historical CCTV data 
on RCP and clay pipes and identified the condition states o f the pipes.
4. To check the accuracy of the predicted model, the risk ratios derived from the model 
(based on survey) were compared with the risk ratios derived from the validation data 
(CCTV Videotapes).
5. The accuracy o f the regional model predictions was evaluated based on the closeness 
of the fit between the actual and predicted models.
1.5 Outline o f the Dissertation 
The organization of this dissertation parallels the logical sequence o f the sewer
deterioration prediction model. Chapter one gives a general overview o f the problem o f
the urban infrastructure in the United States. It contains the background and overall
methodology o f this research.
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Chapter two gives a detailed description o f  the current state-of-practice in sewer 
management. It discusses the need for the network-level sewer management and 
prediction models. It presents the different management models that have been and are 
being developed to maintain these sewer systems. Finally, it gives a review o f the 
research done by others to maintain this sewer infrastructure.
Chapter three gives a thorough review o f the methodology adopted for the 
development o f SDPM in this research. It describes the development o f the risk model 
and describes in detail the survey performed in Gulf Coast region, emphasizing the need 
to learn the condition o f the present sewer systems.
Chapter four gives an overview of the Markovian procedure that is the core o f the 
dissertation. The procedure involves the development o f  the prediction models for both 
clay and concrete pipes and contains a discussion o f the results obtained from the survey, 
giving the analysis o f the results, and showing the degradation trend of clay and concrete 
sewer pipes with time.
Chapter five involves the verification of the sewer prediction models developed 
using real field data collected from municipalities.
Chapter six includes the conclusions obtained from this research and 
recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE SURVEY
This chapter gives the background o f  the management o f distress conditions of 
sewer pipes and builds upon them to describe the motivation for this work. Section 2.1 
gives an overview o f the state o f the art and practice of sewer infrastructure in the United 
States. Section 2.2 describes existing sewer evaluation methods. Section 2.3 describes the 
need for a sewer network-level management system. Section 2.4 describes the research 
background. Section 2.5 describes the existing approaches toward sewer management 
systems. Section 2.6 includes the potential impact of the research work.
2.1 State-of-the-Art and Practice 
A sewer is an underground conduit or duct formed of pipes and other construction 
used for the conveyance of surface water, sub-soil water, or wastewater (Reyna, 1993). 
Sanitary sewer collection systems are an extensive and vital part o f the national 
infrastructure. According to Kramer, et al., (1992), the approximate mileage of the 
existing U.S. utility network in 1989 was 600,000 miles of collector sewers with 600,000 
lateral connections. Both public and private sectors have invested and are investing ever- 
increasing sums in these public utilities. On the average, each city spent S18 per person 
and $5,525 per mile on sewer lines in 1995; each sewer serves an average of 228 people
13
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(Malik, et al., 1997). Current sewer-condition information available to the asset manager 
is often subjective, resulting in handicapped financial justification o f rehabilitation work, 
except for gross defects (Campbell, et al., 1995).
In the United States, the average age o f sewers was reported to be 47 years, and 
the maximum age of greater than 100 years (Malik, et al., 1997). O f the municipalities 
surveyed, 22% had sewers with an average age o f greater than 69 years (Malik, et al., 
1997). Aging is a fact o f life, and structural deterioration typically occurs over a long 
time. However, some sewers fail earlier due to structural defects, hydraulic overloading, 
corrosion, and other deterioration. The aging infrastructure and an increasing need to use 
the underground for new facilities, combined with high installation and repair costs and 
substantial technical barriers, provide an important incentive for a major initiative in 
research. The present state o f  the art does not allow utility managers to determine which 
pipe distresses should be repaired immediately to stop further degradation, or which 
distresses are stable and could be left for future repair. We can see a clear example of 
these distress conditions in the Figure 2.1. It shows the sequence of sewer degradation 
over time. The knowledge o f  how long a sewer pipe from an intact condition would 
degrade to cracking with infiltration, and then to a more severe distress condition such as 
collapse, will allow utility managers to make optimum decisions.
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Figure 2.1: Degradation o f sewer pipes over time
The predictive model developed in this research will allow the utility manager to 
make decisions that will optimize the budget by providing accurate information about 
future pipe degradation. For example, perhaps a small, inexpensive repair at the cracking 
with infiltration state would stabilize the pipe for decades and avoid or delay future 
distress states.
A major problem in assessing the condition of sewers is the lack o f detailed 
knowledge about pipe location and condition. It has been estimated that only 30-40 % of 
local authorities have reasonably satisfactory records, and 15-30% o f all public sewers 
are not recorded at all (Read and Vickridge, 1997). According to the survey done by 
Malik, et aL, 1997 only 45% of the cities use some kind o f subjective criteria for 
repairing sewers in poor condition, 21% o f the cities base their decisions for the future 
upon the historical data, and with only 24% o f the cities making an attempt to predict the 
future condition o f  the different sections o f the system for the repair and maintenance of 
their sewer systems.
Therefore, proper maintenance o f these assets, not only in terms o f preserving 
them but also in terms o f their use, is necessary to provide uninterruptible service and to
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extend sewer life. The decaying condition of much o f the sewer pipelines is continuing to 
gain attention from municipalities.
2.2 Existing Sewer Evaluation 
Sewers are out of sight and, as long as continued to function reasonably well, they 
are also out o f mind. Condition assessment is the principle objective of any pipeline 
system inspection program. Optical assessment o f the physical attribute of the pipe must 
be made to establish the best strategy for maintaining and rehabilitating the underground 
infrastructure. These physical attributes include (1) inventory data defining quantities, 
types, location o f system components, and (2) condition data describing the physical state 
o f a facility or component, e.g., cracking, deterioration, leakage, loss of strength, etc. 
(Iseley, et al., 1997). The determination of the condition of a sewer pipe is a very 
important part o f any sewer management system, including assessing the structural 
condition of a pipe network through regular planning o f inspection programs, developing 
performance prediction models, identifying those lengths o f sewer that require attention, 
and assessing the effect rehabilitation has on condition.
2.2.1 Assessing Structural Condition
Two basic methods are therefore available at present for a structural inspection:
1. remote inspection — normally using CCTV equipment
2. direct inspection (man-entry) — by walking through the sewer
The choice is governed mainly by sewer size although cost and safety are 
important considerations. Over 90% of the public sewerage network is non-man entry;
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i.e., it has an internal diameter less than 900mm. Only during the last decade, with the 
development o f Closed Circuit Television (CCTV), have we been able to examine in 
detail the inside o f  this non-man entry part o f  the network.
CCTV or man-entry information o f the selected sewer segment requires careful 
review and analysis to identify where structural rehabilitation or replacement is required. 
The assessment o f  the structural condition o f  sewers is as much an art as a science and by 
necessity has to rely heavily on the informed judgment of civil and structural engineers 
(or other personnel) experienced in this field (Read and Vickridge, 1997). Research 
suggests that the collapse o f a sewer is normally the result o f a complex interaction of 
various mechanisms with significant element(s) o f chance in the timing o f the final 
failure. However, the WRC (1994) suggests levels o f deterioration, which imply different 
levels of collapse risk. This aspect of the problem is covered in greater detail in Section
2.4 o f Kathula’s (2000) thesis.
Pipeline condition assessment helps in establishing priorities for rehabilitation or 
replacement. The likelihood o f failure and the associated risk analysis are intrinsic to the 
evaluation when budgetary constraints affect the work (WRC, 1994). The structural 
condition study consists of: (1) a review o f information obtained in the form of 
videotapes and logs o f  sewer inspection, and (2) field inspection o f  sewers by a project 
team. These are the primary sources of information in evaluating annual rehabilitation 
needs. As a result the accuracy of this information is vital to the success o f  the planned 
maintenance program. In the author’s Master’s thesis (Kathula, 2000), a predictive 
models for distress conditions was developed for concrete and clay pipes. Therefore, the 
present research is focused mainly on the concrete and clay pipe deterioration.
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2.2.2 Common Structural Distress Conditions in
Concrete and Clay Sewers
Pipeline systems require constant maintenance and can become impaired for a 
number o f reasons. All structures wear out with time, and sewers are no exception. Sewer 
repair can be accomplished more readily when the cause o f  failure is determined. 
Because sewers are generally underground and in a hostile environment, signs of wear 
are not obvious until a failure occurs. Generally, any type o f pipe when improperly 
designed or installed may experience premature structural failure or be prone to 
infiltration. Improper connection of service laterals may cause structural problems to the 
main line and excess infiltration. Sewer pipelines are prone to certain types o f failures 
based on their type o f material, physical design, age, or functionality, as well as its 
external and internal environment. Distress and collapse of a sewer are the result o f the 
complex interactions o f various mechanisms that occur within and around the pipeline. 
The impact o f the deterioration of the sewer system depends upon its size, complexity, 
topography and service. Sewer system distress can be broadly categorized as structural, 
hydraulic, environmental or functional. The detailed explanation of these distress 
conditions is given in Section 2.4.1 (Kathula, 2000).
Many concrete and clay sewers continue to function even with severe structural 
problems. However, a pipeline will continue to deteriorate, depending on the condition of 
the pipe and the internal or external environment. Discussions o f  the various distresses 
condition types in the concrete and clay pipes is shown in Table 2.3 o f Section 2.5.3.1 
(Kathula, 2000).
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2.2.2.1 Causes o f Pipeline Deterioration. Pipelines can have defects classified as 
built-in or long-term. Built-in defects are generated during pipeline construction and 
represent conditions harmful to the pipeline. Long-term cause because o f pipeline 
deterioration. Construction-related or built-in defects can be offsets in alignment, joints 
loosely fitted or loosened by vibrations, flattened or ovaled pipes, sags due to settlement, 
stresses caused by dynamic loadings o f  backfill, removal o f trench sheathing and pilings, 
overburden compaction, etc. Joints can experience the construction defects, such as 
pinching o f  rubber gaskets, misalignment of gaskets, and squeezing due to “overshoving” 
o f one pipe into another. A structural failure can be a crack, break, split, cavitation o f the 
pipe opening, or separation at a joint.
Examples of causes of long-term pipeline deterioration are sulfate corrosion due 
to sewage gases, excessive hydraulic flows, structural failures, leaks and infiltrations, and 
erosions. Reinforced concrete is susceptible more so than clay sewers to sulfide-related 
concrete corrosion over time. Bacteria in the wastewater stream convert the sulfates to 
hydrogen sulfides which, when released into the sewer air space, become oxidized into 
sulfuric acid. The sulphuric acid attacks the alkaline material in the concrete and reduces 
it to a soft, gypsum-like material. With time the concrete is degraded and washed away, 
exposing the steel reinforcing and the core of the pipe or manhole structure to even 
further corrosion. Severe corrosion can jeopardize the structural integrity of a pipe or 
manhole and lead to collapse (Lee, et a i,  1998). Any condition o f  pipeline deterioration 
which occurs over an extended time period and is not a result o f construction practice is 
considered a long-term deterioration. Normal maintenance o f pipelines is necessary due 
to long-term pipeline deterioration.
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Failure of a sewer system may result in flooding o f properties and streets, 
unnecessarily high flow rates in the sewer as a consequence o f infiltration, pollution of 
watercourses or groundwater, or widespread disruption resulting from collapse o f a sewer 
(Read and Vickridge, 1997). To minimize these problems and the inherent cost of 
rectifying them, it is essential to develop a rational, proactive maintenance strategy. One 
management approach requires an understanding o f the failure mechanism. Undertaking 
this management requires the knowledge and understanding of the mechanisms that cause 
sewer deterioration.
2.2.3 Evaluation Assessment
The primary goal o f  sewer rehabilitation is to arrest deterioration. Rehabilitation 
techniques range from repairing or stabilizing an existing pipe or pipeline to major in- 
place construction o f  lining or full replacement. Rehabilitation is usually deferred until 
the risk of collapse is unacceptable, though this option varies because acceptable risk 
depends on factors both external and internal to the sewer. Rehabilitation is viable 
because sewers do not normally fail without first showing signs o f distress. Identifying 
these distresses requires scheduled monitoring o f the progress o f deterioration. 
Expenditure of construction funds is delayed until there is a risk of losing rehabilitation 
options through increasing pipeline degradation.
The choice o f  a rehabilitation approach should be based on the information 
available on the sewer system and on the financing available for the project. Based on the 
information initially developed, four different alternatives have been developed: Level 
1—monitoring and information collection; Level 2—stabilization o f existing sewer,
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Level 3—rehabilitation of existing sewer; and Level 4— replacement o f the existing 
sewer.
2.2.4 Television Inspection
Sewer inspection is a major and vital part o f any sewer maintenance activity. 
Information from inspection programs can be used to establish where the pipe condition 
places the pipe within its life curve shown in Figure 2.2 so that the remaining life can be 
estimated. CCTV equipment has become the most effective method o f  inspecting the 
internal condition o f sewers. Not only can uniform condition reports be generated based 
on the inspection, but a permanent visual record can be made for subsequent review. 
Operators using television equipment must be trained to obtain the required information. 
When recording data on report forms, operators must be able to translate the visual 
picture to a physical condition description. CCTV operators must review conditions from 
the same perspective so results from the different scans can be compared.
Sewer faults and defects which can be identified through CCTV inspections might 
include longitudinal and circumferential cracks, collapses, displaced bricks, broken pipes, 
defective and displaced joints, evidence o f abrasion or corrosion, siltation, encrustation, 
root penetration, loss of mortar, deformations, infiltration, and all lateral connections and 
their degree o f penetration (WRC, 1994). Based on an analysis o f the survey reports, 
sewer condition ‘scores’ or numeric ratings can be assigned to each type of defect, and 
then aggregated in order to assign condition grades to each length of sewer. This 
quantitative record o f the condition o f each part o f the system can subsequently be used 
to compare the condition with that assessed in future surveys. Hence rate o f deterioration
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can be monitored, and this information can be used to determine maintenance priorities. 
It is now generally more convenient to store the data from inspection reports in a 
computerized database which can then form an integral part o f an overall maintenance 
management system (Read and Vickridge, 1997). Sewer surveys are expensive, and it is 
therefore neither possible nor cost-effective to carry them out frequently. The average 
cost for televising the pipe using CCTV is $ 1.71/foot and the total average cost for 
proving the analysis o f the results, and the decision making, and televising is $ 2.26/foot 
(CERF/CEITEC, 2001). Some sections may need more frequent monitoring than others, 
and therefore, as with maintenance itself, it is desirable to predict the sections that need 
the inspection most.
2.3 Sewer Network Management 
In the area o f pavement network-level management, major emphasis is placed on 
prediction o f pavement condition modeling and annual and long-range work planning 
(Shahin, 1994). For proper monitoring and maintenance o f underground infrastructure, a 
management strategy is required to perform many functions including inventory, 
condition assessment, condition forecasting, inspection, scheduling, budget forecasting, 
localized maintenance programming, and annual and long-range maintenance and 
rehabilitation planning. Managers and engineers who have adopted advanced sewer 
technologies understand that sewer management is matter o f “Pay now, or pay much 
more later.” Municipalities are finding that they cannot afford to pay later; it is more 
costly to rehabilitate badly deteriorated sewers than slightly deteriorated sewers. They 
need to inventory the sewer infrastructure, assess its current and projected condition,
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identify work requirements, prioritize projects, and optimize spending o f maintenance 
funds. In today’s economic environment, as the sewer infrastructure has aged, a more 
systematic approach to determine maintenance and rehabilitation (M&R) needs and 
priorities is necessary. Sewers need to be managed, not simply maintained.
Sewer Condition
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Very Good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Very Poor
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Figure 2.2: Consequences o f poor maintenance
Recent developments in information technology and sewer management 
technology have provided the tools needed to manage the sewers economically. There is 
a need for a sewer management system that can provide a systematic, consistent method 
for selecting the M&R needs and determining priorities, as well as the optimal time for 
repair by predicting the future sewer condition. The consequences o f poor maintenance 
timings are illustrated in Figure 2.2. If the M&R is performed during the early stages of 
deterioration, before a sharp decline in sewer condition, over 50% o f repair costs can be 
avoided. In addition to lowering cost, long periods of loss o f use o f  the utility and social
$R for Rehabilitation here
Will cost $3R 
to  $4R here
Significant drop 
in condition
Small percentage 
of sew er time
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costs can be reduced. A sewer management system is a valuable tool that alerts the sewer 
manager o f  the critical point in a sewer’s life cycle.
2.3.1 Approaches to Selecting M&R Alternatives
In the maintenance o f  the underground infrastructure, three main approaches 
have been used while selecting the M&R alternatives: (1) the ad hoc, (2) the present 
condition and (3) the life cycle approaches. Table 2.1 gives brief descriptions about each 
approach.
2.3.2 Need for a Network Level Sewer Management
Selecting the best M&R alternative for each project is known as “Project 
Management”. A detailed condition survey and evaluation is conducted for each project 
and the most feasible alternative is selected with the existing management constraints. 
For example, in the past, for the pavement management system, most pavement engineers 
had been trained to work at the project level. This type o f practice is acceptable as long as 
money is abundant, but it seldom is the case.
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Table 2.1: Approaches for the selection o f  maintenance and rehabilitation alternatives
No Type of 
Approach
Description Advantages Drawback
1 Adhoc
Approach
It provides the M&R based 
on the past practice
This is an advantage for a 
selected few alternatives
Best or most 
economical 
options for 
the sewer 
may not be 
selected
2 Present
Condition
Approach
Sewer is first evaluated 
based on the structural, 
hydraulic and functional 
condition indicators. Based 
on the type of defect, the 
M&R alternative is selected
The prescribed M&R 
alternative corrects defects 
found in the sewer
Choice may 
not be the 
cost-effective 
alternative
3 Life-Cycle
Approach
This approach requires not 
only an in-depth evaluation 
of the sewer under 
consideration, but also 
prediction of its future 
condition
This process ensures 
selection of the most 
economic M&R strategy, as 
determined on a life-cycle 
cost basis. It should take in 
to account future 
maintenance costs 
associated with each 
alternative
Potentially 
higher initial 
costs
Top management is now demanding budget projections for each fiscal year that 
consider the agency’s entire network (Shahin, 1994). Therefore, there is a need to look 
into the entire network life cycle. Therefore, at the network-level management, municipal 
managers will be considering short and long range budget needs, present and future 
overall sewer condition, and the identification and prioritization o f the potential projects.
An important feature o f a network-level sewer management system is the ability 
to determine both the current condition of the sewer network and predict its future 
condition. To predict the condition reliably, an objective, repeatable rating system for 
identifying the sewer’s condition must be used. In the pavement management system, the 
Pavement Condition Index (PCI) is used to rate the condition o f the pavements. The PCI 
is a numerical index, ranging from 0 for a failed pavement to 100 for a pavement in 
perfect condition. The PCI was developed to provide an index of the pavement’s
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structural integrity and surface operational condition. Calculation o f  the PCI is based on 
the results o f  a visual condition survey in which distress type, severity, and quantity are 
identified (Shahin, 1994).
Similarly, the degree o f sewer deterioration is also a function o f distress type, 
distress severity, and the amount, density, or percentage o f  distress. Therefore, the sewer 
management process consists of following tasks: sewer network definition, sewer 
condition inspection and assessment, sewer condition prediction and network level sewer 
management.
2.4 Research Background
Current state-of-practice in sewer management predominantly adopts a “worst 
first” or “crisis management” approach to rehabilitating and upgrading existing sanitary 
sewer systems. Research in the pavement management area has shown that improving the 
worst project first does not necessarily lead to optimum use o f resources; rather, a small 
investment at a  critical stage of deterioration can prevent much larger investments for 
major repair or replacement from being needed later. However, there exist a number of 
non-destructive evaluation (NDE) technologies that can aid in the assessment o f the 
structural and operational condition o f underground or above ground pipelines. Non­
destructive condition assessment o f underground sewer lines is currently restricted to 
optical inspection methods.
At present there does not exist a reliable model that can predict the future 
condition o f a pipeline from data supplied by optical assessment technology. Based on 
previous research at the Trenchless Technology Center, we have developed a detailed
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sewer structural deterioration survey and a preliminary model capable o f  predicting the 
deterioration rate o f reinforced concrete and clay pirpe sections. This development o f the 
predictive model resulted in a Master’s thesis titled  “Distress Modeling for Sanitary 
Sewer Management Systems” (Kathula, 2000). Predictions of sewer structural distresses 
were made for a 50-year period based upon the expert opinion was obtained from the 
survey. Experts were asked to rate pipe deterioration for both reinforced concrete and 
clay pipes, considering 20 distress conditions. These data were analyzed using a Markov 
chain statistical technique. Transition probabilities for predicting the deterioration o f a 
sewer pipe from an initial level of distress to a mores serious level o f distress over various 
time periods were developed. This effort led to the development o f the Structural 
Condition Matrices (SCMs) for both clay and reinrforced concrete pipes. The condition 
transition states for reinforced concrete and clay p*ipes were graphically represented as 
function o f time and were recorded as figures. T he  graphs plotted using the SCMs 
developed are for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 years. In all these figures, the Y- 
axis represented the percentage of pipes in a particular distress state, and the X-axis 
represents time during the 50-year period in 5 increments. Although the experts rated the 
deterioration o f pipe beginning at all 20-distress startes o f the study, the remainder o f this 
analysis focused on those pipes that began in the Lntact state. The analysis for concrete 
and clay pipes focused on those pipes that began im the (1) intact state, (2) tight crack + 
infiltration light state, (3) multiple open crack + infiltration light state, (4) joint 
displacement + infiltration light state, (5) corrosion light state, and (6) corrosion medium 
state. The prediction curves developed can be used by sewer managers to estimate future 
distress condition o f the pipe and has the potential tto provide sewer managers with some
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understanding o f  how their sewer system will deteriorate over time, thereby allowing the 
most efficient use o f  maintenance and repair budgets. Figure 2.3 gives an example of a 
typical degradation curves. The Figure 2.3 shows the decline in percentage o f intact pipes 
and the increase in percentage of pipes in the collapsed state over a period o f  50 years.
Most municipalities in North America have sewer inventories reaching the limit 
o f their first life cycle and, as a result, little attention has been given to the evaluation of 
life cycle maintenance needs. Currently, there is no widely accepted standard method for 
condition assessment o f  sewers. The key reason might be that no widely accepted 
protocol exists for assessing and classifying sewer structural condition; each municipality 
has its own protocol for judging the sewer pipe condition. A lack o f standardization 
makes it difficult for agencies to share sewer condition data and rehabilitation decision 
rules with others. Therefore, evaluation o f  sewer pipe condition must be based on the 
knowledge o f municipal experts who often take that expertise with them upon their 
retirement.
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Figure 2.3: The percentage o f pipes starting from “Intact” either remaining in intact or 
progressing to collapse distress condition over a period o f time
2.5 Existing Research Work and Literature on Sewer Asset 
Management Systems
Infrastructure management, especially in case o f sewer pipes, needs a realistic 
and effective deterioration model to provide information on the present and future 
condition of the sewers. Underground pipe inspection technology has advanced, but the 
conventional method o f collecting data, using CCTV has remained unchanged. The 
technician has to identify pipe defects on a television monitor. He or she also attempts to 
classify each defect according to the various levels of deterioration and risk. These types 
of inspection equipment are effective for identifying and locating damaged or 
deteriorated sections, magnifying them, and then helping make decisions for 
countermeasures. However, if  there is a large amount o f  inspection work and/or
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deteriorated sections, assessment is labor intensive and time consuming, and therefore a 
significant probability exists o f overlooking defects. Accurate sewer-pipeline condition 
assessment is vital to develop any cost-effective and efficient renewal program. There has 
been a major advancement in the CCTV technology and sewer data entry and 
management systems since 1970. Therefore, collecting data that represents current 
system conditions, as well as data that can help to predict future conditions, are essential 
for successful infrastructure management. The following paragraphs briefly describe a 
framework for a systematic approach to a network level sewer management.
Prudent infrastructure management decisions must be based on accurate condition 
assessment and monitoring information. Proper use o f Non-Destructive Evaluation 
(NDE) techniques provides reliable and efficient condition assessment and factors crucial 
for a successful infrastructure management. Typically, pipeline renewal 
recommendations are based on a field technician’s assessment o f  the pipeline’s condition. 
Therefore the merits in use of CCTV methodology are solely dependent on the skill, 
experience, and alertness o f the operator/technician. This process requires the operator to 
make rapid field judgments to accurately classify, code, or rate defects. The need for 
standard condition assessment ratings has been discussed for about 30 years; yet, to date, 
no standard rating system exists in North America (Iseley and Shima, 2000). At present, 
most of the municipalities have defect coding based on W RC’s Manual o f  Sewer 
Condition Classification (1993). This system is used exclusively in the United Kingdom 
and is the required industry standard. Many of the coding systems in use in the United 
States require the CCTV operator to assess the severity of a single type of defect, such as 
a crack, and then assign severity ratings such as 1, 2, or 3. A sewer condition
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classification manual recently developed for the City o f  Baton Rouge states that their 
survey has shown that sewer condition classifications in the United States vary as widely 
as the municipalities that use them. What one calls a fracture, another may consider a 
third-degree crack. Neither o f  these classifications may suit the needs o f  the engineer 
evaluating the survey results. This lack o f consistency in nomenclature forces duplication 
o f effort and higher inspection evaluation costs (Montgomery watson, 1999). Thus with 
the publication o f the Sewer Rehabilitation Manual (WRC, 1994) a comprehensive, 
methodical, and detailed approach to the assessment o f the system performance and 
demonstration levels o f service became generally available. The manual provided a 
comparative means to focus attention on the nature o f  sewerage problems nation-wide.
The Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans, along with Montgomery Watson 
Inc., has developed a computerized data collection and decision-making process that will 
quickly and effectively convert CCTV video o f thousands o f feet o f sanitary sewer into 
prioritized rehabilitation projects. The digitized sewer maps, two-line street maps, and 
digital aerial ortho-photographic maps have been successfully combined to generate an 
accurate GIS-based mapping system linked with tabular and image data to provide instant 
data access and variable data output. By converting the CCTV videotapes to Moving 
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) files and storing these on CD-ROMs, the video footage 
for any defect is almost instantaneously accessible to the reviewing engineer. This work 
done by them led to the development of Rehabilitation Decision Model and was broken 
into five logical steps: Importing CCTV inspection data, mapping out the inspection 
details, scoring pipes, assigning rehabilitation methods, and rationalizing o f the 
rehabilitation plan. Therefore, by automating the entire process, redundant efforts in the
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planning and design phases are eliminated. This advanced model has many advantages; 
however, it is lacking a formal prediction model within the process leaving the decision 
to the operator with all the inherent problems o f  a subjective decision process.
The sewer condition information available to asset managers is mostly subjective, 
resulting in handicapped financial justification o f rehabilitation work, except in the case 
of rehabilitation o f gross defects (Campbell, et al., 1995), (Iseley, et al., 1997). Several 
technologies, such as impulse radar, seismic refraction/transmission, radio electronic and 
conventional CCTV, are being used for pipe scanning and evaluation of all types of 
distresses (Ariaratnam, et al., 1998). Information from this equipment is beginning to be 
incorporated into system evaluation programs.
In the field of pipeline condition assessment, Iseley (2000) introduced the Sewer 
Scanner and Evaluation Technology (SSET) to the U.S.A. This SSET internal pipe 
inspection process is similar to the traditional CCTV process. The SSET field data 
acquisition stage results in the technician/operator’s being able to monitor the forward- 
looking view (traditional CCTV) and the unfolded (360-degree flat) view of the pipe, i.e., 
the digitized image in real time as the probe moves through the pipeline. The digitized 
data (SSET) can be combined with the analog data (CCTV) and the gyroscope data 
automatically collected to provide an unprecedented level o f  information about pipe 
condition. With the SSET process, the field data are entered into an analysis software 
program developed to present a wide range of information for data evaluation and 
analysis. Once again, this advanced data acquisition process lacks a formal predictive 
model and relies solely on the experience and judgment of the analyst.
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In many cities, a reactive approach is taken to sewer repair and rehabilitation. 
When problems become evident, repairs are undertaken, hi many instances, these 
problems may become extremely severe before detection. In other cities, a preventive 
maintenance approach is used. It may include routine sewer cleaning programs, sewer 
televising programs, etc. In these programs, efforts are made to prevent problems and 
detect those which already exist.
For example, in 1996 the City o f  Edmonton, Canada, had developed a 
methodology for the classification of defects in the sewers based on the structural and 
service conditions. In 2000, the City of Moorhead, MN, developed predictive modeling 
for sewer rehabilitation. Rather than relying on a reactive as well as preventive approach 
to sewer line repair and rehabilitation, the City of Moorhead, has taken it one step further 
and developed a predictive model. The predictive maintenance focused on potential 
problems identified by failure indicators like pipe age and pipe material. This model has 
the potential to reduce repair costs and stabilizes maintenance fees while maintaining a 
reliable sewer system. According to Robert A. Zimmerman, Public Works Director o f  the 
City o f Moorhead, “ In very few cases, if any, are predictive approaches taken to sewer 
rehabilitation programs. However, this type of approach can be extremely beneficial in 
that rehabilitation requirements and expenditures can be planned on in advance, thereby 
reducing costs, and ultimately, stabilizing sewer maintenance rates.” In the model 
developed by the City o f Moorhead, a statistical relationship was found between the 
percent o f sewer lengths needing rehabilitation and sewer pipe age; i.e.,
Y = 0.001830fl7'r Eq. 2.1
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where, Y  = percent of the total length*, of sewer lines requiring rehabilitation and, X =  age 
o f sewer pipe in years.
With this model, lengths o f  sewer pipe that will need rehabilitation can be 
predicted for any given time increment. This projects a positive public works image and 
has proved an essential tool in m anaging and maintaining this element o f the city’s 
infrastructure (Zimmerman, 2000).
An Artificial Intelligence (AT) technology model was developed by Moselhi and 
Eldeen (1999) for detecting and diagnosing defects in the sewer pipes. This automated 
system uses image analysis techniqu.es and neural networks for the classification of the 
sewer defects. This system is capable o f detecting and classifying several common 
defects such as longitudinal, circular and multiple cracks, roots, offset joints, sign of 
infiltration at joints and existence o f  solid deposits. Most o f the literature concerning the 
detection o f defects in civil structures deals with the analysis o f pavement and 
concrete/steel distresses [Haas and Hendrickson, 1990; Walker and Harris, 1991], 
analyses not directly applicable to underground pipe inspection.
Knowing prior information a_bout types, nature, and frequency o f occurrence of 
defects can aid sewer managers in developing a robust predictive tool. In the total 
infrastructure o f the system, performance prediction curves can be used to predict the 
performance o f the pipe with age. Performance prediction tools have proved useful for 
many infrastructure management applications throughout the world. To know the type o f 
rehabilitation needed, the manager Ihas to know the type and severity o f the distress 
condition, and predict the deterioration rate of that distress condition. The predictive tool 
developed in this research can indicarte the service and structural conditions o f a pipeline
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at any future time, based on the present condition of the pipeline. An effective and proven 
predictive model will allow the utility manager to apply life-cycle-costing economics to 
the utility.
Many stochastic models were successfully in pavement and bridge management. 
The expert opinions o f Texas bridge engineers were used to formulate stochastic models 
o f bridge deterioration. These models formulated from the expert opinion o f bridge 
engineers seem to be realistic because they incorporate valuable experience (Sobanjo, 
1995). Obviously, sewer deterioration is a complex process; many factors are responsible 
for the deterioration — structural, hydraulic, environmental, functional, age o f the sewer, 
quality o f  initial construction, etc. Stochastic modeling o f  the sewer deterioration is 
therefore highly effective in terms o f taking into consideration these uncertain factors.
2.6 Potential Impact of the Research Work 
The first step in the effective and economic management o f a pipeline system is 
the assessment o f its present condition and the ability o f the pipeline to meet present and 
future demands. Assessment technology is advancing rapidly (Iseley, et al., 1997). The 
second step is the successful prediction o f the service condition o f the pipeline at a future 
time. However, predictive capabilities are not keeping pace with assessment 
technologies. An effective and proven predictive model will allow the utility manager to 
apply life-cycle-costing economics to the utility. Knowing the degradation rate for a 
pipeline under varying conditions will guide the utility manager in the decision 
concerning the type of repair required and the most economical timing for the repair. At 
present there are few guidelines for the manager concerning the long-term performance
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o f a pipe, when a repair or upgrade is required, or if  a  repair is needed at all. A sound 
predictive model is a key element in the management o f  underground utilities.
Condition prediction models have not been extensively applied to sewer systems 
because, unlike pavement systems, sewers often do not fail as a result o f performing their 
function, i.e., they do not fail as a result o f carrying sewage but rather as a result o f  a 
variety of external factors acting on the sewer or interacting with sewer materials. 
Without these factors, the life of a sewer would be significantly longer than is currently 
noted. These external factors make the development o f prediction models difficult 
because the deterioration o f a sewer is not directly related to its age, and it becomes 
necessary to make some assumptions about the life o f  a sewer and to consider the 
opinions o f long-term observers o f sewer performance when trying to predict the 
remaining life o f a section o f sewer system.
2.6.1 Sewer Condition Prediction Models
Sewer condition prediction models are imperative for a complete sewer 
management system. Information on several sewer condition characteristics is critical to 
performing management functions. Sewer condition prediction models can be used both 
at the project and network levels to analyze the condition and determine M&R 
requirements. At the network level, prediction models uses include condition forecasting, 
budget planning, inspection scheduling, and work planning. A prediction model is used 
at the project level to select specific rehabilitation alternatives to repair a specific distress 
condition. The condition prediction models provide a major input to performing life­
cycle cost analysis to compare the economics of various M&R alternatives.
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Many mathematical techniques are available for developing sewer deterioration 
models, the techniques include straight-line extrapolation, regression (empirical), and 
mechanistic — empirical, polynomial constrained least square, S-shaped curve, probability 
distribution, and Markovian Chain.
The sewer condition prediction model was developed to predict the sewer 
behavior over time. The determination of how a sewer has performed and will perform 
over time is necessary for determining the timing for a rehabilitation project. This timing 
is what determines the remaining service life o f the sewer. Deterioration occurs until the 
sewer is unable to serve the intended purpose at its designed level o f  service, and 
therefore fails. It is assumed that the deterioration characteristics o f all the sewer sections 
in any degradation state are similar, and are a function of their present condition 
regardless of age.
Until recently, much of the infrastructure development did not consider life-cycle 
costs of maintenance, renovation, future rehabilitation and reconstruction. Scheduled 
maintenance has been generally based on “ crisis” urgency or on “experience”. As a 
result, the level o f service drops and the condition deteriorates because o f  use and aging. 
Perhaps sudden failure may even cause loss o f life. Therefore a life-cycle analysis and 
ongoing planned monitoring over the service life is essential for effective infrastructure 
management. The life-cycle analysis o f maintenance and rehabilitation actions requires 
the prediction o f condition deterioration over the service life.
According to Dennis (1997), by evaluating a sewer’s probable time to failure and 
the potential impact o f its failure, we can focus our inspection efforts on those sewers that 
will yield the greatest return for our inspection dollar. To undertake any life-cycle
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evaluation and effectively m in im ize  life-cycle expenditure, it is necessary to make certain 
assumptions about the residual life o f  the sewer and impact o f  the remedial measures 
being considered on its residual life. To predict the residual life we must be able to 
effectively establish the rate o f deterioration. Unfortunately, our current understanding o f  
sewer deterioration mechanisms does not enable us to effectively establish residual life. 
Therefore, additional research must be carried out regarding the deterioration of sewers to 
identify the rehabilitation needs (Dennis, 1997).
As both computer vision technology and predictive modeling technology advance 
it is likely that a synthesis o f  these two systems will lead to an integrated and automated 
asset management system whereby the input of present state conditions to the predictive 
model will be generated using computer vision.
This research can foster and promote significant economic development in the 
areas o f environmental technologies, software development and material fabrication. The 
primary economic sector that will benefit immediately from this project will be the 
service utility industries, including gas, water, sewer and power providers. Specifically 
focused for this project will be the wastewater collection industry, both publicly and 
privately operated.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter discusses the procedure used to conduct the research described in 
this thesis. In section 3.1 the background o f  the project is briefly discussed. Section 3.2 
discusses the development o f the risk model and the time-dependent classification o f the 
sewer defects. Section 3.3 includes the development o f the 2001 survey questionnaire and 
describes the survey instrument.
3.1 Survey Background 
This project started in 1996 (Malik, et al., 1997). At the beginning o f  this project 
a state o f practice survey was conducted in which over 150 cities and sanitation districts 
across North America participated. The initial survey contained questions that asked 
about the current state o f  art of their systems, such as the size o f the sewer system for 
which each manager was responsible, the types and amounts o f pipe comprising each 
collection system, the type and frequency o f pipe inspection, the technique for recording 
data collected on the pipe network, the use o f sewer management techniques and 
procedures, the types o f service problems reported during the life o f the sewer system, 
and the repair and rehabilitation methods selected for solving the problems. O f the 150 
cities that responded to the initial survey, about 50% stated that they would like to remain
39
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involved in further research. The results o f this initial survey were been published in the 
Proceedings o f  the ASCE Conference on Infrastructure Condition Assessment: Art, 
Science, and Practice (Malik, et al., 1997).
In 1998, this group formed the core o f  the 97 individuals and organizations who 
gave their expert opinions on sewer pipes structural-condition deterioration. A detailed 
survey manual was developed, and these sewer management experts were asked to 
predict the rate o f structural degradation o f sewer pipes. This survey manual is contained 
in Appendix A  of the author’s Master’s thesis (Kathula, 2000). O f the 97 questionnaires 
mailed, 55 responses were received. In this survey, concrete and clay pipes in different 
structural conditions were described through words and pictures, and each expert was 
asked to estimate the probability that the condition of the pipe would change from the 
described initial condition to a more deteriorated condition over a five-year period. A 
total o f 20 structural conditions were included, ranging from the intact to completely 
collapsed. Table 3.1 shows the 20 distresses used in the 1998 survey. Each distress 
condition was assigned a severity levels based on the degree and the combination of 
structural defects found commonly in sewer pipe segments. These responses were 
initially used to generate a Structural Condition Matrix (SCM), a listing of probabilities 
that a pipe would deteriorate from one condition to a more severe condition during a five- 
year period.
A statistical technique called a Markov Chain used these expert opinions to 
develop a sewer pipe deterioration rate based on the current condition of the pipe. These 
responses were the basis for developing a model to predict sewer condition deterioration. 
The predictive model used SCMs to produce transition curves for different distress
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conditions o f concrete and clay pipes. These are discussed in detail in the chapter four o f 
author’s thesis (Kathula, 2000). Sewer managers can use this preliminary predictive tool 
to help schedule maintenance and rehabilitation.
Table 3.1: Table showing condition for various levels o f distress in sewer pipes
Condition
Number
Distress and Level
1 Intact
2 Tight Crack (TC)
3 Open Crack + Infiltration Light (OC+EL)
4 Open Joint Light + Infiltration Light (OJL + IL)
5 Multiple Open Crack + Infiltration Light (MOC + IL)
6 Open Joint Medium + Infiltration Light (OJM +IL)
7 Corrosion Light (CL)
8 Multiple Open Crack + Small number o f  Holes (MOC + HI)
9 Open Joint Medium + Infiltration Medium (OJM + EM)
10 Displaced Joint Medium + Infiltration Medium (DJM + IM)
11 Corrosion Medium (CM)
12 Open Joint Severe + Infiltration Medium (OJS + EM)
13 Displaced Joint Large + Infiltration Medium (DJL + EM)
14 Deformation Low (DL)
15 Corrosion Severe (CS)
16 Open Joint Severe + Infiltration Severe (OJS + IS)
17 Displaced Joint Large + Infiltration Severe (DJL + IS)
18 Corrosion Severe + Large number o f Holes (CS + H2)
19 Deformation Severe (DS)
20 Collapse (X)
It was anticipated that the model could be improved to consider specific regional 
factors, such as soil type, rainfall amount, climatic zones, etc, so that it can be more
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applicable to specific regions o f  the United States and Canada. Therefore, this 
preliminary work laid the foundation to develop a more regionally based sewer 
deterioration predictive model, which is the focus of this research.
3.2.1 Function Classification Versus Time
Dependant Classification
Up to this point the major classification o f  sewer defects was based on functional 
performance in which the severity o f  the problem is determined and measured by the 
present functional condition alone. However, this classification system is synthesized into 
a time-dependent classification, which uses a prediction o f  how long it will take a 
specific defect to degrade into a more severe defect as a classification o f risk rather than a 
classification o f pipes defect. Once again, the Markov Chain method allowed us to 
predict the mean time to failure. By using an extension of the Markov chain theory, a 
predictive model that can predict the mean time it will take for a specific distress state to 
degrade to a trapping or absorbing state was developed. For the purposes o f  this research 
the trapping state was considered to be the collapse o f the sewer. The prediction of the 
mean time for the degradation from any given state to collapse provides the sewer 
manager with a powerful tool on which to base the allocation o f their repair budget 
(Kathula, et al., 2000).
3.2.2 Development o f the Absorbing Markov Chain
An absorbing state in a Markov chain is a state from which, when entered, there is 
zero probability o f exiting. An absorbing Markov chain is one that contains at least one 
absorbing state, and it is possible to go from each non-absorbing state to some absorbing
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state in one or more time-steps. The transition matrix P  o f  an absorbing chain then takes 
the form:
P =
I  O 
T  S.
Eq. 3.1
Here,
I  is a m x.m identity matrix where, m = the number of absorbing states
S  S is a square ((n — m) x ( n  — m))  matrix where, n = total number o f states, and(« — m) 
is the number o f non-absorbing states,
O Is a zero matrix
T is an (n — m)  x m matrix
The matrix S gives the transition probabilities for movement among the non­
absorbing states. The fundamental matrix for the absorbing system is the matrix
Q = { l - S ) ~ l Eq. 3.2
From the data gathered in previous research (Kathula, et al., 1999), the part of the 
structural condition matrix (SCM) for a five-year period is shown in Figure 3.1. From this 
SCM for five years, the mean number o f transitions to absorption is obtained. This SCM 
was rearranged to get the canonical form of the matrix P. Part o f this matrix P is shown in 
Figure 3.2. In this case, m=l and n=19. This P matrix gives the mean number of 
transitions it takes to enter the absorbing state starting from any given non-absorbing 
state. For more details the reader is referred to Kemeny and Snell (1960).
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Figure 3.1: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) for five years
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Figure 3.2: Canonical form o f the matrix P
3.2.2.1 Calculating the Expected Number o f  Steps to Absorption. To obtain 
information about the time to absorption in an absorbing Markov chain, we first calculate 
the fundamental matrix Q. The number of times, starting in state i, one expects to visit 
state j  before absorption is the i fh entry of Q (using the original numbering o f the states). 
The total number o f steps expected before absorption equals the total number o f visits 
one expect to make to all the non-absorbing states and it is the sum of all the entries in
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the i‘h row o f  Q (again using the original numbering). The product Q x T  gives the
•  * thprobabilities o f  ending up in the different absorbing states. For instance, if  the i row of 
Q x T  is [x y  z  /], then starting in state i, there is a probability x  o f being absorbed 
up in absorbing state 1, a probability y  o f being absorbed in absorbing state 2, and so on. 
Using the data, one may calculate the following (n — i f  component column vector.
T = N% Eq. 3.3
Where £  is a (n — 1) column vector o f  1 ’s.
From equation 3.3, we obtained the mean number o f steps or transitions required 
for a pipe initially in state i ( i  = 2,3,__19) to reach the collapse state.
Table 3.2 gives the mean number o f  transitions required to reach the collapse state 
from any initial state. This mean number multiplied by 5 gives the mean number in years.
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Table 3.2: Number o f transitions required to reach the collapse state from each initial 
distress condition state
Initial Distress 
State
Number of 
Transitions
Mean time to 
failure (years)
Intact 13.1781 65.85
TC 11.2597 56.25
OC + IL 10.6633 53.3
OJL + IL 11.0231 55.1
MOC + IL 9.037 45
OJM + IL 10.8294 54.1
CL 8.3587 41.75
MOC + H1 6.2496 31.24
OJM + IM 9.9473 49.7
DJM + IM 9.0656 45.325
CM 6.782 33.91
OJS + IM 8.3416 41.7
DJL + IM 7.6782 38.35
DL 4.2668 21.3
CS 4.702 23.5
OJS + IS 7.0466 35.23
DJL + IS 5.8403 29.2
CS + H2 3.1585 15.75
DS 1.8703 9.35
3.2.2.2 Degradation Sequences to Collapse State. The combination o f degradation 
sequence states with the mean time for any state to degrade to the absorbing state can 
provide the sewer manager with objective criteria for ranking repairs. The Absorbing 
Markov Chain developed for this study uses a five-year period as a normal transition 
period. Each degradation sequence has been arbitrarily separated into three levels o f risk: 
(1) low (more than 50 years), (2) moderate (from 20 to 50 years), and (3) high (from 0 to 
20 years). These five degradation sequences and the associated risk states are shown in 
Figure 3.3. The Figure 3.3 gives the manager a clear indication of the urgency o f the need 
to repair a given condition state. For example, the manager is faced with the decision of 
repairing a pipe that shows large deformation (DL) which has a mean time to collapse of
4.2 time units (21 years), or a pipe that shows severe corrosion with large holes (CS+H2)
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which has a mean time to collapse o f 3.1 time units. Based solely on the time to collapse, 
the manager will select the (CS+H2) pipe for repair.
Degradation
Sequence
Intact 
13.2
Intact
13.2
Intact
13.2
Intact
13.2
Intact
13.2
Low Moderate Severe
TC OC+IL 
11.5 10.6
MOC+IL MOC+Hl 
9.0 6.2
OJL+IL OJM+IL OJM+IM 
11.0 10.8 10.0
OJS+IM OJS+IS 
83 7.0
DJM+IM DJL+IM DJL+IS 
9.0 7.7 5.8
CL CM 
8.4 6.8
CS CS+H2 
4.7 3.1
DL DS 
4.2 1.8
Figure 3.3: Degradation states and associated risk states
The lower mean time value signifies that it is going to reach its collapse state 
sooner. This type o f information was not readily available to the manager using a 
functional classification of sewer defects.
The extension of the Markov Chain state prediction method to the Absorbing 
Markov Chain method is a powerful tool for the prediction o f the time to collapse for any 
condition state. The sewer manager can use the absorbing Markov Chain method, in 
combination with other factors, to make sound management decisions that will help 
optimize the economics of the sewer system.
3.3 2001 Survey
The current 2001 survey focused on the Gulf Coast region o f the United States. 
The results o f the preliminary 1998 survey formed the basis for choosing the states of the
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Gulf Coast region. In our previous survey, the participants included sewer experts from 
across North America. They were asked to provide information on the age o f  their sewer 
systems, population, soil conditions, temperature, rainfall and snowfall o f  their cities. A 
multivariate statistical analysis called Factor Analysis was performed on these data, to 
determine the critical factors that would effect the sewer deterioration. The analysis 
showed that temperature, age, and soil conditions are the vital factors that affect the 
condition o f  the pipe. We found that these factors were similar in Gulf Coast region data. 
Therefore, the model was restricted to a regional predictive tool. The participants include 
municipal officials and experts from Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi, Alabama, and 
Florida.
The 2001 survey was simplified from the 1998 survey in response to suggestions 
put forward by the respondents to the earlier survey. The reason that it was possible to 
simplify the survey was due to the time-dependent classification model developed 
(Kathula, et al., 2000). The simplified survey allowed a reduction from a single 20x20 
SCM to five 5x5 SCMs which followed the five degradation sequences identified in 
Figure 3.3.
The participants were again given detailed instructions about how to evaluate 
distress condition transitions from one state to a more severe state. The respondent was 
asked to consider only that distress under evaluation and to ignore all other distress that 
may be present. Even though age o f the pipe probably played a significant role in 
likelihood o f deterioration, respondents were asked to ignore the age o f the pipe being 
considered when making their estimate.
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3.3.1 Sewer Structural Distress Conditions
In the previous model, twenty conditions were used to describe the possible 
degradation sequences based on the degree and the combination o f  structural defects 
found commonly in sewer pipe segments. The subsequent risk classification model 
developed had shown that the sewer degradation followed one o f five degradation 
sequences. All o f  the sequences started with an intact pipe and progressively degraded 
starting with the distinct sequences o f  (1) cracks, (2) open joints, (3) displaced joints, (4) 
corrosion, and (5) deformation, and ended in collapse. In each degradation sequence, 
there are various severity levels o f each distress before it reaches the collapse from the 
initial intact condition. Table 3.3 contains a brief description o f  the degradation 
sequences that were included/studied in this project.
Each distress type has one, two, or three levels o f severity, based upon the impact 
that the defect has on the continued service of the sewer pipe. The three levels o f severity 
are described below:
1. Low severity level: Functionality is slightly impaired. The defect produces little or 
no effect on the surrounding environment. Preemptive work in these sewers would 
not be cost effective unless numerous failures occur in a short pipe length.
2. Medium severity level: Functionality is significantly impaired. Repair of these 
failures has a significant but not critically high cost.
3. High severity level: Functionality is seriously impaired. The cost o f failure under 
this condition would be high and affect the surrounding environment to a great extent.
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Table 3.3: Structural distress conditions included in the evaluation of sewer segments 
(WEF, 1994)
Structural
Condition Description
Intact Best possible sewer condition.
Crack Separation o f pipe materials that runs longitudinally or circumferentially along of the sewer pipe.
Open Joint Adjacent pipes are longitudinally displaced at the joints.
Displaced Joint The pipe is not concentric with the adjacent pipe.
Corrosion
The cementious pipe material that shows evidence o f deterioration 
from chemical action. The pipe wall surface shows irregular 
smoothness and aggregate on the cementitious material in the pipe is 
exposed.
Deformation Original cross-section of the sewer is altered.
Collapse There is complete loss of structural integrity o f the pipe. Most o f the cross-sectional area is lost.
Table 3.4 shows the five degradation sequences and their severity levels used in 
this survey based on the degree and the combination o f  structural defects found 
commonly in sewer pipe segments. Table 3.4 also shows the abbreviations of these 
defects used in this research.
The degradation sequences shown in Figure 3.4 can provide the sewer manager 
with a road map for sewer collapse. The sequencing shown in Figure 3.4 does not 
preclude the transition o f states between sequences; however, an analysis of the transition 
matrix showed relatively low probabilities of transition from one sequence to another.
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Table 3.4: Five degradation sequences and their severity levels and with their 
abbreviations
Degradation Sequence Severity Levels with their abbreviations
Cracks Tight Crack (TC)
Open Crack (OC)
Multiple Open Crack (MOC)
Multiple Open Crack +  Small no o f holes (MOC+H1)
Open Joints Small Open Joints (SOJ)
Medium Open Joints (MOJ)
Large Open Joints (LOJ)
Displaced Joints Small Displaced Joints (SDJ)
Medium Displaced Joints (MDJ)
Large Displaced Joints (LDJ)
Corrosion Light Corrosion (LC)
Medium Corrosion (MC)
Severe Corrosion (SC)
Severe Corrosion + Large number o f holes (SC+H2)
Deformation Light Deformation (LD)
Medium Deformation (MD)
MOC
Open Joints
Displaced
Joints
Corrosion
Deformation
( ^ )  > 50 years ( ^ )  20 to 50 years ^  < 20 years
L  O W  M E D  IU M  H IG H
Figure 3.4: Five degradation sequences o f distress conditions in sewer pipes
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The combination of degradation sequence states with the mean time for any state 
to degrade to the collapse state can provide the sewer manager with objective criteria for 
ranking repairs. The Absorbing Markov Chain developed for this study used a five-year 
period as a normal transition period. Each degradation sequence has been separated into 
three levels o f  risk: (1) low (more than 50 years), (2) moderate (from 20 to 50 years), and 
(3) high (from 0 to 20 years).
3.3.2 2001 Survey Description
Eighty sewer experts agreed to participate in this phase o f the research to 
complete the simplified survey. The participants were given detailed instructions about 
how to evaluate distress condition transitions from one state to a more severe one. Each 
survey participant was given ten Structural Condition Matrices (SCMs) — five for 
concrete pipe and five for clay pipe. They were told to estimate the number o f pipes out 
o f 100, based on their experience, that would transition from the initial state to the next 
distress state during a five-year period for the each degradation sequence o f the time 
dependent classification of the sewer defects. They were asked to consider only that 
distress under evaluation and to ignore all other distress that may be present. Even though 
age of the pipe likely plays a significant role in deterioration, they were asked to ignore 
the age o f the pipe being considered in making his estimate. They were asked to rate the 
concrete and clay pipes separately because it is felt that they have different degradation 
mechanisms. For example, clay pipes will not corrode the way concrete pipes do, so the 
rating in the corrosion matrix should be different for concrete and clay pipes.
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To consistently record the probability numbers in the structural condition matrix, 
they were provided with pictures, taken from CCTV inspections, which show each type 
o f defect under consideration. The participants submitted their results separately on the 
given SCMs for both concrete and clay pipes. These SCMs were used to develop the ten 
transition matrices for the analysis of the results.
3.3.2.1 Example Evaluation. Following is an example of the part o f the 2001 survey 
questionnaire to show as to how the survey was completed by the participants. Figures
3.5 to 3.9, show “Deformation” as the degradation sequence that the participants were 
asked to estimate.
(a)
Deformation Intact
(d)
Collapse
Initial
State
Transition 
States
=  100
Figure 3.5: Example o f  survey questionnaire showing the “Deformation” as the
degradation sequence
First, the expert considers the case in which no change in pipe condition occurs 
after 5 years, and as shown in Figure 3.5. They assessed the number o f pipes out o f 100 
that, based on experience, will not change during this period and placed this number in 
the box (Matrix location 1(a)).
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Note that the expert estimates that 80 out o f 100 pipes will remain in the same 
condition after 5 years and eighty is written in box 1(a). The expert determines that the 20 
remaining pipes will change from intact to a low deformation (LD) condition. Twenty is 
written in box 1(b). Because the condition o f  all 100 pipes is either intact or low 
deformation, zeros are placed in the next two boxes. Once the first row is completed the 
expert checks to ensure that the sum of the numbers in this row 1 equals 100.
(a)
Deformation Intact
(c)
M D
(d)
Collapse
Initial
State
'fdnpl|
. k— — TransitionStates
=  100
Figure 3.6: Continuation of example o f survey 2001 questionnaire (Row 2)
Next the expert moves to the second initial state, low deformation (Row 2) as 
shown in Figure 3.6. The rater estimates how many pipes out of 100 will remain in the 
LD condition during this period and enters this number in the box 2(b).
Note that the expert estimated that 50 out of 100 pipes will remain in the same 
condition and writes 50 in box 2(b). The evaluator now estimates that 40 o f the 50 
remaining pipes will progress from low deformation to medium deformation after 5 
years. Now, the remaining 10 pipes will show transition to the collapse severity level.
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Once the second row (low deformation initial condition) is completed, the expert checks 
to ensure that the sum o f  the numbers in this row 2 equals 100.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Deformation intacl l d  MD Collapse
Initial
State
Figure 3.7: Continuation o f example of survey 2001 questionnaire (Row 3)
Now the expert considers the third initial state, medium deformation (Row 3) as 
shown in the Figure 3.7. The number o f pipes out o f  100 will not change condition during 
the first 5 year period is estimated and places in box 3(c).
Note that, the expert estimated that 20 out o f 100 pipes will remain in the initial 
condition. Twenty is written box 3(c). The remaining 80 pipes will progress from low 
deformation to the collapsed state after 5 years, so 80 is written in box 3(d).
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(a) (b)
Deformation LD
(c)
M D
( d )
Collapse
Initial
State
Transition
States
=  100
Figure 3.8: Continuation of example o f  survey 2001 questionnaire (Row 4)
Now, the expert considers the fourth initial state, the collapse condition. Since 
collapse is the final state of any pipe, the rater writes 100 in box 4(d) (Figure 3.8). The 
completed SCM for the “Deformation” degradation sequence is in the Figure 3.9.
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(c)
MD
(d )
CollapseIntact
Initial
States
Transition 
Stales
k:8 0  ‘
&J>2Sk
=  100
=  100
For Concrete Pipes
=  100
=  100
Figure 3.9: Completed example o f  the survey 2001 questionnaire for “Deformation”
degradation sequence
When the survey was completed, the SCMs for each type o f degradation sequence 
and type o f pipe were full of predictions, which were then used in combination with all 
other participants responses to calculate transition probabilities on an aggregated SCM.
3.3.3 Demographics of Survey Respondents
The 2001 survey responses were received from 33 participants of Gulf Cost 
region. The survey respondent’s include sewer managers from Louisiana, Alabama, 
Florida, Texas and Mississippi. The over all demographics o f  these survey respondents
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are shown in the Table 3.5. The further detailed o f  these demographics o f  the each survey 
respondent is shown in the Table A.1 of Appendix A.
Table 3.5: Demographics o f 2001 survey responcLents o f Gulf Cost region
State No of 
Cities
Average 
Population 
Served by 
Sewer 
Systems
Average Age 
of Concrete 
Pipes
/Average Age 
of Clay 
Pipes
Average 
Work 
Experience 
with Sewer 
Systems
(In Years) (In Years) (In Years) (In Years)
AL 5 31229.00 45.00 55.00 17.40
FL 2 105000.00 45.00 55.00 27.00
LA 9 244944.44 52.50 50.56 20.00
MS 7 24445.71 49.33 50.00 17.29
TX 10 153050.00 31.88 43.20 18.10
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS AND MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT
Chapter four presents the analysis o f  the data generated by the survey discussed in 
the previous chapter. This chapter also describes the development of the sewer 
deterioration prediction model upon which this dissertation is based. It gives analysis of 
the results, showing the degradation trend o f clay and concrete sewer pipes with time.
4.1 Overview
Section 4.2 describes how the survey data were condensed to construct an initial 
Structural Condition Matrix (SCM), representing the transition probabilities o f a sewer 
from one condition to another condition over a five-year period. Section 4.3 describes the 
Markov Chain process and explains how it was used to predict the change in condition of 
a sewer over time. It also explains how the Markov Chain process was applied to the 
initial SCM to generate a SCM representing the sewer condition at the end of 50 years. 
Section 4.4 provides a detailed description o f  the development o f the prediction model. It 
gives the detailed description o f the five degradation trends identified in clay and 
concrete sewers for a 50-year period.
59
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4.2 Developing the Initial SCM 
The responses received from 33 participants were entered into a spreadsheet for 
the five degradation sequences for both clay and concrete pipes. The initial Structural 
Condition Matrix (SCM) for each degradation sequence was created for both clay and 
concrete pipes by averaging the number of pipes in each SCM cell from all o f the 35 
responses. Figure 4.1 shows the SCM for crack degradation sequence in the clay pipes 
over a period of five years.
Initial S ta te s  
(C lay P ipe)
Final C ondition
In tact TC OC MOC MOC + H1 C o lla p se
A B c D E F
In tac t 1 75.03 11.97 4.9 3.84 2.13 2.13
TC 2 0.00 67.61 18.03 7.23 3.45 3.68
OC 3 0.00 0.00 59.06 20.02 11.05 9.87
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 54.35 29.24 16.4
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.74 47.26
C o llap se 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100
Figure 4.1: SCM o f the crack degradation sequence for the clay pipes
Columns A through F in the SCM represent the different service levels based 
upon the defect severity that a pipe experiences while progressing through the crack 
degradation sequence. The best possible case and the worst possible case are classified by 
levels A and F respectively. The initial conditions are listed in the left column and labeled 
1 through 6. The SCMs can be read easily using this type of nomenclature. The number 
in each cell of Figure 4.1 represents the percentage o f pipes that show transition during a 
five-year period from the initial condition in the row (1 to 5) to the final condition in the 
column (A-F) for the crack degradation sequence in the clay pipes.
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Initial S ta te s  
(C lay Pipe)
Final C o n d itio n s
In tac t TC OC MOC MOC + H1 C ollapse
A B c D E F
Intact 1 0.75 0.11 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02
TC 2 0.00 0.67 0.18 0.07 0.03 0.03
OC 3 0.00 0.00 0.59 0.20 0.11 0.09
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.29 0.16
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.47
C ollapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1
Figure 4.2: SCM representing transitional probabilities o f  clay pipes over a period of 5
years
Figure 4.2 shows the SCM representing the same transitions as in Figure 4.1, but 
Figure 4.2 contains probabilities. Figure 4.2 was created by dividing the numbers in 
Figure 4.1 by 100 to convert the percentages into probabilities. These are the probabilities 
that a pipe will show transition from a state in a given period to another state in the 
following period. These probabilities are called transition probabilities. These 
probabilities are used for the analyses in Section 4.3. The degradation paths for the five 
major sequences are obtained from the time dependant classification model explained in 
the chapter three. Thus, SCMs are obtained for crack, open joints, displaced joints, 
corrosion and deformation degradation sequences for both clay and concrete pipes.
4.3 Basis for the Markovian Model 
The transition o f a pipe from one condition state to another is generally a function 
o f parameters such as time, hydraulic state, structural condition, and environmental 
characteristics. Markov process models are useful in studying the behavior o f sewers over 
different time periods.
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The Markov Chain process imposes a rational structure on the deterioration model 
because it describes the rate o f deterioration as uncertain (stochastic), and it ensures that 
the projections of deterioration beyond the limits o f  data will produce a worsening 
condition state over time. Markov chains can be employed to model stochastic processes. 
They have a distinct property that probabilities involving how the process changes in the 
future is dependent only on the present state o f the process and so is independent o f  the 
past (Hillier and Lieberman, 1995). The Markov process models deterioration situations 
that have (1) a finite number o f states and (2) stationary probabilities (i.e., the transition- 
probability distribution does not change with time) (Abraham, et al„ 1998).
4.3.1 Using Markov Chain Method to Model and
Predict Sewer Deterioration
A sanitary sewer system begins its life in nearly perfect condition and is then 
subjected to a sequence o f duty cycles that cause the sewer pipe to deteriorate. In this 
study the state o f a sewer is defined in terms of structural defects. I f  the structural defects 
are not repaired, the sewer pipe will develop more severe defects over time. It is obvious 
that the sewer pipe is more likely to have more severe defects in the next time period if  
the defects in the previous time period are not repaired.
The transition matrix is an (m x m) square matrix where m is the number o f 
possible condition states that the system can assume, and where the system degradation 
can only occur entropically; that is, it can either stay in the same state or move to a state 
o f greater degradation. The m-I state transitions are possible from the initial condition, 
m-2 state transitions possible from the second state o f degradation, m-3 transitions from 
the third state o f transition, and so on. In Figure 4.2 the first row o f the SCM gives the
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third state o f transition, and so on. In Figure 4.2, the first row of the matrix pertains to 
pipes starting from an initial condition o f  “intact” position (1,1) describes the probability 
that a pipe initially “intact” will remain intact. Positions (1,2) through (1, m-1) give the 
probability o f  the pipe deteriorating from “intact” through intermediate cracking-distress 
condition states, and finally to state m-1 (collapse). The second row describes the 
degradation probability distribution o f the system from the initial condition o f  “tight 
crack” through all intermediate cracking distress condition states to the final state of 
collapse. The remaining rows of the transition matrix contain all the possible states of 
cracking degradation o f the system starting at any other initial condition over the period 
o f service.
For example, if  a sewer is currently in state i, at time t, the probability that it will 
transfer to state j at time t+1 can be denoted as
P r{X(t +• 1) = j\X (t) = i} = p.p  i , j  = 1,2, . . . ,m Eq. 4.1
The transition probabilities p ig can be arranged in the form of a matrix.
P =
P \ l  P l l  P i n
0 P n  ••• P i,
0 0 ••• 1 Eq. 4.2
In the matrix P, an element p g, where j  = 1,2 ,..., m , is the probability that a 
sewer in state i will deteriorate into state j  during the next time period (in this project t = 
5 years). Since individual transition phenomena are mutually exclusive and collectively 
exhaustive, each element o f  P is equal to or greater than zero and equal to or less than one 
and the sum o f elements o f  individual rows equals 1. The entry of 1 in the last row and
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last column o f the transition matrix, corresponding to state o f  collapse, indicates a 
holding or trapping state. Once a pipe reaches this severe condition, it remains in the 
severe condition unless a repair is performed which restores it to better condition.
transition matrix. (Hiller and Lieberman, 1995) (Abraham et al., 1998). With this 
procedure the one-step transition matrix P corresponds to a 5-year time; the two-step 
(10-year time period) transition matrix P2 is represented by
Thus, with this methodology, if  the transition matrix probabilities can be 
estimated, the future state o f the sewer pipe at any time period can be predicted. 
Therefore, the next condition rating values Pl ,P2 ,...,P10 are calculated to predict of the 
distress condition in the pipe system during each o f the succeeding 5-year periods for 10 
periods, or 100 years. Therefore, when the transition matrix is multiplied by itself 10 
times, as allowed by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, to obtain the prediction model 
for 100 years.
For example, if a one step (5-year time period) transition matrix is denoted by,
The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation provides a method o f computing n^-step 
transition probabilities. It can be obtained by computing the nth power of the one-step
p n = p 2 = P + * P Eq. 4.3
P =
P l l  P 12 ■ "  P i n t
0  P n  P i n t Eq. 4.4
0 0 1
Then, a two-step (10-year period) transition matrix is calculated as P2
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These Markov process models have been used to describe the probability that a 
sewer is functioning in one condition in one period will continue to stay in that condition 
or progress to the next condition in the next time period. It is important to realize that in 
developing a Markov process model for this sewers, we are assuming that transition 
probabilities will be the same for a given type o f  sewer pipe and that these transition 
probabilities will not change over time for a given time period. The current state of 
system together with the transition probabilities contains all the information necessary to 
predict the future behavior of the system. The analysis described in the section 4.4 
predicts and describes the future behavior o f  the system.
4.4 Prediction of Distress Conditions in Concrete and Clay
Pipes
Experts were asked to rate pipe deterioration for both clay and concrete pipes, 
while passing through all five degradation sequences. They rated the percentage o f pipes 
going from one distress level to a more severe level over a period o f 5 years for cracking, 
open joints, displaced joints, corrosion and deformation sequences. These values were 
used to develop transition matrices for all these degradation sequences for a  five-year 
period for clay and concrete pipes as discussed earlier.
The single-state transition matrix, i.e., the SCM for the crack degradation 
sequence showing deterioration of clay sewers over a period o f five years, is given in
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Figure 4.1. Figure 4.3 shows the distress state transition for clay sewer pipes for a 50-year 
period.
Initial S ta te s  
(Clay Pipe)
Final C ondition
Intact TC OC MOC MOC+H1 C ollapse
A B c D E F
Intact 1 5.66 5.9 5.9 6.18 8.16 68.19
TC 2 0.00 2.00 3.12 3.99 6.46 84.43
OC 3 0.00 0.00 0.52 1.24 2.98 95.26
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 1.06 98.71
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 99.83
C ollapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100
Figure 4.3: SCM representing transitional probabilities o f clay pipes showing pipe
deterioration over a period of 50 years
The transition matrix is quite easy to interpret. The top row in the matrix 
represents the percentage of pipes that make a transition from the initial condition of 
“intact” to other five degradation conditions in the cracking sequence more severe than 
“intact”. The second row is the percentage o f pipe that starts from the initial condition of 
“tight crack” and transitions to 4 more severe distress conditions. In all cases for all rows, 
the first non-zero cell is the percentage o f pipe likely to stay in the initial “intact’ 
condition. The remaining percentages indicate pipes that become more severely 
distressed. Table 3.4 in chapter three contains the key to interpreting the abbreviations 
found in the matrix.
As an example, consider the first line o f the clay pipe matrix for the cracking 
degradation sequence for the first 5-year period (Figure 4.1). About 75% o f the pipes will 
remain in the intact state; 12% will degrade from the “intact” state to the “tight crack” 
state; 5% will degrade from the “intact” state to the open crack state; 2% will degrade to
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a state with multiple open cracks with a small number o f  holes; and the remaining 2% 
will degrade to the “collapse” state. Similarly, transition matrices were developed to 
describe the pipe condition over additional periods for times from 5 to 50 years, in five- 
year steps, by using Markov chain process.
A complete set o f these SCMs for different degradation sequences for both clay 
and concrete pipes is included in Appendix B. The SCMs for cracking degradation 
sequence in clay pipes, showing the pipe deterioration for various time periods ranging 
from 5 years to 50 years, in increments of five years, are shown in the Figure B .l to B.10 
in Appendix B. Similarly, for the rest of the clay pipes the SCMs for the open joints, 
displaced joints, corrosion and deformation degradation sequences showing pipe 
deterioration over a period o f  five years to fifty years in the increment o f five years is 
given in Figure B .ll  to Figure B.20, in Figure B.21 to Figure B.30, in Figure B.31 to 
Figure B.40 and in Figure B.41 to Figure B.50, respectively. In case of concrete pipes, 
the SCMs for the crack degradation sequence are shown in Figure B.51 to Figure B.60, 
for open joints from Figure B.61 to Figure B.70, for displaced joints shown from Figure
B.71 to Figure B.80, for corrosion it is shown in Figure B.81 to Figure B.90 and for 
deformation it is shown in Figure B.91 to Figure B .l00.
4.4.1 Data Analysis for Clay Pipes
The experts rated the deterioration of pipes from all degradation sequences. This 
analysis first focused on those pipes that began in the intact condition and progressed into 
other higher distress conditions in cracks, open joints, displaced joints, corrosion and 
deformation degradation sequence for clay pipes. This analysis also focuses on those
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pipes that began from different states in the (1) crack degradation sequence which 
includes tight crack (TC), open crack (OC), multiple open crack (MOC), multiple open 
crack + small number o f  holes (MOC+H1), (2) open joint degradation sequence which 
includes small open joint (SOJ), medium open joint (MOJ), and large open joint (LOJ), 
(3) displaced joint degradation sequence which includes small displaced joint (SDJ), 
medium displaced joint (MDJ), large displaced joint (LDJ), (4) corrosion degradation 
sequence which includes low corrosion (LC), medium corrosion (MC), severe corrosion 
(CS) and severe corrosion + large number o f holes (CS+H2), and (5) deformation 
degradation sequence which includes low deformation (LD) and medium deformation 
(MD).
The condition transition states for clay pipe can be graphically represented as 
function of time as shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.29. The graphs are plotted using the SCMs 
developed for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 years, found in Appendix B. In all of 
the figures, the Y-axis represents the percentage o f  pipes in a particular distress state, and 
the X-axis represents time during the 50-year period in 5-year increments.
Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.8 shows the percentage o f  intact pipes progressing in to five 
degradation sequences over the 50-year period. Figure 4.4 shows the decline in 
percentage o f intact pipes and transforming into other higher distress conditions in the 
crack degradation sequence over the 50-year period. The graph is plotted based on 
information contained in the first data row in Table 4.1. This table gives the percentage of 
pipes deteriorating from the intact condition over the periods from 5 to 50 years in 5-year 
increments. Other tables showing the percentage o f  pipes deteriorating from other initial 
conditions to the final conditions for both clay and concrete pipes are found in Appendix
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C. The fourth column o f row three o f  Table 4.1 gives 5-year percentage for pipes that 
remain intact versus transitioning to any of the remaining conditions. Similarly, the fifth 
column o f row three gives the percentage o f intact pipes that remain intact after 10 years. 
The percentage o f  intact pipes remaining in intact condition is repeated through the 50- 
year time period. At time zero, 100 percent o f the pipes are still intact. By the end of five 
years, 75% are still intact, but by the end of 50 years only 6% o f  the pipes remain intact.
The second data row o f Table 4.1 can be used to plot the percentage of intact 
pipes progressing to the tight crack (TC) condition for a period o f 5 to 50 years (Figure 
4.4). Similarly, the remaining graphs in Figure 4.5 to 4.8 are plotted based on the data in 
Table C.2 to Table C.5 respectively o f Appendix C.
Table 4.1: Percentages of pipes deteriorating from intact condition to each o f the rest o f 
the 5 conditions in the cracks degradation sequence over the periods from 5 to 50 years in 
5-year increment
C ond ition Y ears
Initial F inal 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
In tac t In ta c t 100 75 56.3 42.2 31.7 23.8 17.8 13.4 10 7.54 5.66
In tac t TC 0 12.29 17.53 18.77 17.88 15.99 13.73 11.48 9.41 7.59 6.06
In tac t OC 0 5.71 9.91 12.29 13.11 12.84 11.88 10.55 9.10 7.68 6.36
In tac t MOC 0 4.16 7.45 9.70 10.91 11.22 10.87 10.06 9.01 7.85 6.69
In tac t MOC+H1 0 2.77 5.86 8.59 10.6 11.79 12.18 11.93 11.2 10.18 9.01
In tac t C o lla p se 0 0.03 2.95 8.41 15.79 24.38 33.50 42.59 51.23 59.16 66.23
In the Figure 4.4 the percentage of pipes with tight crack (TC) peaks at 15 years, 
after which these cracks progress into more severe form of cracking distress. Note that 
during the first five years, some o f the intact pipes transition into each o f  the four 
cracking conditions shown in the Figure 4.4. This result indicates that some o f  the intact 
pipes crack and make a transition quickly through the light and medium crack stages to
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advanced states o f cracking. Open cracks (OC) reach peak at about 25 years and multiple 
open cracks (MOC) hold steady after 25 years. MOC with small number o f holes peak at 
35 years with little change after that. The sixth curve in the Figure 4.4 shows the 
percentage o f intact pipes progressing to a collapse state.
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Figure 4.4: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in the “Cracks” degradation sequence
Figure 4.5 shows the percentage o f pipes that begin intact and that 
experience open joint related distresses during the 50-year analysis period. The pipes 
with small open joints defect peak between 15 and 20 years after installation. At the end 
o f 25 years about 14% o f the pipes have medium open joints. Pipes with large open joints 
peak at about 30 years at about 18% of the pipes. However, even a lower severity joint 
defects with severe infiltration can have a significant effect on the proper functioning of
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the sewage treatment plant. For such a situation, these open joints may require 
rehabilitation because of the detrimental effect of the infiltration water on the sewerage 
treatment plant.
• Intact
•Medium Open Joints (MOJ) 
■Collapse
-Small Open Joints (SOJ) 
•Large Open Joints (LOJ)
T im e P e rio d
Figure 4.5: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in the “Open Joints” degradation
sequence
In the Figure 4.6 the percentage o f intact pipes progressing into various severity 
level of displaced joints degradation sequence is shown. No displaced joint distress states 
exceed 7% over the given 50-year period. Large displaced joint gradually increase and 
reach a peak value of 17% by the end o f 25 years.
Figure 4.7 shows the percentage o f pipes that begin as intact pipes and experience 
light, medium, and severe corrosion with time. By the end o f 5 years 74% of the pipes
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that began in intact condition remain intact. The curves indicate that once a sewer clay 
pipe has light corrosion defect, it very quickly progresses into severe conditions. Light 
corrosion peaks at 17% by the end o f 30 years. Severe corrosion with holes peaks at 
about 45 years and it about 13% of the pipes.
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Figure 4.6: Percentages o f  clay pipes deteriorating from “Intacf ’ condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in the ‘Displaced Joints” degradation
sequence
Figure 4.8 contains the percentage o f pipe showing deformation with time. At the 
end o f 5 years, only 10% o f  intact pipes have developed low deformation, but by the end 
of fifty years, 25 years 16% of them in low deformation distress condition. I f  one 
assumes that this deformation occurs because o f poor backfilling and compaction 
practices, this area warrants significant attention by specifying agencies.
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Figure 4.7: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f  50 years in the “Corrosion” degradation
sequence
The fourth curve in the Figure 4.8 shows the percentage o f  intact pipes 
progressing to a collapsed state. The number of pipes in the collapsed state increases with 
time from 0.2% at year 5 to almost 64% by the end o f 50 years. This graph shows that 
some pipes might have made the transition from intact to collapse without going through 
low deformation and severe deformation states. Under such circumstances, a pipe might 
go through these stages, but it happens so quickly that it is not observed during the 5-year 
transitional periods used in this analysis.
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Figure 4.8: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in the “Deformation” degradation
sequence
The remaining of this analysis focuses on those pipes that began with cracks, open 
joints, displaced joints, corrosion and deformation distress state for clay pipes.
4.4.1.1 Crack Degradation Sequence. Figure 4.9 shows the decline in percentage o f pipes 
with a tight-crack (TC) defect over a 50-year period. The graph in this figure is plotted 
with data contained in Table C.6 o f Appendix C. The table gives the percentages o f pipes 
deteriorating from the tight-crack condition over the periods from 5 to 50 years in 5-year 
increments. Figure 4.9 shows the percentage of pipes that begin in the tight crack defect 
and that experience other severe cracking-related distresses during the 50-year analysis 
period. At a time o f zero, 100 percent o f the pipes start with the tight crack (TC) defect. 
By the end o f five years, 68% are still with tight crack defects but by the end o f 50 years 
only 2% of the pipes are in tight crack defect state.
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In the case o f tight-crack progression, Figure 4.9 shows that 23% o f the pipes 
have an open- crack defect at the end of 10 years o f service.
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Figure 4.9: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Tight Crack” to more severe 
distress conditions over a period of 50 years in the “Crack” degradation sequence
The percentage o f pipes with open cracks peaks at 10 years, after which these 
cracks progress into a more severe form o f distress. Note that during the first ten years, 
some of the pipes with tight crack defects make a transition into each of the other three 
crack conditions and collapse state shown in the Figure 4.9. This result indicates that 
some o f the pipes with tight crack defects make a transition quickly through the light and 
medium crack stages to advanced states o f cracking. Multiple open cracks reach a peak at 
about 20 years, and multiple open cracks with a small number of holes peak at 30 years 
with little change after that. The fourth curve shown in this Figure 4.10 shows the
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percentage o f pipes with tight crack defect progressing to a collapsed state. The number 
of pipes in the collapsed state increases with time from 3% at year 5 to almost 85% by the 
end of 50 years.
Figure 4.10 also shows the pipes that begin in the open crack distress condition 
and transition to more severe distress over time. By the end o f 5 years, 40% o f the pipes 
that began with open crack defects had progressed to other severe cracking distress states. 
Pipes with multiple open cracks reach a peak value o f  24% by the end o f 10 years.
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Figure 4.10: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Open Crack” to more severe 
distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in the “Crack” degradation sequence
The percentage o f pipes with multiple open crack defects drops quite rapidly 
during the early stages o f deterioration and the more severe crack condition has 
developed. Pipes with multiple open cracks with small number o f holes peak at 20% by
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the end o f 15 years. The fourth curve in the graph shows the percentage o f pipes 
progressing to the collapse state.
Figure 4.11 shows the pipes that began with multiple open crack defects. These 
graphs are obtained from Table C.8 found in Appendix C. By the end o f  5 years only 
54% of the pipes remained in a multiple open-crack defect condition. Figure 4.12 shows 
that pipes in multiple open-crack condition with a small number o f holes peak at 27% by 
the end o f 10 years after which most o f them progress to collapse state.
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Figure 4.11: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Multiple Open Crack” to 
more severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Crack” degradation
sequence
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Figure 4.12: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Multiple Open Crack + Small 
Number o f Holes” to more severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Crack”
degradation sequence
4.4.1.2 Open Joint Degradation Sequence. Figure 4.13 shows how pipes initially 
experiencing the small open-joint distress condition remain unchanged or transition to 
more severe open-joint distresses over 50 years. This graph is obtained from Table C.10 
in the Appendix C. These graphs are plotted similar to the way Figures 4.9 through 4.12 
are plotted from the data in Table C.6 to Table C.9 found in the Appendix C. Figure 4.13 
shows that by the end of 10 years, 25% of the pipes are in a medium open joint (MOJ) 
distress condition. By the end of 25 years, 19% o f the pipes have large open joint (LOJ) 
defects. Beyond this time, most of the pipes with LOJ are progressing to more severe 
conditions. The percentage o f pipes with small open joints drops quite rapidly during the 
early stages o f deterioration.
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Figure 4.13: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Small Open Joints” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Open Joints” degradation
sequence
Figure 4.14 shows the pipes starting initially with medium open joint (MOJ) 
defects that remain unchanged or transition to other severe states o f open joint distress 
condition. When starting from MOJ condition 25% of the pipes peak with large open 
joint (LOJ) defects by the end o f 10 years. The third curve in the graph shows the 
percentage o f  pipes reaching the collapse state is quite rapid.
Figure 4.15 shows the pipes starting initially with large open joints transforming 
to the collapse state. The pipes peak at 50 years, where 100% o f  them reach the collapse 
state. The number o f  pipes progressing into collapse are more because the pipes with 
open joint defects deteriorate quickly as they are prone to soil intrusion, infiltration and 
exfiltration conditions. The infiltration and exfiltration will loosen the soil around the 
pipe, accelerating the pipe deterioration.
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Figure 4.14: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium Open Joints” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in “Open Joints” degradation
sequence
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Figure 4.15: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Large Open Joints” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Open Joints” degradation
sequence
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4.4.1.3 Displaced Joint Degradation Sequence. Figure 4.16 shows how the pipes initially 
experiencing small displaced-joint (SDJ) distress remain unchanged or transition to more 
severe displaced joint distresses over 50 years. Medium displaced joints (MDJ) will peak 
at 22% by the end o f  10 years and afterwards experience large displaced joints (LDJ). 
The fourth curve in this figure shows the percentage of pipes progressing from the 
displaced joint defect in to collapse distress condition. The slope of the curve indicates 
that the rate of collapse increases by 7% per five-year interval during the 50 year period.
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Figure 4.16: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Small Displaced Joints” to 
more severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Displaced Joints”
degradation sequence
Figure 4.17 shows the percentage o f  pipes with medium displaced joint (MDJ) 
defects, which experience large displaced joint (LDJ) defects and then the collapse 
distress condition during the 50-year analysis period. At time equal to zero, 100% of the 
clay pipes are starting with a medium displaced joint (MDJ) distress condition. By the
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end of 5 years, 60% o f them are still in MDJ distress condition, but by the end o f 50 
years, there are almost no pipes in this condition. Note that during the first 5 years, some 
o f the pipes with MDJ defect transition into each o f the large displaced joint (LDJ) or 
collapse conditions shown in the figure. This result indicates that some o f  the pipes with 
MDJ, can show transition quickly to more advanced state o f displaced joints. LDJ reach a 
peak of about 30% at 10 years. The collapse category peaks at about 90% at 50 years 
with little change after that.
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Figure 4.17: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium Displaced Joints” to 
more severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in “Displaced Joints”
degradation sequence
Figure 4.18 shows that the pipes with large displaced joints (LDJ) gradually 
decrease in number, indicating that the joints continue to open and transition to a more 
severe level. As with the large displaced joints, even a small percentage may cause major 
infiltration problems, so these pipes may need to be rehabilitated to minimize their effect
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on sewerage treatment operations. Pipes with collapse distress condition gradually 
increase in number and reach a peak value o f 98% at the end o f  50 years.
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Figure 4.18: Percentages o f  clay pipes deteriorating from “Large Displaced Joints” to 
more severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in “Displaced Joints”
degradation sequence
4.4.1.4 Corrosion Degradation Sequence. Figure 4.19 contain information on pipes that 
begin in the low-corrosion (LC) distress state and transition to more severe distress over 
time. The curves in Figure 4.21 indicate that clay sewers pipes have a low-corrosion 
effect. By the end of 5 years, 80% o f  pipes that started with the low-corrosion defect will 
remain in that distress state. The slope between 5 and 20 years shows that there is gradual 
decline in the percentage o f the pipes that stay at low-corrosion defect.
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Figure 4.20 contains the pipes that started with the medium-corrosion defect. 
Figure 4.20 shows the decline in percentage o f clay pipes from the medium corrosion 
condition to more severe corrosion states during the 50—year period.
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Figure 4.19: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Light Corrosion” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in “Corrosion” degradation sequence
By the end o f five years, 72% of them still have the medium corrosion defect, but 
by the end o f 50 years, 5% of the pipes have medium corrosion defect. There is a gradual 
decrease in the percentage of clay pipes with medium corrosion, as these pipes develop 
more severe corrosion. A significant percentage o f these pipes change to severe corrosion 
with large number o f holes, a state that can result in more infiltration or even exfiltration 
problems. Pipes with holes should probably be considered for rehabilitation or 
replacement at this stage o f distress before more serious problems occur. Figure 4.20 also
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gives the percentage o f  clay pipes starting with medium corrosion but developing
collapse over 50 years.
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Figure 4.20: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium Corrosion” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Figure 4.21 gives the percentage of clay pipes starting with severe corrosion but 
developing severe corrosion with large number of holes or even collapse over 50 years. 
By 15 years, 32% of pipes are experiencing noticeable severe corrosion with large 
number of holes, and almost 20% o f the experiencing noticeable collapse.
Figure 4.22 gives the percentage of clay pipes starting with a severe corrosion 
with large number of holes, but developing collapse over 50 years. Once a pipe has 
severe corrosion distress, it progresses to the collapse state very rapidly. Notice that 50% 
of these pipes that have severe corrosion with a large number o f holes at five years are 
predicted to have collapsed by year 50.
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Figure 4.21: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Severe Corrosion” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Corrosion” degradation sequence
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Figure 4.22: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Severe Corrosion + Large 
Number o f  Holes” to more severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in
“Corrosion” degradation sequence
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4.4.1.5 Deformation Degradation Sequence. Figure 4.23 contains the percentage of the 
pipes starting with low-deformation distress condition. At the end o f  5 years, only 62% of 
these pipes remain in the low deformation condition, which means the remaining 38% of 
pipes have transitioned to the medium deformation or collapse condition. By the end of 
10 years, pipes with medium deformation peak at about 25%. Notice that the third curve 
shown in Figure 4.23 gives the percentage o f  pipes progressing to the collapsed state. The 
number o f pipes progressing to a collapsed state increases with time from almost 0% at 
the end o f 5 years to almost 98% by the end o f  50 years.
Figure 4:24 shows the percentage o f  pipes with medium deformation progressing 
to a collapsed state.
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Figure 4.23: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Low Deformation” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f  50 years in “Deformation” degradation
sequence
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Figure 4.24: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium Deformation” to 
more severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Deformation” degradation
sequence
4.5.1 Data Analysis for Concrete Pipes
A similar analysis was performed using data collected on the concrete pipe to 
describe the change in condition o f the pipe over time. In Figure 4.25 to Figure 4.29 
shows the decline in the percentage o f concrete pipes starting from intact condition over a 
period of 50 years and progressing in to higher distress condition in cracks, open joints, 
displaced joints, corrosion and deformation degradation sequences respectively.
Figure 4.25 shows the percentage of intact pipes progressing into different higher 
distress levels in the cracking degradation sequence. Figure 4.26 shows the percentage of 
pipes that begin in intact and that experience open joint and related distresses during the 
50-year analysis period. Figure 4.27 shows the percentage o f intact pipes progressing into
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higher distress conditions in the displaced joint degradation sequence. Figure 4.28 shows 
the percentage o f concrete pipes that begin as intact p ip es  and experience light, medium, 
and severe corrosion with time. Corrosion problems aire more widespread than other pipe 
distresses in the concrete pipes. Figure 4.29 contaims the percentage o f pipe showing 
deformation with time.
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Figure 4.25: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years im the “Crack” degradation sequence
Although the experts rated the deterioration o f  pipe beginning at all five 
degradation sequences, the remainder of this analysis ifocuses on those pipes that began in 
the (1) crack (2) corrosion degradation sequences in tfcie concrete pipes.
The condition states of these two degradation sequences can be graphically 
represented as a function o f time as shown in Figures 4.30 to 4.3 7. The tables from which
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these graphs are created can be found in Appendix C. In all these figures, the Y-axis 
represents the percentage of concrete pipes in a given condition that has to a particular 
state o f  distress and the X-axis represents time during the 50-year period in 5-year 
increments.
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Figure 4.26: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f  50 years in the “Open Joints” degradation
sequence
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Figure 4.27: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in the “Displaced Joints” degradation
sequence
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Figure 4.28: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f  50 years in the “Corrosion” degradation
sequence
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Figure 4.29: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in the “Deformation” degradation
sequence
4.5.1.1 Crack Degradation Sequence. Figure 4.30 shows the decline in percentage o f 
concrete pipes which experience tight-crack (TC) defect and related severe cracking 
distress conditions during the 50-year analysis period. At time equal to zero, 100 percent 
of the concrete pipes are in TC condition. By the end of five years, 68% o f them are still 
in TC condition, but by the end o f 50 years only 2% with the TC defect. Note that during 
the first 5 years, some of the concrete pipes experiencing the TC defect transform into 
each of the four crack condition shown in the figure.
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Figure 4.30: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Tight Crack” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Crack” degradation sequence
This result shows that some of the pipes have progressed quickly to more 
advanced state o f cracking. Open cracks (OC) reach peak o f about 30% at about 10 years 
and multiple open crack (MOC) peak at 19% by the end o f 20 years. The MOC with 
small holes category peaks at about 16% at 25 years with little change after that. The fifth 
curve shows the percentage o f pipes transitioning in to collapse distress condition.
Figure 4.31 shows the pipes that begin in the open-crack distress condition and 
transition to more severe distress over time. By the end o f 5 years, 30% o f the pipes that 
began with an open crack defect had progressed in to other severe cracking distress 
states. Pipes with multiple open cracks reach a peak value of 25% by the end o f 10 years. 
The percentage o f pipes with multiple open crack defects drops quite rapidly during the 
early stages o f deterioration and the more severe crack condition has developed.
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Figure 4.31: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Open Crack” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Crack” degradation sequence
Pipes with multiple open cracks with small number o f holes peak at 20% by the 
end o f 15 years. The fourth curve in the graph shows the percentage o f pipes progressing 
to the collapse state.
Figure 4.32 shows the pipes that began with the multiple open crack defect. These 
graphs are obtained from Table C.29 found in Appendix C. By the end o f  five years, only 
56% of them remained in the multiple open crack defect condition. Pipes in the multiple 
open crack condition with small number o f holes peak at 33% by the end o f 10 years. By 
the end o f 50 years, 98% o f  the pipes progress to the collapse condition.
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Figure 4.32: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Multiple Open Crack” to 
more severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in “Crack” degradation
sequence
Figure 4.33 shows the concrete pipes that began with MOC with small number o f 
holes. A significant percentage of pipes transition to collapse state rapidly when starting 
from MOC with small number o f holes distress condition. Pipes with holes should 
probably be considered for rehabilitation or replacement at this stage of distress before 
more serious problems occur.
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Figure 4.33: Percentages of concrete p ipes deteriorating from “Multiple Open Cracks + 
Small Number of Holes” to more severe cdistress conditions over a period o f 50 years in
“Crack” degradation sequence
4.5.1.2 Corrosion Degradation Sequence. Figure 4.34 contains information on pipes that 
begin in the low-corrosion (LC) distress s ta te  and progress to more severe distress over 
time. By the end o f 5 years, 78% o f pipes that started with the corrosion light defect will 
remain in that distress state. The slope betw een 5 and 20 years shows that there is gradual 
decline in the percentage of the pipes that astay at low-corrosion defect.
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Figure 4.34: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Light Corrosion” to more 
severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Figure 4.35 contains the pipes that started with the medium corrosion defect. 
Figure 4.35 shows the decline in percentage o f  concrete pipes from the medium corrosion 
condition to more severe corrosion states during the 50—year period. By the end o f five 
years, 67% o f them still have the medium corrosion defect, but by the end o f 50 years, 
2% of the pipes have medium corrosion defect. There is a gradual decrease in the 
percentage o f concrete pipes with medium corrosion as these pipes develop more severe 
corrosion. A significant percentage of these pipes transform to severe corrosion with 
large number o f holes, a state that can result in more infiltration or even exfiltration 
problems. Pipes with holes should probably be considered for rehabilitation or 
replacement at this stage of distress before more serious problems occur. Figure 4.35 also
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gives the percentage o f concrete pipes starting with medium corrosion but developing 
collapse over a 50 year period.
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Figure 4.35: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Medium Corrosion” to 
more severe distress conditions over a period of 50 years in “Corrosion” degradation
sequence
Figure 4.36 gives the percentage o f concrete pipes starting with a severe corrosion 
but developing severe corrosion with large number o f holes or even collapse over 50 
years. By 10 years, 32% of pipes are experiencing noticeable severe corrosion with large 
number o f holes, and almost 30% o f  the experiencing noticeable collapse.
Figure 4.37 gives the percentage o f concrete pipes starting with a severe corrosion 
with large number o f holes, but developing collapse over 50 years. Once a pipe has 
severe corrosion distress, it progresses to the collapse state very rapidly. Notice that 60%
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o f these pipes that have severe corrosion with large number o f  holes at 5 years are 
predicted to have collapsed by year 50.
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Figure 4.36: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Severe Corrosion” to 
more severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in “Corrosion” degradation
sequence
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Figure 4.37: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Severe Corrosion + Large 
Number o f Holes” to more severe distress conditions over a period o f 50 years in
“Corrosion” degradation sequence
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CHAPTER FIVE
MODEL VERIFICATION
Chapter five presents the method employed to verify the model developed in the 
previous chapter. The sewer deterioration prediction models developed for clay and 
concrete pipes are verified by using the field data collected from municipalities using a 
concept called “risk ratio”. The theoretical risk ratio was derived from the model (based 
on survey data) and was compared with risk ratios derived from the field verification data 
(CCTV data). The “closer” the match, the more accurate the model. The degree o f  
closeness is based on the degree of correlation between the risk ratios.
5.1 Validation and Verification o f the Model — An 
Overview
Before the model can be used, it is important to establish that its predictions are 
consistent with actual system performance and to identify and correct errors in the model 
that are causing the model to be inaccurate. This process is called model verification 
(WEF, 1999). The accuracy of a model is measured by the closeness o f the model output 
to that o f real system. Validation refers to ensuring that the assumptions used in 
developing the model are reasonable in that, if  implemented correctly, the model would 
produce results close to that observed in real systems.
101
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There are two steps in measuring the accuracy o f a model. The first step is to 
ascertain whether the assumptions are reasonable, and the second step is to determine 
whether the model implements these assumptions correctly. These two steps are called 
validation and verification respectively. In our case, validation involves measuring the 
correctness o f the prediction curves developed for various distress states in clay and 
concrete sewers. The correctness o f implementation o f the sewer prediction model is of 
less concern since we have used the mathematical capabilities of MS Excel, and there is 
little chance for human error. The majority o f  this chapter is devoted to the process of 
validating the model with the real field data.
From Predictive From Validation Data
Model (CCTV Data)
SCMs for various Identifying and quantifying distress conditions
degradation sequences from CCTV for each pipe segment
Compare
No
Model
Validate
Yes
Predicted Risk Ratios Actual Risk Ratios
Figure 5.1: Steps involved in Model Validation
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Figure 5.1 shows the steps involved in validating the predictive model using the 
CCTV data obtained from the field. Risk ratios obtained from SCM are compared with 
those obtained from the validation data. Section 5.1.2 describes the process o f  identifying 
and quantifying the distress conditions seen in pipes from the CCTV data segments. 
Section 5.1.3 describes the method in calculating risk ratios from distress condition data.
5.1.1 Using Risk Ratios for Model Verification
Comparing a model with a real system is the most reliable and preferred way o f  
validating a model. In practice, however, this attempt is often difficult (or even 
unfeasible) because either the information does not exist or the measurements m aybe too 
expensive to carry out. Since the models are finally represented as SCMs for various 
degradation sequences, it is natural to conclude that the model could be validated by 
constructing the SCMs from the validation field data. The field data for validation which 
were collected will have to satisfy the following conditions in order to determine if  the 
SCMs for each degradation sequence are valid.
1. The distress condition for the same section o f  pipe should be recorded over periods o f 
time (5 to 50 years) and compared against the predicted deterioration (SCMs) for 
similar time periods.
2. Sufficiently large number o f pipe sections (sample points) must be reviewed so that 
higher confidence level can be achieved for the conclusions drawn from the set o f 
measured data
It is important to note that the rate o f  deterioration is not constant and may 
increase or decrease during the service life o f the sewer. Therefore, a single survey will
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not provide sufficient information to accurately predict long-term deterioration behavior. 
Equally, it is not possible to accurately predict when a sewer will collapse. However, the 
information obtained by regular monitoring and surveying o f sewer condition at different 
intervals o f time will give an indication o f the behavior o f  distress condition in the 
sewers. Therefore 85 municipalities in the Gulf Coast region were contacted and asked 
for CCTV tapes or condition reports o f  any segment of sewer system, for both clay and/or 
concrete pipes, taken over a period o f time or at any particular instance o f time, and 
information about the installation year o f these pipes, whose CCTV tape and/or condition 
report was sent by them. O f the 85 municipalities contacted, 12 municipalities responded 
with CCTV videotapes and/or condition reports of the same sewer section taken at two or 
more different time periods.
A review of field data collected from these municipalities for model validation did 
not produce a data set that would statistically satisfy either o f  the forementioned 
conditions. So, based on this field research it was found that there was not sufficient 
distress condition data available from municipalities to construct SCMs for various 
degradation sequences with acceptable confidence levels. Therefore, the sewer prediction 
model was validated using the “Risk Ratio” concept defined and explained in the 
following paragraphs. The use o f  “Risk Ratio” to validate the models bypasses the 
requirement to develop SCMs and gives a new criterion to compare the accuracy o f the 
predictive model. Section 5.1.2 and section 5.1.3 describes calculation o f risk ratios for 
both the predictive model and the CCTV validation data collected from the field 
respectively.
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5.1.2 Calculation o f Risk Ratios from the Model
Based on the time-dependent classification described in Figure 3.4 o f chapter 
three (Kathula, et al., 2000), the structural defects found in each degradation sequence of 
sewer pipes were classified into three risk levels, being low risk, medium risk and high 
risk. Table 5.1 shows the classification o f various structural defects into each risk level.
Table 5.1: Risk classification of various distress conditions
D e g ra d a t io n  S e q u e n c e R is k  L e v e l
In ta c t L o w  R isk M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R isk
Cracks Intact TC, OC MOC,
MOC+H1
Collapse
Open Joints Intact SOJ, MOJ LOJ Collapse
Displaced Joints Intact SDJ, MDJ, LDJ Collapse
Corrosion Intact LC, MC SC, SC+H2, Collapse
Deformation Intact LD, MD, Collapse
P e r c e n ta g e W% X% Y % Z%
The “Intact” condition of the pipes in all degradation sequences shown in Table
5.1 is the starting or initial condition for all degradation sequences. Therefore, the 
percentage of intact pipes (W%) is the sum o f percentages o f “Intact” pipes in each 
degradation sequence divided by the total number o f  degradation sequences (which is 
equal to 5). The distress conditions of “Tight Crack” (TC) and “Open Crack” (OC) in the 
“Cracks” degradation sequence, and distress conditions o f “Small Open Joints” (SOJ) and 
“Multiple Open Joints” (MOJ) in the “Open Joints” degradation sequence are classified 
as distress conditions o f “Low Risk”. Therefore, the percentage of pipes classified as 
“Low Risk”, denoted by X% in Table 5.1, is equal to the sum o f the percentages of pipes 
in TC, OC, SOJ and MOJ, divided by 5 (the number o f  degradation sequences).
In this way, the percentage of pipes (or pipe segments) which can be classified as 
“Intact”, “Low Risk”, “Medium Risk”, or “High Risk” are represented as W%, X%, Y%
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and Z% respectively. The percentage o f  pipes in each risk level were calculated for time 
period 5, 10, 15, 20, 25...50 years is shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Calculation of the risk levels from predictive model
Time
Period
Percentage of Pipes Based on Risk Levels 
(%)
Risk Ratios
Low
Risk
Medium
Risk
High
Risk
Total Low Risk Medium
Risk
High Risk
n Xn Yn Zn Tn=
Xn+Yn+Zn
RRLn=
Xn/Tn
RRMn=
Yn/Tn
RRHn=
Zn/Tn
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
5 X1 Y1 Z1 T1 RRL1 RRM1 RRH1
10 X2 Y2 Z2 T2 RRL2 RRM2 RRH2
15 X3 Y3 Z3 T3 RRL3 RRM3 RRH3
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
50 X10 Y10 Z10 T10 RRL10 RRM 10 RRH 10
Column (e) represents the total percentage o f pipes which exhibit some kind of 
risk (low, medium or high). It is obtained by summing the percentages of pipes which are 
classified at either low, medium, high level o f risk. Therefore,
Tn =  Xn + Yn + Zn (Eq. 5.1)
where n denotes the values for time-period “n”.
The risk ratio for a particular risk category is defined as the ratio of number (or 
percentage) o f pipes in that risk category to the total number (percentage) of pipes in all 
risk categories. Therefore, the risk ratios for Low Risk (RRL), Medium Risk (RRM), 
High Risk (RRH) is calculated as follows,
RRLn = Xn/Tn (Eq. 5.2)
RRMn = Yn/Tn (Eq. 5.3)
RRHn = Zn/Tn (Eq. 5.4)
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In this way the risk ratios were calculated for the three risk levels for different time 
periods for the developed predicted model based on the expert opinion and compared 
against the risk ratios calculated for validation data (Refer Figure 5.1).
5.1.3 Analysis o f Validation Data
The objective o f collecting the validation data is to learn if  the predicted 
performance o f the system corresponds with actual performance. The assessment o f  the 
structural condition of sewers is accomplished mainly through the interpretation and 
analysis o f  visual information. This visual information is normally in the form o f 
videotapes recorded during CCTV surveys o f the pipe. To compare the structural 
condition o f one section o f the sewer with another, some form of quantifiable data is 
required, and thus the visual information from the videotape was translated into an 
alphabetical score indicating the structural condition o f each section o f the sewer.
5.1.3.1 Quantifying Sewer Distress Conditions from Validation Data. This section 
discusses the sewer condition codes and the procedure used to fill in the appropriate 
section o f  the coding form to produce risk ratios. The legend section of Appendix A 
defines these codes, which cover structural features. The coding closely followed WRC 
Manual o f  sewer condition classification coding system (WRC, 1993). Therefore, a 
coding form was developed to rate the structural defects in the sewer system and is 
shown in the Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: The coding form developed to classify the validation data collected through 
CCTV inspection
F ie ld N a m e D e s c r ip t io n
1 Start Manhole 
Number
The identification number of the start manhole of the survey is 
entered. It usually corresponds to the to the direction of the survey. If 
the camera is moving against the flow, then manhole is named as 
upstream manhole.
2 Finished
Manhole
Number
The identification number of the finish manhole is entered. If the 
camera is moving with flow, then it is called as downstream manhole.
3 Municipality The name of the municipality from where the data was collected is 
entered.
4 Street Name The street name and pertinent details regarding the location of the 
starting manhole is entered.
5 City The state from which the CCTV data was provided is entered.
6 State The state of the municipality is entered.
7 Inspection Date The date of inspection or the date on which the sewer was videotaped 
is entered.
8 Year of 
Construction
The municipalities have provided with the year of installation of the 
sewer pipe.
9 Pipe Size The inside pipe diameter of the pipe is entered in inches.
10 Pipe Material The sewer material is entered.
11 Total length The length between the exit of the start manhole and the entrance of 
the finish manhole is entered in feet.
12 Statistics After the inspection of the CCTV data and recording of the risk level 
of defects a statistical analysis is done on this data. In this section, 
the total number defects in low, medium and high-risk level along the 
inspected sewer length are calculated. The value in the low, medium 
and high-risk level divided by the total length of the sewer pipe 
inspected gives the number of defects in each risk level per foot. 
These number of pipes in each risk level is used to calculate the risk 
ratio. This is more explained in Table 5.4.
13 Defect distance The length along the sewer at which the defects are noted is recorded 
in feet.
14 Code The appropriate alphabetical code that identifies the feature of the 
defect is entered. These codes are entered based on the legend 
provided in Appendix A.
15 Risk Level The defects are classified as low, medium and high risk level based 
on the time dependent classification shown in Chapter three
16 General
comments
Any general information relevant to the survey of the entire line is 
entered.
The data section o f  the structural coding sheet is divided into number o f fields 
numbered 1 to 16. The following information was collected from the validation data 
obtained from municipalities and it is recorded in different fields of the coding form 
(Table 5.3).
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From Field 12 o f  the code form (Table -5.3) the number o f defects per foot is 
calculated for the different sewer sections inspected. Based on the validation data 
provided by municipalities, 36 sewer sections were inspected, and their respective risk 
ratios were calculated. The procedure employed in the calculation of the risk ratios from 
the validation data provided by municipalities is given in the Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Calculation o f risk ratios from the validation data
A g e N u m b e r  o f  D e f e c t s  (N) N u m b e r  o f  Defe<
(PI
: t s  p e r  1 0 0  F e e t
F)
R is k  R a t io s  (R)
L o w
R is k
M e d iu m
R is k
H ig h
R is k
L o w
R is k
M e d iu m
R isk
H ig h
R is k
T o ta l L ow
R isk
M e d iu m
R is k
H igh
R is k
A NL NM NH PFL PFM PFH TOT RL RM RH
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) O') (k)
A1 NL1 NM1 NH1 PFL1 PFM1 PFH1 TOT1 RL1 RM1 RH1
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A1 NL1 NM1 NH1 PFL1 PFM1 PFH1 TOT1 RL1 RM1 RH1
The age of each sewer section inspected is calculated from the year of 
construction (field 8) to the date o f inspection (field 7), and it is recorded in the column 
(a) o f Table 5.4. The total number of defects in low (NL), medium (NM) and high risk 
(NH) level (Field 15) is shown in column (b), (c) and (d) respectively. From Field 11, the 
total length of the sewer section is obtained. The number of defects in low, medium and 
high risk levels are divided by the total length if  the sewer section (Field 11) giving the 
number o f defects per 100 feet in low (PFL), medium (PFM) and high risk (PFH) level 
respectively. The total number o f defects per 100ft in any risk level is represented by 
TOT where TOT = PFL+PFM+PFH. Therefore, the risk ratios for low risk (RL), medium 
risk (RM), high risk (RH) is calculated as follows,
RL = PFL/TOT (Eq. 5.5)
RM = PFM/TOT (Eq. 5.6)
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RH = PFH/TOT (Eq. 5.7)
In this way we can calculate risk ratios for various risk levels for different sewer 
sections inspected. The low, medium and high risk ratios for the individual pipe section 
along with its age was recorded as shown in the Table 5.4. These sewer sections were 
not necessarily obtained from the same pipe segments or same city. They are classified or 
accumulated according to their age. We have only taken into consideration the age and 
risk ratios based on the validation data for comparing with the age and risk ratios 
obtained from the predictive model (Refer to Figure 5.1)
Therefore these risk ratios obtained from the validation data can be plotted as a 
function o f  time and are compared with the risk ratios obtained from the predictive model 
graphically to check the accuracy o f the predicted sewer deterioration prediction model.
5.2 Verification o f Predictive Model for Clay Sewer Pipes
The verification of the predictive model developed for clay sewers was 
completed using the steps discussed in section 5.1. The development and description of 
the sewer deterioration predictive model for clay pipes was described in the chapter four. 
The risk ratios were developed from the SCMs of five degradation sequences (Appendix 
B). Figure 5.2 shows the SCMs o f the five degradation sequences with the transition 
probabilities obtained for a five-year period. The first row o f  each SCM o f each 
degradation sequence in Figure 5.2 was used for calculating the percentage o f pipes in 
each risk level. The data in the first row show the percentage o f  pipes remaining in the 
“Intact” condition after the first five-year period and the percentage o f  pipes progress to
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other degradation states in this period in each degradation sequence. Each degradation 
state was assigned a risk level based on Table 5.1.
Therefore, the classification of distress conditions in terms of the three risk levels 
for all degradation sequences over five years is given in Table 5.6.
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- -Cracks Final States •
Intact ^ T C p x . MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
initial states A B ; : v E : : ^
Intact 1 75.03 12.29 5.71 4.16 2.77 0.03
TC 2 0.00 67.61 18.35 7.55 3.77 2.71
OC 3 0.00 0.00 59.06 20.02 11.05 9.87
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 54.35 29.24 16.40
MOC+H1 . 5;::: 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.74 47.26
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Displaced 
Joints 
Initial States
Final States
Intact SDJ MDJ LDJ Collapse
: A B c  : :■ D . E
Intact 1 74.06 11.94 6.84 4.81 2.03
SDJ 2 0.00 65.29 17.74 10.35 6.61
MDJ 3 0.00 0.00 60.71 24.97 13.68
LDJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 64.58 35.42
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Corrosion 
Initial States
Final Condition ; .■V
Intact • LC MC '/: s c SC+H2 Collapse
A : C :: d; ■; e  ■; .-./F-V::'
Intact 1 84.04 7.63 3.81 3.30 0.74 0.11
LC 2 0.00 80.00 11.74 5.00 1.48 1.78
MC _ - - ■ 3 0.00 0.00 72.15 14.78 10.26 3.56
SC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.59 21.52 9.89
SC+H2 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 71.48 28.52
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
- Deformation . Final States
Intact LD MD Collapse
initial states A B :.y D
Intact 1 85.16 10.16 4.42 0.26
LD 2 0.00 62.16 23.32 14.68
MD 3 0.00 0.00 49.16 50.84
Collapse 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Figure 5.2: SCMs o f five degradation sequences for clay pipes over five-year time period
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Table 5.5: Risk classification o f  various distress conditions over five-year period
Degradation Sequence Risk Level
Intact Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk
Cracks 75.03 18.00 6.94 0.03
Open Joints 74.39 18.61 5.97 1.03
Displaced Joints 74.06 0.00 23.58 2.03
Corrosion 84.04 0.00 11.44 4.15
Deformation 85.16 0.00 0.00 14.84
Percentage 78.54 7.32 9.59 4.42
Table 5.5 shows that the percentage o f pipes remaining in the intact condition 
after the first five-year period is about 78.5 and percentage o f  pipes progressing to the 
low risk level is about 7.3, to the medium risk level is about 9.5 and to the high risk level 
is 4.4 over a period of 5 years. Similarly, this type of classification o f percentage o f pipes 
into low, medium and high risk levels for clay pipes over 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments are found in Table D .l to Tables D.10 respectively in Appendix D.
5.2.1 Calculation of Risk Ratios for Clay Pipes from 
Predicted Model
The percentage o f pipes in intact, low, medium and high risk levels obtained over 
a 5 to 50 years in the increment o f five years was used to calculate the risk ratios. These 
calculations of risk ratio were based on the explanation provided in the Table 5.2. By 
following the procedure explained in the Table 5.2, the risk ratios for low, medium and 
high risk pipes were calculated for clay pipes and is shown in the Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: Calculation o f  risk ratios for clay pipes staring from 5 to 50 year time period
in five-year increment
Time
Period
Percentage of Pipes Based on Risk Levels 
(%)
Risk Ratios
Low
Risk
Medium
Risk
High
Risk
Total Low Risk Medium
Risk
High Risk
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
5 7.32 9.59 4.42 21.33 0.34 0.45 0.21
10 11.15 16.31 10.32 37.78 0.29 0.43 0.27
15 12.62 20.52 17.38 50.52 0.25 0.40 0.34
20 12.58 22.65 25.17 60.4 0.21 0.37 0.41
25 11.69 23.16 33.25 68.1 0.17 0.34 0.48
30 10.38 22.51 41.23 74.12 0.14 0.30 0.55
35 8.92 21.08 48.84 78.84 0.11 0.26 0.61
40 7.49 19.20 55.88 82.57 0.09 0.23 0.67
45 6.17 17.12 62.23 85.6 0.07 0.20 0.72
50 5.01 15.00 67.85 87.86 0.06 0.17 0.76
Therefore the column f, g and h o f Table 5.6 indicate the risk ratios o f pipes being 
in low, medium and high risk levels over a period o f five years to fifty years in five 
increments. For example, Table 5.6 shows the risk ratio for clay pipes over a period of 
five years in low risk level as being 0.31, for the medium risk level it is 0.4 and for the 
high risk level it is 0.21. The risk ratios for various risk levels in clay pipes are 
graphically represented as function of time as shown in the Figure 5.3. The graphs in this 
figure are plotted based on information contained in Table 5.6. In Figure 5.3, the Y-axis 
represents the risk ratios for a pipe in a particular risk level, and the X-axis represents 
time during the fifty-year period in five-year increments. Figure 5.3 shows the pattern of 
risk ratio for various risk levels in case of clay pipes. The column ‘f  o f Table 5.6 gives 
the risk ratios for clay pipes in low risk level, column cg’ gives the risk ratios for pipes in 
medium risk level, and column ‘h’ gives the risk ratios for pipes in high risk level 
progressing over periods from five to fifty years in five year increments. In the Figure 5.3
certain defined trends can be seen in the analysis o f  risk ratios.
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Figure 5.3: Risk ratios for clay sewers calculated from the predictive model
Low risk pipes start with about 35% o f the total risk after 5 years and this 
proportion decreases to approximately 5% after 50 years. Medium risk pipes start with 
approximately 45% o f the total distress and this decreases to 8% after 50 years. High risk 
pipes start at 20% after five years and grow to about 75% at around 50 years. This 
reflects the fact that pipes will continue to degrade into high risk pipes at an accelerated 
rate as the age o f the pipe increases. The risk ratio o f pipes in low risk level drops quite 
rapidly during the early stages of deterioration. Once the pipe reaches high risk, the risk 
ratio increases rapidly. These curves developed for various risk levels were used to 
validate the curves developed based on the risk ratios obtained from field data.
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5.2.2 Calculation o f Risk Ratios for Clay Pipes from
Validation Data
The CCTV videotapes and condition reports received from City o f Ft Lauderdale 
Public Services, Florida, City o f Mobile, Alabama and City of Lafayette, Louisiana were 
used as the validation data. These municipalities have provided CCTV videotapes o f 
different pipe sections and have also provided the information about the age of these clay 
pipes o f whose videotapes were provided. These videotapes contained information about 
the manhole reference number, description o f location, type o f pipe material, shape and 
size o f the pipe, details of laterals and the data of inspection. The visual inspection 
included observing the surface conditions along sewer pipe alignments connected 
between two manholes. Each pipeline was inspected to manhole-to-manhole length. The 
grading is done entirely by visual assessment and takes no account of other external 
factors, which may influence the rate o f deterioration. The required information and the 
internal condition o f the each sewer section was recorded in different fields o f the coding 
form as shown in the Table 5.3. As an example, Table 5.7 shows the recording o f the 
validation data o f the one o f the sewer sections connecting manhole # 136 to manhole 
# 135 obtained from the City of Lafayette, Louisiana.
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Table 5.7: Example calculations of the risk ratios based on validation data obtained from 
the City o f Lafayette, Louisiana
Field 1—> Upstream Manhole ID: 136
Field 2—> Downstream Manhole ID: 135
Field 3—> Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field 4—> Street Address:
Field 5—> City: City of Lafayette
Field 6—> State: LA
Field 7—> Inspection Date: October 25, 1994
Field 8—> Year of Construction: 1969
Field 9—> Pipe Size: 8inch
Field 10-> Pipe Material: VCP
Field 11-> Pipe Length: 224.00
Field 12—> Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per 100 Feet
Low 13 |0.0580
Medium 14 0.0625
Severe 0 |0.0000
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
7.50 SOJ L I/I
15.40 MC M
20.10 MC M
23.50 MOJ L
28.70 SOJ L
37.00 MOJ L I/I
43.60 MOC+H1 M I/I
43.60 LOJ M I/I
45.00 MOC M
51.30 SOJ L
60.10 MDJ M
67.90 MOJ L
88.30 MOJ L
94.00 SOJ L
104.00 MOC+H1 M Hole in the Pipe
136.30 SOJ L
147.20 OC L
148.00 MOC M
156.70 MOC M
156.70 SOJ M Cracked Joints
191.10 MOJ L I/I and Root Intrusion
. . . . . . . . . . . .
224.00 MOC M I/I
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From the Table 5.7 the number o f defects per 100ft in low risk, medium risk and 
high risk were 0.058, 0.062 and 0 respectively. Based on the calculations shown in the 
Table 5.4, the risk ratios developed for the sewer section (connecting from MH#136 to 
MH#135) o f  age 25 are 0.48 for low risk, 0.51 for medium risk and 0.0 for high risk. 
These calculations are shown in the Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: Calculation o f the risk ratios for the clay sewer section (MH#136 to MH#135) 
for City o f Lafayette
Age Number of Defects Number of Defects per 100 Feet Risk Ratios
Low
Risk
Medium
Risk
High
Risk
Low
Risk
Medium
Risk
High
Risk
Total Low
Risk
Medium
Risk
High
Risk
A NL NM NH PFL PFM PFH TOT RL RM RH
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) G) (k)
25 13 | 14 0.00 0.058 0.062 0.000 0.12 0.48 0.51 0
Similarly, the data for all sewer sections provided by different municipalities was 
recorded in all fields of the coding form (similar to Table 5.7) and are placed in the 
Appendix E. Sewers of all lengths from these cities were classified according to their age. 
The findings from these studies are summarized in the Table E .l o f  Appendix E.
As discussed in section 5.1.3, these sewer sections were not necessarily obtained 
from the same pipe segments or same city. They are classified or accumulated according 
to their age. We have only taken into consideration the age and risk ratios based on the 
validation data obtained from different municipalities.
From Table E.l o f Appendix E, we have the age o f the sewer pipes inspected and 
the risk ratios calculated for different sewer sections. In this table data from all responded 
cities was chronologically arranged based on the age o f  their sewer, along with their risk 
ratios for each severity level. Our prediction model was developed only for sewers up to 
50 years old. Therefore, risk ratios were randomly chosen from Table E.l o f  Appendix E
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and in arranged in chronological order starting from five years through sixty five years. 
Table 5.9 gives the summary of this data and is used to develop a relation between the 
age o f the sewer and the risk ratio.
Table 5.9: Summary o f the risk ratios o f different clay sewer sections along with its age 
based on the validation data obtained from the municipalities
Time Period Low Medium High
(1) (2) (3) (4)
5 0.44 0.38 0.19
12 0.21 0.31 0.48
19 0.20 0.40 0.40
25 0.17 0.33 0.50
26 0.14 0.27 0.59
28 0.18 0.31 0.51
35 0.10 0.24 0.67
48 0.13 0.25 0.63
55 0.14 0.36 0.50
60 0.03 0.32 0.64
65 0.05 0.35 0.60
From the Table 5.9, risk ratios obtained from the validation data can be plotted as 
a function of time and can be compared with the risk ratios obtained from the predictive 
model to check the accuracy of the predicted sewer deterioration prediction model. 
Figure 5.4 was developed based on the data present in the Table 5.9. In Figure 5.4, the Y- 
axis represents the risk ratios for a pipe in a particular risk level, and the X-axis 
represents time in years. Figure 5.4 shows the pattern o f risk ratio for various risk levels 
based on the validation data, in the case of clay pipes. The column (2) o f Table 5.9 gives 
the risk ratios for clay pipes in low risk level, the column (3) gives the risk ratios for 
pipes in medium risk level, the column (4) gives the risk ratios for pipes in high risk level 
with respective to its sewer pipe age (column 1). Figure 5.4 was developed based on the 
data present in Table 5.9.
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Figure 5.4: The risk ratios developed for various risk levels for clay pipes over period of 
time based on the validation data and their respective trendlines are shown for each risk
level
5.2.2.1 Trendlines. The graph plotted in the Figure 5.4 is based on the risk ratios 
developed from the validation model and does not show a smooth curve for the three risk 
levels. Due to this noisy data, trendlines were used to graphically display trends in the 
risk ratios developed from the validation data (see Figure 5.4). These trendlines for the 
low, medium and high risk ratios are useful for predicting future values based on the 
available data. A logarithmic trendline was used to fit the clay model since it is a best-fit 
curved fine that is most appropriate when the rate of change in the data increases or 
decreases quickly and then levels out. Therefore, in Figure 5.4 the logarithmic trendline 
were used to fit the data for low, medium and high risk ratios. A trendline is most reliable 
when its R-squared value is at or near 1. For each trendline fitted for the three risk ratios
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developed from field data, R-square value were calculated and the predicted equation is 
also shown. Prior to selecting a logarithmic trend line, quadratic equations were tested for 
data to fit, but were rejected due to low R2 value for most lines. The summary o f the 
results o f Figure 5.4 after the addition o f the trendline is shown in the following Table 
5.10.
Table 5.10: Data summary for the trendline developed for low, medium and high risk 
ratios in clay pipes
Risk Ratio Equation of the Logarithmic Trendline R* Value
Low y = -0.129Ln(x) + 0.5901 0.8592
Medium y = -0.0201 Lnfx) + 0.3869 0.3926
High y = 0.1491 Ln(x) + 0.023 0.711
From Table 5.10, the fitted regression model for calculation of risk ratios for the low risk 
level was
y =  -0.129Ln(x) + 0.5901 (Eq. 5.8)
For medium risk
y = -0.020lLn(x) + 0.3869 (Eq. 5.9)
and, for high risk level was
y = 0.1491Ln(x) + 0.023 (Eq. 5.10)
where y = risk ratio based on the validation data and x =  time period.
We can obtain the fitted values o f y by substituting the time period (x). The R2 values for 
the trendlines developed for low and severe risk ratios is more than 0.7, which shows 
good fit o f the line to the data. The R2 value o f the medium risk trendline is about 0.39. 
Keeping in view the data is noisy, we have this value is acceptable.
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5.2.3 Comparison o f  the Predicted Model for Clay 
Sewer Pipes with Validation Data
The risk ratios were developed for the low, medium and high risk levels from the 
validation data and were compared with the risk ratios obtained from the predictive 
model. The risk ratios were originally developed for time periods 5 to 50 in the increment 
of 5 for the predictive model. So, risk ratios were calculated for the same time periods 5 
to 50 years using the three equations (Equations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10) to calculate the 
corresponding risk ratios for the three risk levels. The summary o f these data is shown in 
the Table 5.11.
Table 5.11: Risk ratios based on the equations developed from the validation data for 
clay pipes
Time
Period
Low Risk Medium
Risk
High Risk
5 0.38 0.35 0.26
10 0.29 0.34 0.37
15 0.24 0.33 0.43
20 0.20 0.33 0.47
25 0.17 0.32 0.50
30 0.15 0.32 0.53
35 0.13 0.32 0.55
40 0.11 0.31 0.57
45 0.10 0.31 0.59
50 0.09 0.31 0.61
The risk ratios developed in the Table 5.11 are graphically represented as function 
of time as shown in the Figure 5.5. The Y-axis of this graph represents the risk ratio for 
the pipes in a particular risk level and the X-axis represents time during the fifty year 
period in five year increments. In Figure 5.5, the pattern o f graphs show the risk ratios for 
various levels o f risk levels developed from validation data. For the verification purposes, 
these graphs were compared with the risk ratio patterns developed from the predictive 
model (refer to Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the risk ratios developed for various low, medium and high 
risk levels from the predictive model developed based on the expert opinion with the 
validation data based on CCTV videotapes for clay sewers over a period o f time
The plots in the Figure 5.5 shows that risk ratios developed from the predicted 
model are close to the values obtained based on the validation data (field data). Our 
predicted model is further supported by the calculating the error between predicted and 
actual validation data. Table 5.12 shows the comparison o f risk ratios obtained from the 
predicted and validation data. The average errors between them are small and are to the 
same accuracy as the actual data.
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Table 5.12: Summary o f  Error between the predicted and actual data in clay pipes
Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk
Field
Data
Predicted Error Field
Data
Predicted Error Field
Data
Predicted Error
0.38 0.34 0.04 0.35 0.45 0.09 0.26 0.21 0.06
0.29 0.29 0.00 0.34 0.43 0.09 0.37 0.27 0.10
0.24 0.25 0.01 0.33 0.40 0.07 0.43 0.34 0.09
0.20 0.21 0.00 0.33 0.37 0.04 0.47 0.41 0.06
0.17 0.17 0.01 0.32 0.34 0.01 0.50 0.48 0.02
0.15 0.14 0.01 0.32 0.30 0.02 0.53 0.55 0.02
0.13 0.11 0.02 0.32 0.26 0.05 0.55 0.61 0.06
0.11 0.09 0.02 0.31 0.23 0.08 0.57 0.67 0.09
0.10 0.07 0.03 0.31 0.20 0.11 0.59 0.72 0.13
0.09 0.06 0.03 0.31 0.17 0.14 0.61 0.76 0.15
Mean 0.008 Mean 0.058 Mean 0.064
Std. Dev. 0.014 Std. Dev. 0.040 Std. Dev. 0.043
5.3 Verification of Predictive Model for Concrete Sewer
Pipes
The verification o f the prediction model developed for the concrete sewers 
followed the same methodology as discussed in the section 5.1 o f  this chapter. The risk 
ratios were calculated for the low, medium and high risk levels for time periods 
5,10....50 years for the prediction model and these were compared against the risk ratios 
calculated from the validation data.
5.3.1 Calculation o f  Risk Ratios for Concrete Pipes 
from Predictive Model
The risk ratios were calculated for the three risk levels from five to fifty year time period 
in the increments o f  five years. These risk ratios were based on the percentage of pipes in 
each risk level obtained from the prediction model. The summary o f  these risk levels for 
various time periods was shown in the Appendix E. The graphical representation of these 
risk ratios as a function o f time are shown in the Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: The risk ratios developed for various risk ratios based on the predictive
model in concrete pipes
The low, medium and high risk levels showed different trends based on their time 
period. In Figure 5.6, 38% o f pipes are in low risk level by the end o f  five years and after 
fifty years, it decreases to 10%. This means that pipes are progressing in to other higher 
risk levels. Pipes in medium risk level started with 42% of the total distress and decreases 
to 26% by the end of fifty years. A low percentage o f pipes, i.e., 20% o f them start in 
high risk level by the end o f 5 years and it increases to 65% by the end o f 50 years.
5.3.2 Calculation o f Risk Ratios for Concrete Pipes 
from Validation Data
Similar to the Section 5.2.2 the risk ratios were developed for the concrete pipes 
based on their CCTV data. The logarithmic trendlines were developed for each risk level
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as shown in the Figure 5.7. The equation and the R-square values o f various risk level 
ratios is presented in the Table 5.13.
— Low Risk — ■— Medium Risk — * — High Risk
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Figure 5.7: The risk ratios developed for various risk level over period o f time based on 
the validation data and their respective trendlines are shown for each risk level for
concrete pipes
Table 5.13: Data summary for the trendlines developed for risk ratios in concrete pipes
Risk Ratio Equation of the Logarithmic Trendline R Value
Low y = -0.0842ln(x)+0.4683 0.46
Medium Y—0.0009x+0.3932 0.06
High y = 0.0106ln(x)+0.0935 0.52
The R-square values o f these trendlines are not strong. So, he concrete model 
developed from the validation data is acceptable.
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5.3.3 Comparison o f the Predicted Model for
Concrete Sewer Pipes with Validation Data
The trendlines developed for the low, medium and high rissk levels based upon the 
validation data were compared with the risk ratios obtained ffonn the predictive model. 
The risk ratios were originally developed for time periods 5 to 5K) in the increment o f 5 
for the predictive model. So, risk ratios were calculated for the sajme time periods 5 to 50 
years using the three obtained logarithmic equations (Table 5.13) to calculate the 
corresponding risk ratios for the three risk levels. The summary ori’ these data is shown in 
the Table 5.14.
Table 5.14: Risk ratios based on the equations developed from the validation data for 
concrete pipes
Time
Period
Low Risk Medium
Risk
High Risk
5 0.33 0.40 0.27
10 0.27 0.39 0.34
15 0.24 0.38 0.38
20 0.22 0.37 0.42
25 0.20 0.37 0.44
30 0.18 0.36 0.46
35 0.17 0.36 0.48
40 0.16 0.35 0.49
45 0.15 0.35 0.50
50 0.14 0.35 0.51
The risk ratios developed in the Table 5.15 are graphically represented as function 
of time as shown in the Figure 5.8. The Y-axis of this graph repr-esents the risk ratio for 
the pipes in a particular risk level and the X-axis represents tim e  during the fifty year 
period in five year increments. In Figure 5.8, the pattern o f graphs show the risk ratios for 
various levels o f  risk levels developed from validation data. For time verification purposes, 
these graphs were compared with the risk ratio patterns developed from the predictive 
model (refer to Figure 5.6).
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The plots in the Figure 5.8 shows that risk ratios developed from the predicted 
model are close to the values obtained based on the validation data (field data).
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Figure 5.8: Comparison o f the risk ratios developed for various low, medium and high 
risk levels from the predictive model developed based on the expert opinion with the 
validation data based on CCTV videotapes for the case o f concrete over a period o f time
Calculation o f the error between the risk ratios o f predicted and actual validation 
data further supports the predictive model developed for the concrete pipes. This is 
shown in Table 5.15. The average errors between their risk ratios are small and are to the 
same accuracy as the actual data.
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Table 5.15: Summary o f Error between the predicted and actual data in concrete pipes
Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk
Field
Data
Predicted Error Field
Data
Predicted Error Field
Data
Predicted Error
0.33 0.38 0.05 0.40 0.41 0.01 0.27 0.21 0.05
0.27 0.35 0.07 0.39 0.41 0.02 0.34 0.25 0.09
0.24 0.31 0.07 0.38 0.41 0.03 0.38 0.30 0.09
0.22 0.27 0.06 0.37 0.39 0.02 0.42 0.35 0.07
0.20 0.24 0.04 0.37 0.38 0.01 0.44 0.40 0.04
0.18 0.20 0.02 0.36 0.36 0.00 0.46 0.45 0.01
0.17 0.18 0.01 0.36 0.33 0.02 0.48 0.50 0.03
0.16 0.15 0.01 0.35 0.31 0.05 0.49 0.55 0.06
0.15 0.13 0.02 0.35 0.28 0.07 0.50 0.60 0.10
0.14 0.11 0.03 0.35 0.26 0.09 0.51 0.65 0.13
Mean 0.029 Mean 0.024 Mean 0.055
Std
Deviation
0.024 Std
Deviation
0.028 Std
Deviation
0.037
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CHAPTER SIX
OBSERVATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary objective o f  this research is to emphasize the use of sewer condition 
prediction models for a complete sewer management system. Chapter six contains the 
observations and conclusions derived from this research. It also contains suggestions for 
future work that should be performed in order to integrate an effective and proven 
predictive model with life-cycle costing economics so that it will allow the utility 
manager to apply to the sewer system.
6.1 Observations
1. Clay and concrete pipes seldom fail without experiencing observable, severe 
structural damage. According to the data collected from sewer experts, this trend can 
often be detected through a regular monitoring program. Therefore, implementation 
o f a regular condition assessment program is critical to effective asset management.
2. The clay predictive model compared well with the verification data as the error was 
only about 3%. This may reflect the fact that the targeted areas used in the survey had 
municipality managers more experienced with clay pipes.
130
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3. The concrete predictive model is less. There was a much larger error between the 
predicted and the actual model than for the clay model. Nevertheless, the general 
trends in the deterioration were reasonably well represented.
6.2 Conclusions
1. The results obtained for clay and concrete sewers have been developed based on the 
data for the Gulf Cost regions of the United States.
2. There is a higher degree of error for the concrete model because the data obtained 
was more noisy, and fewer concrete sewers were present in our targeted surveyed 
areas. Other areas may produce better results for the concrete pipes.
3. Risk ratio is a reasonable way of validating this type o f data obtained from surveys.
4. Tightly selected city population (regional) produces reasonable predictive models.
5. Expert opinion is a reasonable technique for predicting changes in sewer condition in 
the absence o f lifetime field deterioration data.
6. The Markovian chain process is an easily implemented technique for analyzing expert 
data and predicting fixture condition o f  sewer pipe in the absence o f detailed pipe 
condition survey data taken over a significant time period.
7. The preliminary model developed in the author’s Master’s thesis (Kathula, 2000) was 
improved by considering specific regional factors, such as soil type, rainfall amount, 
climatic zones. This preliminary work led to the development o f the Gulf Coast sewer 
deterioration prediction model.
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8. The distress condition prediction curves discussed in chapter four can be used to 
predict future distress in a sewer pipe. Sewer managers can use this information to 
help in scheduling maintenance and rehabilitation.
9. The reliability and validity o f the clay and concrete predictive models developed for 
various degradation sequences have been field-tested.
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
1. It is recognized that sewer management systems are very complicated to develop, and 
that the results from this project represent only a beginning. An attempt has been 
made to develop and prove Markovian models for the two most common types of 
sanitary sewer pipes.
2. A predictive model for Gulf Cost region is developed in this research. Such type of 
predictive models for others regions in North America can be developed.
3. The predictive model developed in this research is a stochastic model. So, non­
stochastic models can be developed. In order to develop non-stochastic models, we 
need to get a better understanding o f failure mechanism of these sewer pipes.
4. Advances in embedded sensor technology can be used to get more information on the 
deterioration trends in the sewer pipes, and information obtained from this can be 
used to develop new predictive models.
5. Prediction models can be integrated with comprehensive infrastructure asset 
management systems.
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6. SCM concepts need to be developed for other pipe materials. Similar matrices can be 
developed for other sewer pipe materials. Field tests can be carried out for continued 
long-term study. Since sewer condition varies locally, the matrix analysis can be 
conducted on a “reach” basis for each sewer.
7. In recent years, many plastic pipes have been installed, and many plastic-pipe-based 
trenchless technologies have been developed and are being incorporated in sewer 
pipelines all over the world. The plastic sewer pipelines represent a major and 
growing investment by municipalities. They have a relatively short history of use 
when compared with other types o f materials. Therefore, similar research on the 
condition assessment and life prediction needs to be done for plastic sewer pipes. 
Research would help to understand how different materials perform in practical 
applications in different sewer environments.
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SURVEY MANUAL
A copy o f the survey manual which was distributed to municipality engineers and 
sewer experts throughout the Gulf Coast region to develop a regional sewer deterioration 
prediction model as apart o f this study is given in this Appendix. The demographic 
information about the survey respondents is given in the Table A.l o f this Appendix.
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Sewer Deterioration Prediction Model (SDPM)
Vani S. Kathila 
Trenchless Technology Center 
Louisiana. Tech University
fntroductron
The condition o f the world’s ageing pipeline infrastructure continues to decline. 
The condition assessment o f sewers is an increasing priority worldwide. The effective 
management o f North American sewer systems has recently become an issue that has 
stimulated much academic research as well as the development o f practical 
methodologies. The systematic use of closed circuit television (CCTV) systems to help 
assess the condition o f the inside o f sewers is a relatively recent innovation, and has 
provided sewer managers with a  vast source o f  information to help them with their 
decisions. However; storage, manipulation, and analysis o f the information from the 
CCTV systems has proved to be difficult. Standardization o f sewer defect classification 
has also proved to be difficult; objective assessment o f  the structural and performance 
characteristics o f an underground pipeline using CCTV images is difficult, and the 
prediction o f  the fixture state o f the sewer from defect ratings based on CCTV images is 
challenging.
Presently work is underway at the Trenchless Technology Center at Louisiana 
Tech University which is aimed at providing the sewer manager with a powerful tool far 
the long-term administration, of under ground services. So far; we have developed a 
detailed sewer structural deterioration survey and a preliminary stochastic model that is 
capable of predicting the deterioration rate and time to final collapse o f reinforced 
concrete and vitrified clay pipe sections. This preliminary work in sewer prediction 
modeling has laid the groundwork to develop a more robust, regional and field-tested 
Sewer Deterioration Prediction Model (SDPM).
Background
This project started in 1996. At the beginning o f this project a state-of -practice 
survey was conducted in which over ISO cities and sanitation districts across North
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America participated. Hie initial survey contained questions that asked far the current 
state-of-art o f  their systems. Of the 133 who responded to the initial survey; about 50% 
stated that they would like to remain, involved. In  1998, this group formed the core o f the 
97 individuals and organizations who gave their expert opinions on sewer pipe structural 
condition deterioration A detailed survey manual was developed, and these sewer 
management experts were asked for their opinions on the structural degradation o f  sewer 
pipes. Of the 97 questionnaires that were mailed, 55 responses were received. In this 
survey concrete and clay pipes in different structural conditions were described through 
words and pictures, and each expert was asked to estimate the probability that the 
condition o f  die pipe would change from the described initial condition to a more 
deteriorated condition over a  five-year period. These responses were initially used to 
generate a Structural Condition Matrix (SCM), a listing o f probabilities that a pipe would 
deteriorate from one condition to a more severe condition during a five-year period. The 
responses were also the basis for developing a model to predict sewer condition 
deterioration In our current Survey 2001, we are focusing on the gulf-coast region Our 
participants include municipal officials and experts from Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, 
Mississippi and Texas, so that we can develop a  regional model.
Structural D istress Conditions
In our previous model, twenty conditions were used to describe the possible 
degradation sequences based on the degree and the combination o f  structural defects 
found commonly in sewer pipe segments. Further, our study had shown that the sewer 
degradation followed one o f die 5 degradation sequences. All of die sequences started 
with an intact pipe and progressively degraded starting with (1) cracking, (2) open joints, 
(3) displaced joints, (4) corrosion, and (5) deformation, and ended in collapse. The 
degradation sequences shewn in Figure 1 provided the sewer manager with a road map 
for sewer collapse. The sequencing shewn in Figure 1 does not preclude the transition of 
states between sequences; however an analysis o f  the transition matrix shews relatively 
low probab ilities o f transition from one sequence to another. These degradation 
sequences are also included as a loose sheet (onpage D) indie attached envelope. Please 
feel free to keep this loose sheet D.
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t. a r t  c-tfcin
1.1 ■ V ____ 11 I M  I L- r 1
F ig u re  I :  Five-Degradation S equences of distress condition; in Sewer Pipe;
The combination o f degradation sequence states with the mean time for arty state 
to degrade to the collapse state can provide the sewer manager with objective criteria for 
ranking repairs. The Absorbing Maikov Chain developed for this study uses a five-year 
period as a  normal transition period. Each degradation sequence has been separated into 
three levels of risk: (I) low (more than 50 years), (2) moderate (from.20 to 50 years), and 
(3) high (from 0 to 20 years). In the materials that follow, each o f  these distress types is 
shown with a corresponding CCTV image to help show die sewer pipe condition typical 
o f the various distress states.
S u rrey  Description
In this project, 90 to 110 sewer experts, o f which you are one, are being asked to 
help us determine when a sewer changes from one state o f  structural distress to another. 
In. the Structural Condition Matrices (SCMs) attached to this manual you axe ashed 
to predict the probability that a sever p%>e will deteriorate from an initial state of 
deterioration to a more advanced state in the next &e-year period. There are two 
S CM series — one for reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) (i.e., on page 5 to 8) and one for 
vitrified clay pipe (i.e., on page 10 to 14). We would like you to rate the concrete and
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clay pipes separately, since they have differing: degradation mechanis ms. For example, 
clay pipes will not corrode like RCP pipes do, so the rating in the corrosion matrix will be 
different far concrete and clay pipes. A statistical technique called a Maikov Chain will 
then be used to predict the sewer pipe deterioration rate based on the current condition of 
the pipe and the aggregate opinion of the expert panel onwhich. you are serving.
In order to consistently fill the probability numbers in the structural condition 
matrix, we are providing pictures, taken from CCTV inspections, which shew each type 
o f defect under consideration We will be asking you to estimate the number o f  pipes out 
of 100 that will remain in the same state or degrade to other states over a period o f five- 
years.
Some pictures included in the survey will shew more than one distress type. In 
your analysis, please try to consider only that distress under evaluation in a  section and 
ignore all other distresses that may be present.
We realise that we have made several simplifications of a very complex process. 
Hcwevei; we hope that this survey includes enough information to give us a working and 
tested prediction model.
We realize that those o f you who complete this survey have widely varying 
experiences in deterioration o f  sanitary sewer pipes. Your experience gives you the high 
level of expertise that we are trying to access. We realize that some o f  the transitions 
from one distress to another can vary greatly in different parts o f the survey areas. You 
know how sewer systems generally b ehave, so even though you may not have specific 
data onwhich to base your decision for a specific distress transition, your knowledge and 
experience will allow you to express a very educated opinion. These opinions are 
extremely important to this project.
Thank you for your time and help. Your willingness to assist us in this project is 
sincerely appreciated. We will let you know the results of this study if  you check the 
appropriate b ax on the General Information sheet.
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Step-By-Step Procedure
Following is a  step-by-step description o f the survey procedure to further clarify
how to complete this survey. Please read thes e carefully before and as you complete the
questionnaire.
1. Locate the three loose sheets D, LI and L2 found in the envelope. Sheet D shews the 
five mag or degradation sequence identified in the previous surveys. LI and L2 
(Legends) identify and name die types o f pipe distress. For example die legend 
MOC+H1 indicates a pipe with multiple open crack with small number o f defects and 
is located just prior to collapse in the cracking sequence (sheet D).
2. Corrplete the “General information^ ’ sheet located on page 2 o f the survey. This 
information will provide statistical information for our analysis. Also, we would like 
to know, if  we can contact you for further help and if  you are willing to give us access 
to your CCTV video library.
3. The survey is divided into two parts. The first part contains the degradation sequences 
for the reinforced concrete pipes (RCP) starting on page 3 and running to page 8. The 
second degradation sequences are for the vitrified clay pipes starts on page 9 and runs 
to page 14. These degradation sequences, for each type of distress path, are shewn as 
a matrix called the Structural Condition Matrices (SCM’s). For both concrete and 
claypipe, you will find 5 SCM’s. The SCMs include sheets for Cracks, Open Joints, 
Displaced Joints, Corrosion and Deformation sequences.
4. In each o f  the SCM’s, you are asked to estimate the number o f pipes out o f  100 that 
will remain in the same state or degrade to a worse state in a 5-year period. In each 
degradation sequence you need to rate the number o f pipes out o f 100 that will 
progress from a lower distress condition to a mare severe distress condition during a 
Five year period.
5. In each S CM, the first column represents the initial state of the pipe in question The 
top row (a) through (f) indicates the pipe condition after a five-year period. We are 
asking you to start at each subs equent rcw and estimate the number o f  pipe out o f  100
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that would degrade to each, o f these conditions in  a five-year period. For example: 
Figure 2 shews the example o f the SCM for the “Defbrmatiorf’ degradation sequence. 
For the SCM shown below when the initial condition is in the low deformation, 
(Row2) o f the following figure), it was estimated that 50% pipes will remain in low 
deformation and 40 would progress to moderate deformation and 10 would collapse. 
We are going to ask you to repeat this process for SCM for both concrete and clay 
pipes. Fora givenfive-y^ar period, the initial comditionwill 1) remain the same or 2) 
transition to one o f the other conditions. If the block include is shaded dark red, 
ignore this block in. your analysis. Figure 2 gives the explanation o f  various 
components in the SCM.
'TYasisataon CYmihtjon
.  ■ + l_ . - - I  +  I * - . I  +  i = 11)0
Im tuil
C ondition
w n
Enter
V a lu es
Here
i] +- + =  100
1] | •*- <l> I +  .( ]  +  I i p 6  . =  100
..I ■. I I i_: : 
I
Invalid S ta tes
F igu re  2 : Various Components in the Structural Condition Matrix
6. We realize that the age o f a pipe is an important factor, because it can be a mag or 
contributor to pipe distress. However we anticipate that age will be indirectly 
considered by  each expert in his prediction o f  how many pipes will transition from
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{he initial state to the various other states. This, we do not ask for you to comment 
on the age o f the pipe when completing the SCM.
While completing the SCM’s for different distress conditions, please consider the 
distress itself and how it will transition to the next level, based on your experience 
withpipes o f  all ages.
7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 and complete SCMs farbothRCP and clay pipes.
8. When finished please check to ensure that you have:
a. Not put any numbers in the red boxes. Wfe assume that pipes do not get better 
with time so these transitions do not oocur. If  you disagree, please state why 
you disagree on the comment sheets at the back of the survey.
b. Checked each row on the SCMs to be sure that die sum of all entries in each 
row equals 100.
9. Please return all completed Survey manuals:
Rabat A. McKim, HdX, P.E.
Trenchless Technology Center 
College of Engineering and Science 
P.OBox 10348 
Ruston, LA 71272
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Bramrpfe Evaluation
Following is an example to further clarify how to complete this surrey. In this example, 
we have considered, the <<Defbrmatiorf7 degradation sequence.
From Intact to Other Distress Conditions
!.ri) (h )  ( c )  (d )
Intact LD \1 D  Colhipsc
Deformation
First, the expert considers the case in which no change in pipe condition occurs 
after 5 years. He assesses the number o f pipes out of 100 that, based on experience, will 
not change during this period and places this number in the box (Matrix location 1(a)).
Note that the expert estimates that 80 out o f 100 pipes will remain in the same 
condition after 5 year and eighty is written inbox 1(a). The expert determines that the 20 
remaining pipes that will change from intact to a low deformation (LD) condition. 
Twenty is written inbox 1(b). Because, the condition o f all 100 pipes are either intact or 
low deformation, zeros are placed in the next two boxes. Once the first rcw is completed 
the expert checks to ensure that the sum o f the numbers in this ton  1 equals 100.
Low Deformation to Other Distress Conditions
U )  (b )  ( c )  (J>
Intact LD M D  Collapse
Deformation
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Next the expert moves to the second initial state, low deformation (Row 2). The 
rater estimates how many pipes out o f 100 will remain in the LD condition during this 
period and enters this number in  the box 2(b).
Note that, the expert estimated that 50 out o f  100 pipes will remain in  the same 
condition and writes 50 in box 2(b). The evaluator new estimates that 40 o f  die 50 
remaining pipes will progress from low deformation to medium deformation after a 
period o f 5 years. New, die remaining 10 pipes will transition to the collapse severity 
level. Once the second rtw, low deformation initial condition, is completed the expert 
checks to ensure that the sum o f  the numbers in this row 2 equals 100.
Medium Deformation to Collapse
Deformation
New the expert considers die third initial state, medium deformation (Row 3). The 
number o f pipes out o f 100 will not change condition during the first 5year period is 
estimated and places inb ox 3(c).
Note that, the expert estimated that 20 out o f  100 pipes will remain in the initial 
condition. Twenty is written box 3(c). The remaining 80 pipes will progress from low 
deformation to the collapsed state after 5 years, so 80 is written inb ox 3(d).
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Collapse to Collapse
u r i  ( b )  < c )  c d )
Imac't I I) M -) ( 'o lxpsc
Deformation
Now, Hie expert considers the fourth initial state, the collapse condition. Since 
collapse is Hie final state o f any pipe, the rater writes 100 inbox 4(d). The completed 
SCM for Hie1‘Deformation?’ degradation sequence is shewn below.
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G eneral In fo rm atio n
Personal Information
Name:
First Name MI Last Name
Address:
Address City State Zip
Phone: Fax: Email:
Other Information
How many years have you been working with Sanitary Sewer Systems:
Approximate Population being served by your sewer system?
Average age o f Concrete Pipe?
Average age o f Clay Pipe?
Do you have CCTV video library of your sewer pipes?
Most Common Soil Type?
(Example: Clay, Silt, Sand, Gravel, Silt Clay, Sand Clay, Clayey Sand, Gravelly Clay, e tc .)
Temperature?
January Average High?
Average Low?
July Average High?
Average Low?
Average Annual Rainfall (inches)?
Can we contact you for the follow up information?
Comments:
Would like to have a copy of the survey results? 
(Anticipated Date Available May 2001)
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Displaced (a) 
Joints Intact
(b)
SDJ
(C)
MDJ
(d)
LDJ
(e)
Collapse
Initial
States TransitionStates
=  100
=  100
=  100
=  100
=  100
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Table A.1: Demographic information o f survey 2001 respondents
Manual
Number
City State Work 
Experience 
with Sewer 
Systems 
(Years)
Approx. 
Population 
Served by 
Sewer 
System
Avg. Age of 
Concrete 
Pipes 
(Years)
Avg. Age of 
Clay Pipes 
(Years)
1 Beaumont TX 12 125000 50 100
2 AmarillO TX 15 170000 20 30
3 Arlington TX 7 800000 30 40
4 Grapevine TX 27 39500 5 30
5 Enterprise AL 10 25 50
6 Huntsville TX 30 40000 30 50
7 Plainview TX 25 25000 50
8 Slidell LA 14 36000 30
9 Ft. Lauderdale FL 27 150000 40 30
10 Natch LA 10 18000 20 40
11 Lafayette LA 30 39500 80 50
12 Slidell LA 17 500000 40 80
13 Baytown TX 25 70000 50 40
14 Athens AL 25 6040 70
15 Garland TX 8 205000 30 40
16 Tupelo MS 11 35000 75 60
17 Kerrville TX 26 25000 40 40
18 Coppell TX 6 31000 12
19 Tuscaloosa AL 8 80 30 50
20 Ruleville MS 17 3920 45
21 Baker LA 22 13000 30 30
22 Gretna LA 22 18000 80 80
23 Monroe LA 30 60000 70 50
24 Blue Mountain MS 23 35000 36 50
25 Ruston LA 25 20000 50 40
26 Pensacola FL 27 60000 50 80
27 Clarksdale MS 10 22000 50
28 West Ponit MS 18 8500 50 30
29 Mobile AL 26 130000 60 40
30 Florence AL 18 20000 40 60
31 Philadelphia MS 16 50000 45 60
32 Baton Rouge LA 10 1500000 50 55
33 Ridgeland MS |26 16700 45 50
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SCMS FOR CLAY AND CONCRETE PIPES
Appendix B lists all the structural condition matrices derived fronm the survey for 
both the clay and concrete pipes.
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B.l Structural Condition Matrices (SCM) for Clay Pipes
B. 1.1 “Open Crack” Degradation Sequence
Table B .l: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 5 years for 
the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States -
- Intact ' TC '--.apct:^ MOC MOC+H1- Collapse
F
Intact 1 75.03 12.29 5.71 4.16 2.77 0.03
TC 2 0.00 67.61 18.35 7.55 3.77 2.71
O C 3 0.00 0.00 59.06 20.02 11.05 9.87
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 54.35 29.24 16.40
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 52.74 47.26
Collapse' 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.2: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 10 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
ial States
Intact TC V OC : MOC MOC+H1 Collapse'
A B C D >:'Ey ■ ■
Intact 1 56.30 17.53 9.91 7.45 5.86 2.95
TC . 2 0.00 45.72 23.25 12.88 8.78 9.38
OC 3 0.00 0.00 34.89 22.70 18.21 24.21
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 29.54 31.32 39.14
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.82 72.18
Col|apse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.3: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 15 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States
Intact OC : MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
A D y X s ?  != ?*£- F"‘ *
Intact -- 15S 42.24 18.77 12.29 9.70 8.59 8.41
TC" "7 T " - 0.00 30.91 22.12 15.11 12.69 19.17
Q C M l i S / y 3£- 0.00 0.00 20.61 19.32 20.10 39.98
MOC . 4 ; 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.06 25.16 58.78
MOC+H1 5 f. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.67 85.33
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.4: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 20 years
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
' Initial States' 
(Clay)
FinaJ States- -
«■ Intact TC OC MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
A C D ' E F ‘
Intact/ m 31.70 17.88 13.11 10.91 10.60 15.79
TC 2 0.00 20.90 18.74 14.97 14.72 30.67
OC 3 0.00 0.00 12.17 14.63 18.53 54.68
MOC 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.73 17.96 73.31
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.74 92.26
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.5: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 25 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
• - Final States
Intact JC OC MOC MOC+H1: Collapse
Intact .1 23.78 15.99 12.84 11.22 11.79 24.38
TC m & zgB . 2 0.00 14.13 14.91 13.47 15.00 42.50
3 0.00 0.00 7.19 10.39 15.39 67.03
M O C. 4- 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.74 12.03 83.23
MOC+H1 : 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.08 95.92
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.6: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 30 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
. (Clay)
Final States ? - ■ . . • * .:
Intact ;.i::;TC^':' MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
B ■ y y y m p m D . F
Intact 17.84 13.73 11.88 10.87 12.18 33.50
TC 2 0.00 9.55 11.40 11.37 14.03 53.65
O C / 3 0.00 0.00 4.25 7.08 11.95 76.72
MOC 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.58 7.73 89.69
MOC+H1 * 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.15 97.85
Collapse 6 : 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.7: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
"Initial States
Intact-; TC rn m m m
11
MQC+H1 Collapse
A . F
Intact 1 . 13.39 11.48 10.55 10.06 11.93 42.59
T C ' - ' - -  - &- 0.00 6.46 8.49 9.18 12.34 63.53
oc Wi 0.00 0.00 2.51 4.70 8.84 83.95
MOC;. 4-;: 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.40 4.83 93.77
MOC+H1 •; .515 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.14 98.86
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.8: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 40 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States ' Final States ; -
(Clay) Intact _ ;ji§TC;.g; :;:::;r:OC5i-5 MOC MOC+H1 Collapse>
« * •* - A D.
Intact , 10.05 9.41 9.10 9.01 11.20 51.23
TCr ' 2 0.00 4.37 6.20 7.18 10.38 71.88
oc 3 0.00 0.00 1.48 3.06 6.32 89.15
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 2.96 96.28
MOC+H1 5 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 99.40
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.9: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 45 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States
Intact OC MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
Intact 1- 7.54 7.59 7.68 7.85 10.18 59.16
TC. ~ „ 2 0.00 2.95 4.46 5.47 8.42 78.69
a ; 0.00 0.00 0.87 1.96 4.39 92.78
MOC ’ - 4~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 1.78 97.80
MQC+H1- § 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 99.68
Collapse. . 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.10: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  50 years
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial'States Final JStStei^sir
...(Clay); ‘ Intact OC MOC. MOC+H1: Collapse.
* "  - - A - C . D . ‘ ,F ■ -
Intact 1 5.66 6.06 6.36 6.69 9.01 66.23
2 0.00 2.00 3.18 4.09 6.65 84.09
OC 3- ' 0.00 0.00 0.52 1.24 2.98 95.26
MOC ' . 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 1.06 98.71
MOC+H1 ' 5 , 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 99.83
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
B .l.2 “Open Joint” Degradation Sequence
Table B .l l :  Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 5 years for 
the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
< Initial States 
(Clay)
- Final States ' . S  ^  ‘
Intact SOJ MOJ LOJ Collapse
/•:H:oC^S
Intact 1 . 74.39 12.55 6.06 5.97 1.03
SOJ . ' 2 0.00 66.10 18.84 10.58 4.48
MOJ 3 0.00 0.00 63.06 26.29 10.00
LOJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.97 31.42
Collapse • - 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.12: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 10 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States • v v":
. - Intact SOJ MOJ LOJ Collapse
Intact 1 55.33 17.63 10.70 11.30 4.84
2 0.00 43.69 24.33 18.93 12.66
MQJ~. * 3 0.00 0.00 39.77 33.92 24.57
LOJ,'I f  ^ 4» 0.00 0.00 0.00 43.52 52.15
Collapse ‘ 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.13: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  15 years
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
• Initial State.. . *  -  - -  Final States- /mm Intact SOJ , >^MOJ^: : "LOJ. ; ^All9neA>collapsea s m s m P
In tac ta .-" ;- =1.... 41.16 18.60 13.42 15.43 10.83
S O J - 2 0.00 28.88 23.58 23.50 22.99
MOJ - - . 3 0.00 0.00 25.08 32.83 39.20
LOJ . . '  - 4 ' 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.71 65.82
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.14: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  20 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
_ Initial States Final States
(Clay) Intact SOJ MOJ LOJ Collapse
:m m .
Intact- - 30.62 17.46 14.47 18.13 18.28
2 0.00 19.09 20.31 24.76 34.03
MOJ ' m 0.00 0.00 15.82 28.25 52.03
LOJ,- " 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.94 74.84
Collapse 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.15: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 25 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
l/States-'^^-i:^ >:;:.--'
Intact ■r,£s.cy#£ MOJ LOJ -. Collapse
. E
Intact W - 22.78 15.38 14.27 19.44 26.52
SOJ ' 2 , 0.00 12.62 16.40 23.69 44.70
MOJ’ 3 0.00 0.00 9.98 22.80 62.49
LOJ 4;-: 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.49 80.79
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.16: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 30 years
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
.Final States -
; Intact. - SOJ ;MOJ LOJ Collapse
B y y c y m
Intact , _ 16.94 13.02 13.28 19.56 34.98
2 0.00 8.34 12.72 21.28 54.35
MOJ- 0.00 0.00 6.29 17.66 70.65
LIOJ t '  . * ' _4:;: 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.24 84.71
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.17: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States. 
.1 (Clay)
Final States
Intact' SOJ • MOJ LOJ Collapse
-A B D ■ E:
Intact ' 1 \ 12.60 10.73 11.85 18.78 43.21
SOJ: - - 2 0.00 5.51 9.59 18.26 62.68
MOJ . 3 : 0.00 0.00 3.97 13.30 76.82
LOJ ; 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.44 87.30
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.18: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 40 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States ■ '• 'r1-'
Intact SOJ: MOJ LOJ Collapse
■i. C
Intact 9.38 8.68 10.26 17.40 50.91
s o j ; ; 2 0.00 3.64 7.09 15.15 69.62
MOJ- - . 3 i 0.00 0.00 2.50 9.82 81.40
LOJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.59 89.01
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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T able  B.19: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  45 years
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States . 
(Clay)’ ~ ihtMtKdv:::s<WvV< w m m m m m m m . Collapse
: A' - | V .  B r-D
Entact IV. 6.97 6.91 8.67 15.65 57.89
SOJ i 2: 0.00 2.41 5.16 12.24 75.25
MOJ , 3 0.00 0.00 1.58 7.14 84.74
LOJ . . 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.37 90.14
Collapse ... 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
T able B.20: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 50 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States : Final States
(Clay) Intact SOJ MOJ. LOJ Collapse
_  „  _ A -;:;;v:vGv.vvv . E
I n t a c t - . 1:B: 5.19 5.44 7.20 13.75 64.05
SOJ 0.00 1.59 3.71 9.69 79.72
MOJ, : 3 0.00 0.00 1.00 5.12 87.14
LOJ - 4: 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.56 90.88
Collapse :vV 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
B .l.3 “Displaced Joint” Degradation Sequence
T able B.21: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 5 years for 
the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
- Initial S ta tes . 
(Clay)
Final States,
Intact SDJ MDJ LDJ Collapse
■ ■ C V: vvvi;;p-,-i'vv E-
Intact . M 74.06 11.94 6.84 4.81 2.03
SDJ 2 0.00 65.29 17.74 10.35 6.61
MDJ ^ 3' 0.00 0.00 60.71 24.97 13.68
LDJ r  C w , 0.00 0.00 0.00 64.58 35.42
Collapse 5;: 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.22: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 10 years
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay) v
•• . - Final States ; .. -  ^
Intact " MDJ LDJ Collapse
'.A ; C; : D: - . .E-
Intact „ I" 54.86 16.63 11.33 9.61 6.96
SDJ, ' 2: 0.00 42.63 22.35 17.88 17.02
MOJ 3;:; 0.00 0.00 36.86 31.28 30.82
LOJ 4:c’; 0.00 0.00 0.00 41.71 58.29
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.23: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 15 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
1 Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States
Intact SDJ : mdj LDJ Collapse
E -
Intact ' 1; 40.63 17.41 13.58 13.39 14.13
SDJ 2 0.00 27.83 21.13 21.54 29.23
MOJ 3 0.00 0.00 22.38 29.40 46.95
LOJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.93 73.07
Collapse , 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.24: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 20 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial.States
(Clay)
Final States
Intact SDJ MDJ LDJ Collapse
v M c y M
Intact 1 30.09 16.21 14.11 15.80 22.71
SDJ '  '  - 2" 0.00 18.17 17.77 22.07 41.59
MOJ 3 , 0.00 0.00 13.58 24.58 60.42
LOJ 4^7 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.39 82.61
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.25: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 25 years
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Intact^ SDJ Collapse
-" : B ' :  c - ' - D';. ' - m m m m
Intact w . 22.29 14.18 13.50 16.85 31.92
S D J. ~ 0.00 11.86 14.01 20.57 53.04
MOJ 3~: 0.00 0.00 8.25 19.26 70.98
LOJ „ 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.23 88.77
Collapse 5, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.26: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 30 years 
for the ‘Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
’ (Clay)
- Final States
Intact SDJ MDJ • LDJ Collapse
E
Intact; 16.51 11.92 12.24 16.79 41.13
SDJ 2 0.00 7.75 10.61 18.01 63.03
MOJ 3. 0.00 0.00 5.01 14.50 78.93
LOJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.25 92.75
Collapse p p 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.27: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States i: :
Intact' . SDJ MDJ LDJ Collapse
Awl.'::-vv"cU= s m M D ^ '^ C p E
Intact - 4 * 12.23 9.75 10.67 15.93 49.87
SDJ ► > 2 1 , 0.00 5.06 7.82 15.08 71.37
MOJ „ 3 0.00 0.00 3.04 10.61 84.75
L O J ii« S ^ p 4 ;:. 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.69 95.31
Collapse ' 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.28: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 40 years
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
|p itial-StdtG
- V  (Clay) ■: Intact > - SDJ M D J: sSSLDJ/Ss Collapse
•SS B • ; c , - D -
Intact, .  ' 9.05 7.83 9.05 14.55 57.86
SDJ 2 0.00 3.30 5.64 12.22 78.12
MOJ 0.00 0.00 1.85 7.61 88.93
EOJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.03 96.97
Collapse . 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.29: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 45 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
FinalStates
Intact SDJ , MDJ LDJ Collapse
SSSDSS-5 E.
Intact ~ - VU 6.71 6.19 7.50 12.90 64.96
SDJ 2 0.00 2.16 4.01 9.64 83.44
MOJ 3S 0.00 0.00 1.12 5.38 91.88
LOJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.95 98.05
Collapse. 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.30: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 50 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
> Initial States' 
(Clay)
. . Final States
■ Intact SDJ MDJr LDJ Collapse
s s s a s s s * E
Intact 1 4.97 4.84 6.11 11.17 71.10
SDJ 2 0.00 1.41 2.82 7.45 87.54
MOJ 3 0.00 0.00 0.68 3.75 93.94
LOJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.26 98.74
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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B .l.4 “Corrosion” Degradation Sequence
Table B.31: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  5 years for
the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial Statesr ^FinialiCpnclitibn > ; '*
o  IntactM LC; : MC . : s c SC+H2;v Collapse
c - E
Intact 84.04 7.63 3.81 3.30 0.74 0.11
LC ~ 2' 0.00 80.00 11.74 5.00 1.48 1.78
MO 3 0.00 0.00 72.15 14.78 10.26 3.56
SO 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.59 21.52 9.89
SC+H2 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 71.48 28.52
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.32: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 10 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay) .
- 'Filial Condition
Intact LC .MC. :.';:;SC..::, . SC+H2 Collapse
C D
jntact' . _ - 1::;. 70.62 12.52 6.85 5.98 2.37 1.01
2 0.00 64.00 17.86 9.16 4.52 4.53
MC.; . 3 0.00 0.00 52.05 20.80 17.92 10.51
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.05 30.14 22.81
SC+H2 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 51.10 48.90
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.33: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 15 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
- Initial States 
(Clay)
Final Condition
Intact LC MC SC+H2 Collapse
• 'E - F -
Intact 1 59.35 15.40 9.11 8.07 4.39 2.82
LC . 2 0.00 51.20 20.40 12.13 7.99 8.50
MC : / 3 , 0.00 0.00 37.56 21.96 22.62 19.52
S & s s i js ; ; ; 0.00 0.00 0.00 32.27 31.67 36.06
s , :? 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.52 63.48
Collapse 6R 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.34: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 20 years
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States .
S I M S I W
Final Cc
Intact LC nmm WSC+H2 Collapse.
'■ -'-4:
Intacttl^ i^iKS 49.88 16.85 10.64 9.60 6.48 5.54
m m m m m 2’;;.;' 0.00 40.96 20.73 13.89 11.17 13.62
3 1 0.00 0.00 27.10 20.61 24.75 29.48
s c g f i tg g f i t 4r:; 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.14 29.58 48.28
SG+H2 ; 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.11 73.89
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.35: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 25 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
- Initial States 
/  . (Clay)
Final Condition • • . i ■' .1
Intact. LC - MC - : V SC.-;. ‘ ,SC+H2 Collapse
A • E ' .
Intact 1 41.91 17.28 11.56 10.65 8.41 9.07
LC 2 0.00 32.77 19.77 14.64 13.71 19.64
MC. 3 0.00 0.00 19.55 18.14 24.91 39.54
SC~ - . 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.18 25.91 58.91
SC+H2 ■ 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.66 81.34
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.36: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 30 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States Final Condition '
(Clay) Intact MC SC+H2 Collapse;
1 ;1 A M M l l C y & g . E
Intact v = &?■ 35.22 17.03 11.97 11.26 10.05 13.28
LC> z. ?i 0.00 26.21 18.11 14.60 15.46 26.28
MC; — : 3 r : 0.00 0.00 14.10 15.33 23.71 49.13
SC" ; '  ;; 4 S 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.42 21.79 67.80
SC+H2 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.34 86.66
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.37: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
: InitiaKState 
(Ciayy i?
m . . Final Co nd it ion <-
Intact f MC SC+H2 Collapse
■ C 7. ;D ' E ■ • F
Intact 1 29.60 16.31 11.98 11.50 11.35 18.03
LC 2 m 0.00 20.97 16.14 14.00 16.44 33.25
MC 3 0.00 0.00 10.18 12.60 21.70 57.91
sc- 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.14 17.82 75.04
SC+H2 5?s 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.54 90.46
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.38: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States . Final Condition -
intact LC MC SC+H2 Collapse
A' - B ” C D . E -  F ~ ~  -  *
lhtact:>v-; f 'lii 24.88 15.30 11.69 11.45 12.28 23.15
2 : 0.00 16.78 14.11 13.04 16.73 40.27
MC: . 3 0.00 0.00 7.34 10.15 19.26 65.71
4 : r 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.90 14.27 80.83
SC+H2 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.82 93.18
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.39: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final Condition /;
Intact MC SC+H2 Collapse
F.
Intact m 20.90 14.14 11.18 11.17 12.85 28.50
LC 2 0.00 13.42 12.15 11.87 16.46 47.13
MC ; 3S 0.00 0.00 5.30 8.05 16.71 72.47
scM^mMS 0C 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.36 11.26 85.38
SC+H2 : 5SS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.87 95.13
Collapse:; •■; 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.40: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
5;-lhitia(.Stetes^;: Final CcMfditidn
(Cbqr)- ;slritactAi; s c ;-SC+H2'._ Collapse
: . - c-% : v D; F
Intact  ^.so* 17.57 12.91 10.52 10.71 13.10 33.94
LC: l - v .u „ 0.00 10.74 10.34 10.61 15.77 53.67
MC; -• 3; 0.00 0.00 3.82 6.30 14.22 78.22
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.31 8.77 88.92
SC+H2 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.48 96.52
Collapse . 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
B .l.5 “Deformation” Degradation Sequence
Table B.41: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 5 years for 
the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States-
Intact ■^•'.Lp£7^ MD Collapse
, ~D
Intact- ii? 85.16 10.16 4.42 0.26
LD-, 2 0.00 62.16 23.32 14.68
MD ~ 3 0.00 0.00 49.16 50.84
Collapse 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.42: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 10 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
, Initial States 
- (Clay)
Final States
Intact Collapse
C D
Intact 1; 72.52 14.97 8.31 4.22
SDJ - 2 0.00 38.64 25.96 35.66
MOJ 3 ; 0.00 0.00 24.17 75.83
Collapse - - 4?| 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.43: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 15 years
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States Final S ta te^ ^ ^ :^ ^ ® ^ * J i
Intact . M D. • .Collapse:
A B c  ■ D V
Intact 3M 61.76 16.67 10.78 10.82
SDJ 2 0.00 24.02 21.78 54.53
MOJ 3 ; 0.00 0.00 11.88 88.12
Collapse. .. 4v 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.44: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 20 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
v Initial States Final States -
\ Intact .u Collapse
: - A P ’ _
Intact;. M 52.60 16.64 11.92 18.91
S P J M W ^ l 0.00 14.93 16.31 69.12
3^ 0.00 0.00 5.84 94.16
Collapse- 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.45: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 25 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States- : j
Intact MD - Collapse
Intact 1 44.79 15.69 12.06 27.55
SDJ 2. 0.00 9.28 11.50 79.61
MOJ t 3 0.00 0.00 2.87 97.13
Collapse';' 4 ■ 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.46: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 30 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial State 
^ICIavV
S:.'-;
m
.. FinalStates \
... Intact-' . *  rOw". Lii |i 'Cqilapse-
* j  . ~ - A -;r . B . cy;,- D
I n ta c ^ ^ ig m-. 38.15 14.30 11.57 36.10
SDJ;^ «^';;ISSm 0.00 5.77 7.82 86.81
MPdlWSil m 0.00 0.00 1.41 98.59
Cqllapse^fe m 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.47: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  35 years
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Slriitial^tatesxi.
Intact LD ' MD . -
B ' r •: c : - 1 i
Intact^; • m 32.49 12.77 10.71 44.18
SDJ - 2 0.00 3.59 5.19 91.64
MOJ _ . 3 0.00 0.00 0.69 99.31
Collapse 4 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.48: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  40 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
- Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States ■
Intact MD : Collapse
' D
Intact:. • 1 ; 27.67 11.24 9.68 51.58
2 0.00 2.23 3.39 94.80
MOJr ; 3 0.00 0.00 0.34 99.66
Collapse " ' , 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.49: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  40 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
: Initial States 
(Clay)
Final States . . .
Intact ;V‘;- MD Collapse
A *v^Bj&X? \ m i c m n D
Intact 1: 23.56 9.80 8.60 58.22
SDJ 2; 0.00 1.39 2.19 96.85
MOJ 3 0.00 0.00 0.17 99.83
Collapse :: 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.50: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  clay pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 40 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial State States;
^ 'i :^ (C!^y)||: :: Intact. : - - _ I Q- —- >?■ *-* > Collapse.
• A . . ' , ; ;d .
Intact ^ .. m 20.06 8.48 7.55 64.09
SDJp?®®® m 0.00 0.86 1.40 98.16
M OJ :_r >. , ; . v m 0.00 0.00 0.08 99.92
Collapse l;:;:.:: m 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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B.2 Structural Condition Matrices (SCM) for Concrete
Pipes
B.2.1 “Crack” Degradation Sequence
Table B.51: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  5 years for 
the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States - FinalStates:
(Concrete) '  Intact OC ^ O C MOC+H1; Collapse/
-- - ,
Intact I-"';:- 84.24 10.40 3.68 1.08 0.60 0.00
TC “ . . - 2M 0.00 67.92 20.80 8.84 1.88 0.60
OC j 3:;& 0.00 0.00 67.40 20.28 8.24 4.08
MOC - ; 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.36 29.36 14.28
MpC+H.1. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 55.80 44.20
Collapse • 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.52: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 10 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
- Initial States 
(Concrete)
Final States • l-.Vv-
Intact MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
D ;:E>
lntact_ 70.96 15.82 7.74 3.18 1.66 0.63
TC 2 0.00 46.13 28.15 15.20 6.64 3.95
3 0.00 0.00 45.43 25.10 16.11 13.37
MOC 4& 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.76 32.93 35.31
MOC+H1. , 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.14 68.86
Collapse • 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.53: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 15 years
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)
 ^ -v *
Final States^
Intact T C oc MOC MOC+H1 Collapse:
p P Z & g S S i5 . B C d  ' e  *
Intact 1 59.78 18.13 11.12 5.53 3.22 2.23
TC', „ - 2 0.00 31.33 28.57 18.36 11.35 10.48
O O V/*!'
;’ -I. 3 0.00 0.00 30.62 23.36 20.10 25.92
M O C ■ 4:.: 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.90 27.70 54.40
M OC+H1 - - 5v" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.37 82.63
Collapse: 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.54: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  20 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
v  ’ (Concrete) -
. ~ Final States <
Intact MOC: > MOC+H1 : Collapse
-  A ;
Intact 1 50.36 18.53 13.47 7.62 5.04 5.01
TC 2 0.00 21.28 25.77 18.91 14.67 19.47
OC 3 0.00 0.00 20.64 19.37 20.60 39.39
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.09 20.71 69.20
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.69 90.31
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.55: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  25 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States Final States
(Concrete) Intact OC MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
* - “
Intact 42.42 17.82 14.78 9.21 6.81 8.98
TC - 2 0.00 14.45 21.80 17.76 16.26 29.83
ii\$\
o
0.00 0.00 13.91 15.10 18.88 52.11
MOC ' ~ 4 ^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.69 14.52 79.79
MOCtHI 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.41 94.59
Collapse . 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.56: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 30 years
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
./InitolvS““ ‘T— v Final 1
. vwonc ^Intact -v: TC o c MOC+H1 Cbllapse.
' A m m  w m C - . : d  :: E ' . 1-' P:~ v
Intact- 35.74 16.52 15.23 10.22 8.31 14.01
TCv^;. •: ••■rV V z 0.00 9.82 17.70 15.71 16.36 40.53
OC;-.; V '- .' 3 0.00 0.00 9.37 11.33 16.12 63.18
MOC 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.20 9.77 87.02
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.02 96.98
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.57: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States S  Final States : t"
.; ?(Concrete t?:*. ' Intact TC. OC - MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
:-CZ ; ' - - A  - . D S i F
IrvtactiSSS^a IS 30.10 14.94 15.02 10.70 9.42 19.87
TC-;; 2 0.00 6.67 13.97 13.31 15.38 50.79
Q C g S S S S § 3 0.00 0.00 6.32 8.29 13.09 72.30
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.81 6.39 91.80
MOC+H1; - 5; 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.68 98.32
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.S8: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 40 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States V> Final States
(Concrete) Intact OC MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
B F .  =
Intact 1 25.36 13.27 14.34 10.72 10.09 26.26
TC - 2 0.00 4.53 10.80 10.92 13.77 60.10
3 . 0.00 0.00 4.26 5.95 10.26 79.53
MOC -  „ W : 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.02 4.10 94.88
M O C +H V “ 57: 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.94 99.06
Collapse 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.59: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 45 years
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States Final States : -
Intact - TC ' • : OC > \ MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
B - - . D . E- •' F
Intact: r #5 21.36 11.65 13.36 10.40 10.36 32.92
m m m m m 0.00 3.08 8.22 8.75 11.86 68.21
O C t r  , 3 0.00 0.00 2.87 4.22 7.82 85.09
MOC - 4' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.57 2.59 96.84
MOC+H1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 99.48
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.60: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 50 years 
for the “Crack” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete).
FinalStates
Intact m g C r ' S r : MOC MOC+H1 Collapse
A . B E F
Intact 18.00 10.14 12.21 9.83 10.28 39.60
T C ^ ; 2 0.00 2.09 6.18 6.87 9.92 75.06
oc 3 0.00 0.00 1.93 2.96 5.84 89.26
MOC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 1.61 98.07
MOC+H1 5 ' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 99.71
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
B.2. 2 “Open Joint” Degradation Sequence
Table B.61: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 5 years for 
the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States Final States
(Concrete) Intact r SOJ . MOJ LOJ Collapse
_D “ E
Intact - ■' 1-& 81.04 12.68 3.36 3.00 0.72
SOJ 2 0.00 70.12 20.12 7.68 2.88
MOJ . 3 0.00 0.00 63.48 28.52 8.00
|_OJ~-, 4';; 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.00 32.00
Collapse. 5JK 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.62: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 10 years
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States ~ 
(Concrete)
FinalStates:.
Intact SOJ v^MOJ** LOJ r (Collapse
B C D E -.'-
Intact „ 1 65.67 19.17 7.41 6.40 2.90
s Q M z t m m 2-i: 0.00 49.17 26.88 16.35 8.97
MOJ 3® 0.00 0.00 40.30 37.50 22.20
LOJ ' - 0.00 0.00 0.00 46.24 53.76
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.63: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 15 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial S tates ' ' Final States
(Concrete) Intact SOJ MOJ . LOJ - Collapse
- B E  .
Intact ft*?' 53.22 21.77 10.77 9.91 6.56
SOJ 2 0.00 34.48 26.96 22.56 17.76
MOJ - 3 0.00 0.00 25.58 36.99 37.43
LOJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.44 68.56
Col|apse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.64: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 20 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States ■ '*■ Final-States
(Concrete)- Intact SOJ MOJ LOJ Collapse ‘
... A -
Intact 1 43.13 22.01 13.00 13.08 11.61
SOJ. 2 0.00 24.18 24.05 25.67 28.13
MOJ 3 l 0.00 0.00 16.24 32.45 51.31
LOJT-v : 4  . 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.38 78.62
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.65: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 25 years
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
initial States „ 1 Final,States _  _
(Concrete) Intact - :SOJ v MOJ ^ L O J ^ g Collapse
B ' - ;'D • * E
Intact 1 34.95 20.90 14.13 15.58 17.78
SOJ 2 0.00 16.95 20.13 26.17 38.97
MOJ 3 0.00 0.00 10.31 26.70 62.99
LOJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.54 85.46
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.66: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 30 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
- Initial States Final States
(Concrete) Intact SOJ MOJ LOJ Collapse
A B 7:VrE';V:-:.".
Intact. V  . 28.33 19.09 14.35 17.28 24.75
SOJ . . - 2 : 0.00 11.89 16.19 24.84 49.44
MOJ 3 0.00 0.00 6.54 21.09 72.36
LOJ . 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.89 90.11
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.67: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
- Initial States- Final States \.-r
(Concrete) - Intact SOJ v MOJ LOJ Collapse
Intact 22.96 16.98 13.90 18.16 32.18
SOJ 2 0.00 8.33 12.67 22.42 59.03
MOJ 3 0.00 0.00 4.15 16.21 79.64
LOJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.72 93.28
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.68: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  40 years
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)
Z? . . ?  ~
Final States ,;j 7
Intact SOJ MOJ ; LOJ Collapse,
.. A. B c
Intact ' r 18.60 14.82 13.01 18.31 39.76
SOJ 2 0.00 5.84 9.72 19.50 67.46
MOJ 3 0.00 0.00 2.64 12.21 85.16
LOJ, 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.57 95.43
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.69: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 45 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
- Initial States . 
(Concrete)
Final States
Iritact SOJ MOJ LOJ Collapse -
D
Intact 1 15.08 12.75 11.87 17.86 47.22
SOJ- 2 0.00 4.10 7.35 16.48 74.64
MOJ . . : 3 0.00 0.00 1.67 9.05 89.27
LOJ ^ - 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.11 96.89
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.70: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 50 years 
for the “Open Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States - Final States - ;
-(Concrete) Intact SOJ MOJ LOJ Collapse
-
Intact. - 1 ; 12.22 10.85 10.60 16.96 54.36
2; 0.00 2.87 5.49 13.62 80.62
MOJ- 3 0.00 0.00 1.06 6.63 92.30
LOJ' ' 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.11 97.89
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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B.2.3 “Displaced Joint” Degradation Sequence
Table B.71: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 5 years for 
the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial'States • - "FinalStates -  -
(Concrete), ■ Intact ' SDJ* MDJ :LDJ< :;Col!apS&
/ . A ■ :c E
Intact 1: 83.40 8.72 4.28 3.20 0.40
SDJ . " 2j-.i 0.00 77.28 14.68 4.96 3.08
MDJ- 3/; 0.00 0.00 70.68 22.28 7.04
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 73.88 26.12
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.72: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 10 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
; (Concrete).
• ' ■ = , Final States - " -
Intact SDJ , MDJ Sh LDJw Collapse
- . : c  \  , -__'D ■:
Intact 1; 69.56 14.01 7.87 6.42 2.14
SDJ * 2 0.00 59.72 21.72 10.77 7.79
MDJ- 3/ 0.00 0.00 49.96 32.21 17.84
LDJ, . 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 54.58 45.42
Collapse7 : 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.73: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 15 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States Final States
(Concrete) Intact SDJ MDJ ; LDJ Collapse
-
Intact, ' 1 58.01 16.89 10.60 9.42 5.08
SDJ 2 0.00 46.15 24.12 15.76 13.97
MDJ - /  . 3 V 0.00 0.00 35.31 34.93 29.77
LDJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.33 59.67
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.74: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 20 years
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
r- Initial States V: iTinal States . . “ .
- (Concrete)": Intact; SDJ : -vMDJ . LDJ, Collapse
-- V ' . - -e .
Intact 1: 48.38 18.11 12.45 12.01 9.04
SDJ 2 . 0.00 35.67 23.82 19.30 21.21
MDJ' 3 0.00 0.00 24.96 33.67 41.37
LDJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 29.79 70.21
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.7S: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 25 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
' Initial States 
(Concrete)
Final States -
Intact SDJ MDJ LDJ Collapse;
E
Intact 1 40.35 18.22 13.53 14.10 13.80
SDJ 2 0.00 27.56 22.07 21.34 29.02
MDJ 3 0.00 0.00 17.64 30.44 51.92
LDJ * 4- 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.01 77.99
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.76: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 30 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)'.
' Final States
Intact SDJ MDJ LDJ Collapse
E
Intact 1 33.65 17.60 13.97 15.62 19.16
SDJ 2 0.00 21.30 19.65 22.05 37.00
MDJ 3 0.00 0.00 12.47 26.42 61.12
LDJ 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.26 83.74
CoHapse . 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.77: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 35 years
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial S ta tes :
-z; Intact;-j MDJ ^ ;Collapse
A z B ■; - o - .z  ■-. m m m m . 'E'
m 28.06 16.53 13.89 16.60 24.90
m 0.00 16.46 17.01 21.72 44.80
MDJ:; 3 0.00 0.00 8.81 22.29 68.89
LDJ : : - 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.01 87.99
Collapse ~5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.78: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 40 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
:(Concrete)
' Final States
Intact SDJ MDJ LDJ ; Collapse;
A h ^ c m g
Intact -v- 1 23.41 15.22 13.45 17.08 30.84
SDJ- 2 0.00 12.72 14.44 20.66 52.18
MDJ , 3 0.00 0.00 6.23 18.43 75.34
LDJ..* - 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.88 91.12
Collapse'.’ 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.79: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 45 years 
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States Final States
(Concrete) Intact SDJ MDJ LDJ Collapse
- - D/ir:,;;
Intact ' 1 : 19.52 13.81 12.74 17.12 36.81
SDJ ' - ' / 2:-: 0.00 9.83 12.08 19.11 58.98
m d j  . 3 0.00 0.00 4.40 15.01 80.59
LDJ": 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.56 93.44
Collapse 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.80: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 45 years
for the “Displaced Joint” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)'
; Final State's H  ■
_ Intact • SDJ • MDJ LDJ Collapse
B D. . E “
Intact 1 16.28 12.37 11.87 16.80 42.68
SDJ. M 0.00 7.60 9.98 17.30 65.13
MDJ . 3 1 0.00 0.00 3.11 12.07 84.82
LDJ/, 5 . _ 41 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.84 95.16
Collapse : ; 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
B.2.4 “Corrosion” Degradation Sequence
Tab le  B.81: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 5 years for 
the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States Final Condition '?■
(Concrete) _ ' Intact r iO -MC 1 1 S C ,V,-,,. SC+H2 Collapse:
D - I":;:-E-r1! /
Intact 1 86.71 7.96 3.50 0.79 0.42 0.63
LC 2 0.00 78.54 14.50 4.58 1.33 1.04
MC 3 0.00 0.00 67.46 23.58 6.38 2.58
SC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 61.88 26.00 12.13
SC+H2 5 , 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 59.75 40.25
Collapse' 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Tab le  B.82: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 10 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)
Final Condition
Intact i l L C l ; : . ? MC :  SC SC+H2 : Collapse
i t i D  w t & F l l -
In ta c t . > 11- 75 .18 13.15 6.55 2 .37 1.15 1.60
L C / 2 0.00 61.69 21.17 9.86 3.96 3.33
MC' 3 0.00 0.00 45.51 30.50 14.24 9 .75
SC 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.29 31.62 30.09
SC+H2 ....... 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 35.70 64.30
Collapse 6;; 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.83: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 15 years
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
.Initial States
r -I. -.Tv "V, •, ;
Final Condition - - -
' (Concrete) Intact LC 33M C ?® SC SC+H2 Collapse
■r: . . *-r— -v A (X -'S C & Z P : ■ E
Intact w 65.19 16.31 8.96 4.21 2.21 3.13
2 0.00 48.45 23.23 13.92 7.10 7.31
MC 3 0.00 0.00 30.70 29.60 19.34 20.36
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.69 28.85 47.46
SC+H2. 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.33 78.67
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.84: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 20 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States - 3 Final Condition: -.3 • - - - -
(Concrete) Intact 3;:=;LC3:3 MC; 3 :v sc-:-;r SC+H2 Collapse
3 ;3 :A :!;:3 m - e m m 3L'3D:3 3 - F -
Intact _ 43: 56.53 18.00 10.69 5.98 3.47 5.33
LC 3 2 0.00 38.05 22.69 16.31 9.99 12.96
MC . 3 0.00 0.00 20.71 25.56 21.21 32.52
SC ’ * 4 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.66 23.40 61.95
SC+H2 - 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.75 87.25
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.85: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 25 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
InitialStates 
. (Concrete)
Final Condition •...
Intact r;:/V = LC;‘3v CCS; . SC: • :t-; SC+H2 Collapse
: ;3 ::B 333 F
Intact 1 49.01 18.64 11.80 7.49 4.79 8.27
LC 2 0.00 29.89 20.83 17.19 12.16 19.94
MC - 3 0.00 0.00 13.97 20.70 20.64 44.70
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.07 17.79 73.14
SC+H2, 5ti 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.62 92.38
Collapse," 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.86: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 30 years
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)
* Final Condition
Intact LC MC m m m m SC+H2 Collapse.
'its ,, • A. B C • e
Intact - 1 42.50 18.54 12.38 8.66 6.01 11.91
LC- " m . 0.00 23.47 18.38 16.92 13.46 27.76
MC : 3 * 0.00 0.00 9.42 16.10 18.60 55.87
0.00 0.00 0.00 5.61 12.99 81.40
SC+H2 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.55 95.45
Collapse 6" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.87: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
I^nitial States 
(Concrete)
' Final Condition:
Intact . MC SC+H2 : Collapse
Intact 1 36.85 17.94 12.52 9.46 7.06 16.16
LC 2 0.00 18.44 15.80 15.88 13.93 35.95
MC 3 0.00 0.00 6.36 12.18 15.90 65.56
SC . 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.47 9.22 87.31
SC+H2 ; 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.72 97.28
Collapse- 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.88: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Initial States . Final Condition
(Concrete) Intact LC MC SC+H2 Collapse
■* * * " ■ A : - f : '
Intact - 1>: 31.95 17.02 12.34 9.92 7.87 20.89
LC ' -  / 2 0.00 14.48 13.33 14.40 13.70 44.08
MC- „ 3 0.00 0.00 4.29 9.04 13.07 73.60
4 :- 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.15 6.41 91.44
SC+H2 > 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.62 98.38
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.89: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 45 years
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
Injtiarstate "i "Final Condition
■: intact?# . ' LC ; ;  ; MC SC ;:SC+H2v Collapse
- A; :* \ B C D F
Intact;. :> W - 27.70 15.91 11.91 10.08 8.43 25.96
2LV 0.00 11.37 11.10 12.72 12.97 51.84
3-v;: 0.00 0.00 2.89 6.60 10.44 80.07
so.-?:- m 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.33 4.39 94.28
S C +H 2. 5 \\ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.97 99.03
Collapse 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.90: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 50 years 
for the “Corrosion” degradation sequence
. Initial States 
..._ .(Concrete)® ;
- Final Condition ■? . • .! -■
Iritact LC MC SC+H2 Collapse
A B : C ' : D • • E F
Intact; i; 24.02 14.70 11.31 10.00 8.74 31.22
•V
j'f;
O_J 2 0.00 8.93 9.13 11.01 11.92 59.01
3 0.00 0.00 1.95 4.77 8.14 85.14
SC . . 4 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 2.97 96.21
SC+H2 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 99.42
Collapse 6 • 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
B.2.5 “Deformation” Degradation Sequence
Table B.91: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 5 years for 
the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)
'■-’L - v T #  .rv4 r
Final States - -  * .
Intact . MD . Collapse
. A ; B C D
Intact 86.29 8.67 3.46 1.58
LD 2® 0.00 68.54 20.25 11.21
MD - 3 ; 0.00 0.00 57.04 42.96
Collapse . 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.92: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f  10 years
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete) '
- *' - -Final States. /. ‘ - - - - :
Intact LD MD -Collapse:;
A B C ' D
Intact. 74.46 13.42 6.71 5.41
LD; 2;-:r 0.00 46.98 25.43 27.59
MO 3 0.00 0.00 32.54 67.46
Collapse 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.93: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages of concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 15 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
• Initial States 
(Concrete)
Final States -
Intact LD : MD Collapse
V-rkAV^S c D
Intact 3 & 64.25 15.65 9.12 10.97
2 0.00 32.20 24.02 43.78
MD-' 3 0.00 0.00 18.56 81.44
Collapse 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.94: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 20 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)
Final States
Intact.. MD : Collapse.
-£;0 D ■
Intact- {1*. 55.45 16.30 10.59 17.66
2 0.00 22.07 20.22 57.71
MD 3 0.00 0.00 10.59 89.41
Collapse 4-f 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.95: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 25 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)-
Final States
Intact'- .. <:LDjvr .^ MD:.: Collapse
D
lntact_ 1 47.85 15.98 11.26 24.92
LD. . -, £ 0.00 15.13 16.00 68.87
0.00 0.00 6.04 93.96
Cqllapse'.'.J^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.96: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 30 years
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
-/Initial Statejs . * Final States / :.'
Intact-;; LD Collapse
'M ", * ;Qr -
|ntacf7.r.': m 41.29 15.10 11.31 32.30
LD>^ 2-" 0.00 10.37 12.19 77.44
3 0.00 0.00 3.44 96.56
Collapse* 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.97: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 35 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States 
' '  (Concrete)
Final States' -
Intact MD Collapse
D
Intact 1 35.63 13.93 10.94 39.51
LD „ . 2 0.00 7.11 9.05 83.84
MD :: 3 0.00 0.00 1.96 98.04
Collapse 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.98: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 40 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States 
(Concrete)
Final States r ;
Intact LD MD. Collapse
A/:.:?: ; d ; •
Intact 1 - 30.74 12.63 10.29 46.33
L D . * _2 0.00 4.87 6.60 88.52
MD 3 0.00 0.00 1.12 98.88
Collapser - 4 : 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Table B.99: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f  concrete pipes 
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period of 45 years 
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
Initial States RnaLStates *
(Concrete tact^fi -  l d / ^ S M P ^ g ^Collapse.'
AS|S§ B.V'l- C- ; D . ^
Intact-V/ 26.53 11.32 9.49 52.66
LD&vS 2-r. 0.00 3.34 4.75 91.91
M D„l ' ;* m 0.00 0.00 0.64 99.36
G o llapS eS gg w 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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Table B.100: Structural Condition Matrix (SCM) showing percentages o f concrete pipes
deteriorating from initial distress states to other distress states over a period o f 45 years
for the “Deformation” degradation sequence
- Initial States 
(Concrete)
/Tv .vt ' Final States' - _  _ -
Intact LD ' MD Collapse
A ' B D
Intact 22.89 10.06 8.62 58.42
2~ 0.00 2.29 3.39 94.32
3;:\ 0.00 0.00 0.36 99.64
Collapse - 4M 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
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TABLES SHOWING PERCENTAGES OF 
PIPES DETERIORATION OVER 50 YEARS
This appendix lists all the tables showing percentages o f pipes deteriorating from 
an initial condition to more severe distress conditions for the five degradation sequences 
over period from 5 to 50 years in  five-year increments for clay and concrete pipes. The 
values from these tables can be used to plot the graphs showing the behavior of different 
distress conditions for all five degradation sequences in clay and concrete pipes over a 
period o f time. The graphs obtained from this data are plotted in chapter four.
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C.l Tables for Clay Pipes
Table C .l: Percentages o f  clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the
cracking degradation sequence
Condition Years
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Intact Intact 100 75 56.3 42.2 31.7 23.8 17.8 13.4 10 7.54 5.66
Intact TC 0 12.29 17.53 18.77 17.88 15.99 13.73 11.48 9.41 7.59 6.06
Intact OC 0 5.71 9.91 12.29 13.11 12.84 11.88 10.55 9.10 7.68 6.36
Intact MOC 0 4.16 7.45 9.70 10.91 11.22 10.87 10.06 9.01 7.85 6.69
Intact MOC+H1 0 2.77 5.86 8.59 10.60 11.79 12.18 11.93 11.20 10.18 9.01
Intact C o lla p se 0 0.03 2.95 8.41 15.79 24.38 33.50 42.59 51.23 59.16 66.23
Table C.2: Percentages o f  clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
open joint degradation sequence
C ond ition Y ears
Initial F inal 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
In tac t In tac t 100 74.39 55.33 41.16 30.62 22.78 16.94 12.60 9.38 6.97 5.19
In tac t S O J 0 12.55 17.63 18.60 17.46 15.38 13.02 10.73 8.68 6.91 5.44
In tac t MOJ 0 6.06 10.70 13.42 14.47 14.27 13.28 11.85 10.26 8.67 7.20
In tac t LOJ 0 5.97 11.30 15.43 18.13 19.44 19.56 18.78 17.40 15.65 13.75
In tac t C o lla p se 0 1.03 4.84 10.8 18.3 26.5 35 43.2 50.9 57.9 64.1
Table C.3: Percentages o f  clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
displaced joint degradation sequence
C o n d ition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
In tac t In tac t 100 74.06 54.86 40.63 30.09 22.29 16.51 12.23 9.05 6.71 4.97
In tac t SD J 0 11.94 16.63 17.41 16.21 14.18 11.92 9.75 7.83 6.19 4.84
In tac t MDJ 0 6.84 11.33 13.58 14.11 13.50 12.24 10.67 9.05 7.50 6.11
In tac t LDJ 0 4.81 9.61 13.4 15.8 16.9 16.8 15.9 14.5 12.9 11.2
In tac t C o llap se 0 2.03 6.96 14.1 22.7 31.9 41.1 49.9 57.9 65 71.1
Table C.4: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
corrosion degradation sequence
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Condition Years
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Intact Intact 100 84.04 70.62 59.35 49.88 41.91 35.22 29.60 24.88 20.90 17.57
Intact LC 0 7.63 12.52 15.40 16.85 17.28 17.03 16.31 15.30 14.14 12.91
Intact MC 0 3.81 6.85 9.11 10.6 11.6 12 12 11.7 11.2 10.5
Intact SC 0 3.3 5.98 8.07 9.6 10.6 11.3 11.5 11.5 11.2 10.7
Intact SC+H2 0 0.74 2.37 4.39 6.48 8.41 10.1 11.3 12.3 12.9 13.1
Intact Collapse 0 0.11 1.01 2.82 5.54 9.07 13.3 18 23.2 28.5 33.9
Table C.5: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
deformation degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
In tact In tac t 100 85.2 72.5 61.8 52.6 44.8 38.1 32.5 27.7 23.6 20.1
In tact LD 0 10.16 14.97 16.67 16.64 15.69 14.30 12.77 11.24 9.80 8.48
In tact MD 0 4.42 8.31 10.78 11.92 12.06 11.57 10.71 9.68 8.60 7.55
In tact C o lla p se 0 0.26 4.22 10.82 18.91 27.55 36.10 44.18 51.58 58.22 64.09
C .l.I Cracks
Table C.6: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Tight Crack” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
cracking degradation sequence
Condition Years
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
TC TC 100 67.61 45.72 30.91 20.90 14.13 9.55 6.46 4.37 2.95 2.00
TC OC 0 18.35 23.25 22.12 18.74 14.91 11.40 8.49 6.20 4.46 3.18
TC MOC 0 7.55 12.88 15.11 14.97 13.47 11.37 9.18 7.18 5.47 4.09
TC MOC+H1 0 3.77 8.78 12.69 14.72 15.00 14.03 12.34 10.38 8.42 6.65
TC Collapse 0 2.71 9.38 19.17 30.67 42.50 53.65 63.53 71.88 78.69 84.09
Table C.7: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Open Crack” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
cracking degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
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o c o c 100 59.06 34.89 20.61 12.17 7.19 4.25 2.51 1.48 0.87 0.52
o c MOC 0 20.02 22.70 19.32 14.63 10.39 7.08 4.70 3.06 1.96 1.24
o c MOC+H1 0 11.05 18.21 20.10 18.53 15.39 11.95 8.84 6.32 4.39 2.98
o c C o lla p se 0 9.87 24.21 39.98 54.68 67.03 76.72 333.95 89.15 92.78 95.26
Table C.8: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “'Multiple Open Crack” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5» to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the cracking degradation sequence
C o n d itio n Y ea rs
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MOC MOC 100 54.35 29.54 16.06 8.73 4.74 2.58 1.40 0.76 0.41 0.23
MOC MOC+H1 0 29.24 31.32 25.16 17.96 12.03 7.73 4.83 2.96 1.78 1.06
MOC C o lla p se 0 16.40 39.14 58.78 73.31 83.23 89.69 •33.77 96.28 97.80 98.71
Table C.9: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “MultipLe Open Crack+Small no 
o f holes” condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in 
five-year increments in the cracking degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MOC+H1 MOC+H1 100 52.74 27.82 14.67 7.74 4.08 2.15 1.14 0.60 0.32 0.17
MOC+H1 C o lla p se 0 47.26 72.18 85.33 92.26 95.92 97.85 98.86 99.40 99.68 99.83
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C .l.2 Open Joints
Table C.10: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Small Open Joints” condition
to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year
increments in the open joint degradation sequence
Condition Years
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
SOJ SOJ 100 66.10 43.69 28.88 19.09 12.62 8.34 5.51 3.64 2.41 1.59
SOJ MOJ 0 18.84 24.33 23.58 20.31 16.40 12.72 9.59 7.09 5.16 3.71
SOJ LOJ 0 10.58 18.93 23.50 24.76 23.69 21.28 18.26 15.15 12.24 9.69
SOJ Collapse 0 4.48 12.66 22.99 34.03 44.70 54.35 62.68 69.62 75.25 79.72
Table C .l l :  Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium Open Joints” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the open joint degradation sequence
C ond ition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MOJ MOJ 100 63.06 39.77 25.08 15.82 9.98 6.29 3.97 2.50 1.58 1.00
MOJ LOJ 0 26.29 33.92 32.83 28.25 22.80 17.66 13.30 9.82 7.14 5.12
MOJ C o llap se 0 10.00 24.57 39.20 52.03 62.49 70.65 76.82 81.40 84.74 87.14
Table C.12: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Large Open Joints” condition 
to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the open join degradation sequence
C ond ition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
LOJ LOJ 100 65.97 43.52 28.71 18.94 12.49 8.24 5.44 3.59 2.37 1.56
LOJ C o lla p se 0 31.42 52.15 65.82 74.84 80.79 84.71 87.30 89.01 90.14 90.88
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C .l.3 Displaced Joints
Table C.13: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Small Displaced Joints”
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year
increments in the displaced joint degradation sequence
C ond ition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
SD J SD J 100 65.29 42.63 27.83 18.17 11.86 7.75 5.06 3.30 2.16 1.41
SD J MDJ 0 17.74 22.35 21.13 17.77 14.01 10.61 7.82 5.64 4.01 2.82
SD J LDJ 0 10.35 17.88 21.54 22.07 20.57 18.01 15.08 12.22 9.64 7.45
SD J C o lla p se 0 6.61 17.02 29.23 41.59 53.04 63.03 71.37 78.12 83.44 87.54
Table C.14: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium Displaced Joints” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the displaced joint degradation sequence
C ond ition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MDJ MDJ 100 60.71 36.86 22.38 13.58 8.25 5.01 3.04 1.85 1.12 0.68
MDJ LDJ 0 24.97 31.28 29.40 24.58 19.26 14.50 10.61 7.61 5.38 3.75
MDJ C o lla p se 0 13.68 30.82 46.95 60.42 70.98 78.93 84.75 88.93 91.88 93.94
Table C.15: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Large Displaced Joints” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the displaced join degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
LDJ LDJ 100 64.58 41.71 26.93 17.39 11.23 7.25 4.69 3.03 1.95 1.26
LDJ C o lla p se 0 35.42 58.29 73.07 82.61 88.77 92.75 95.31 96.97 98.05 98.74
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C.l .4 Corrosion
Table C.16: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Light Corrosion” condition to
more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments
in the corrosion degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
LC LC 100 80.00 64.00 51.20 40.96 32.77 26.21 20.97 16.78 13.42 10.74
LC MC 0 11.74 17.86 20.40 20.73 19.77 18.11 16.14 14.11 12.15 10.34
LC SC 0 5.00 9.16 12.13 13.89 14.64 14.60 14.00 13.04 11.87 10.61
LC SC+H2 0 1.48 4.52 7.99 11.17 13.71 15.46 16.44 16.73 16.46 15.77
LC C ollapse 0 1.78 4.53 8.50 13.62 19.64 26.28 33.25 40.27 47.13 53.67
Table C .l7: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium Corrosion” condition 
to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the corrosion degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MC MC 100 72.15 52.05 37.56 27.10 19.55 14.10 10.18 7.34 5.30 3.82
MC SC 0 14.78 20.80 21.96 20.61 18.14 15.33 12.60 10.15 8.05 6.30
MC SC+H2 0 10.26 17.92 22.62 24.75 24.91 23.71 21.70 19.26 16.71 14.22
MC C ollapse 0 3.56 10.51 19.52 29.48 39.54 49.13 57.91 65.71 72.47 78.22
Table C.18: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Severe Corrosion” condition 
to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the corrosion degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
SC SC 100 68.59 47.05 32.27 22.14 15.18 10.42 7.14 4.90 3.36 2.31
SC SC+H2 0 21.52 30.14 31.67 29.58 25.91 21.79 17.82 14.27 11.26 8.77
SC C ollapse 0 9.89 22.81 36.06 48.28 58.91 67.80 75.04 80.83 85.38 88.92
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Table C.19: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Severe Corrosion + Large no
of holes” condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in
five-year increments in the corrosion degradation sequence
C o n d ition Y ears
initial F inal 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
SC+H2 SC+H 2 100 71.48 51.10 36.52 26.11 18.66 13.34 9.54 6.82 4.87 3.48
SC+H2 C o lla p se 0 28.52 48.90 63.48 73.89 81.34 86.66 90.46 93.18 95.13 96.52
C .l.5 Deformation
Table C.20: Percentages o f clay pipes deteriorating from “Light Deformation” condition 
to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the deformation degradation sequence
Condition Years
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
LD LD 100 62.16 38.64 24.02 14.93 9.28 5.77 3.59 2.23 1.39 0.86
LD MD 0 23.32 25.96 21.78 16.31 11.50 7.82 5.19 3.39 2.19 1.40
LD Collapse 0 14.68 35.66 54.53 69.12 79.61 86.81 91.64 94.80 96.85 98.16
Table C.21: Percentages of clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium deformation” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the deformation degradation sequence
C ond ition Y ears
Initial F inal 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MD MD 100 49.16 24.17 11.88 5.84 2.87 1.41 0.69 0.34 0.17 0.08
MD C o lla p se 0 50.84 75.83 88.12 94.16 97.13 98.59 99.31 99.66 99.83 99.92
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C.2 Concrete Pipes
Table C.22: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the
cracking degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
In tac t In tac t 100 84.2 71 59.8 50.4 42.4 35.7 30.1 25.4 21.4 18
In tac t TC 0 10.40 15.82 18.13 18.53 17.82 16.52 14.94 13.27 11.65 10.14
In tac t OC 0 3.68 7.74 11.12 13.47 14.78 15.23 15.02 14.34 13.36 12.21
In tact MOC 0 1.08 3.18 5.53 7.62 9.21 10.22 10.70 10.72 10.40 9.83
In tac t MOC+H1 0 0.60 1.66 3.22 5.04 6.81 8.31 9.42 10.09 10.36 10.28
In tact C o llap se 0 0.00 0.63 2.23 5.01 8.98 14.01 19.87 26.26 32.92 39.60
Table C.23: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
open joints degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
In tact In tac t 100 81.04 65.67 53.22 43.13 34.95 28.33 22.96 18.60 15.08 12.22
In tact S O J 0 12.68 19.17 21.77 22.01 20.90 19.09 16.98 14.82 12.75 10.85
In tact MOJ 0 3.36 7.41 10.77 13.00 14.13 14.35 13.90 13.01 11.87 10.60
In tact LOJ 0 3.00 6.40 9.91 13.08 15.58 17.28 18.16 18.31 17.86 16.96
In tact C o llap se 0 0.72 2.9 6.56 11.6 17.8 24.7 32.2 39.8 47.2 54.4
Table C.24: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
displaced joints degradation sequence
C ond ition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
In tac t In tac t 100 83.40 69.56 58.01 48.38 40.35 33.65 28.06 23.41 19.52 16.28
In tact SD J 0 8.72 14.01 16.89 18.11 18.22 17.60 16.53 15.22 13.81 12.37
In tact MDJ 0 4.28 7.87 10.60 12.45 13.53 13.97 13.89 13.45 12.74 11.87
In tact LDJ 0 3.2 6.42 9.42 12 14.1 15.6 16.6 17.1 17.1 16.8
In tact C o llap se 0 0.4 2.14 5.08 9.04 13.8 19.2 24.9 30.8 36.8 42.7
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Table C.25: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the
corrosion degradation sequence
Condition Years
initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Intact Intact 100 86.71 75.18 65.19 56.53 49.01 42.50 36.85 31.95 27.70 24.02
Intact LC 0 7.96 13.15 16.31 18.00 18.64 18.54 17.94 17.02 15.91 14.70
Intact MC 0 3.5 6.55 8.96 10.7 11.8 12.4 12.5 12.3 11.9 11.3
Intact SC 0 0.79 2.37 4.21 5.98 7.49 8.66 9.46 9.92 10.1 10
Intact SC+H2 0 0.42 1.15 2.21 3.47 4.79 6.01 7.06 7.87 8.43 8.74
Intact Collapse 0 0.63 1.6 3.13 5.33 8.27 11.9 16.2 20.9 26 31.2
Table C.26: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Intact” condition to more 
severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments in the 
deformation degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
In tact In tact 100 86.3 74.5 64.3 55.4 47.8 41.3 35.6 30.7 26.5 22.9
In tact LD 0 8.67 13.42 15.65 16.30 15.98 15.10 13.93 12.63 11.32 10.06
In tact MD 0 3.46 6.71 9.12 10.59 11.26 11.31 10.94 10.29 9.49 8.62
In tact C o llap se 0 1.58 5.41 10.97 17.66 24.92 32.30 39.51 46.33 52.66 58.42
C.2.1 Cracks
Table C.27: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Tight Crack” condition to 
more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments 
in the cracking degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
TC TC 100 67.92 46.13 31.33 21.28 14.45 9.82 6.67 4.53 3.08 2.09
TC OC 0 20.80 28.15 28.57 25.77 21.80 17.70 13.97 10.80 8.22 6.18
TC MOC 0 8.84 15.20 18.36 18.91 17.76 15.71 13.31 10.92 8.75 6.87
TC MOC+H1 0 1.88 6.64 11.35 14.67 16.26 16.36 15.38 13.77 11.86 9.92
TC C o llap se 0 0.60 3.95 10.48 19.47 29.83 40.53 50.79 60.10 68.21 75.06
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Table C.28: Percentages o f  concrete pipes deteriorating from “Open Crack” condition to
more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year increments
in the cracking degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial F inal 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
OC OC 100 67.40 45.43 30.62 20.64 13.91 9.37 6.32 4.26 2.87 1.93
OC MOC 0 20.28 25.10 23.36 19.37 15.10 11.33 8.29 5.95 4.22 2.96
OC MOC+H1 0 8.24 16.11 20.10 20.60 18.88 16.12 13.09 10.26 7.82 5.84
OC C o lla p se 0 4.08 13.37 25.92 39.39 52.11 63.18 72.30 79.53 85.09 89.26
Table C.29: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Multiple Open Crack” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the cracking degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial F inal 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MOC MOC 100 56.36 31.76 17.90 10.09 5.69 3.20 1.81 1.02 0.57 0.32
MOC MOC+H1 0 29.36 32.93 27.70 20.71 14.52 9.77 6.39 4.10 2.59 1.61
MOC C o lla p se 0 14.28 35.31 54.40 69.20 79.79 87.02 91.80 94.88 96.84 98.07
Table C.30: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Multiple Open Crack + 
Small no o f holes” condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 
50 years in five-year increments in the cracking degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MOC+H1 MOC+H1 100 55.80 31.14 17.37 9.69 5.41 3.02 1.68 0.94 0.52 0.29
MOC+H1 C o lla p se 0 44.20 68.86 82.63 90.31 94.59 96.98 98.32 99.06 99.48 99.71
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C.2.2 Open Joints
Table C.31: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Small Open Joints”
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year
increments in the open jo int degradation sequence
C ondition Y e a rs
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
S O J S O J 100 70.12 49.17 34.48 24.18 16.95 11.89 8.33 5.84 4.10 2.87
S O J M OJ 0 20.12 26.88 26.96 24.05 20.13 16.19 12.67 9.72 7.35 5.49
S O J LOJ 0 7.68 16.35 22.56 25.67 26.17 24.84 22.42 19.50 16.48 13.62
SO J C o llap se 0 2.88 8.97 17.76 28.13 38.97 49.44 59.03 67.46 74.64 80.62
Table C.32: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Medium Open Joints” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the open jo int degradation sequence
C ondition Y e a rs
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MOJ MOJ 100 63.48 40.30 25.58 16.24 10.31 6.54 4.15 2.64 1.67 1.06
MOJ LOJ 0 28.52 37.50 36.99 32.45 26.70 21.09 16.21 12.21 9.05 6.63
MOJ C o lla p se 0 8.00 22.20 37.43 51.31 62.99 72.36 79.64 85.16 89.27 92.30
Table C.33: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Large Open Joints” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the open jo in  degradation sequence
C ondition Y ea rs
Initial F inal 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
LOJ LOJ 100 68.00 46.24 31.44 21.38 14.54 9.89 6.72 4.57 3.11 2.11
LOJ C o llap se 0 32.00 53.76 68.56 78.62 85.46 90.11 93.28 95.43 96.89 97.89
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C.2.3 Displaced Joints
Table C.34: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Small Displaced Joints”
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year
increments in the displaced joint degradation sequence
Condition Years
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
SDJ SDJ 100 77.28 59.72 46.15 35.67 27.56 21.30 16.46 12.72 9.83 7.60
SDJ MDJ 0 14.68 21.72 24.12 23.82 22.07 19.65 17.01 14.44 12.08 9.98
SDJ LDJ 0 4.96 10.77 15.76 19.30 21.34 22.05 21.72 20.66 19.11 17.30
SDJ Collapse 0 3.08 7.79 13.97 21.21 29.02 37.00 44.80 52.18 58.98 65.13
Table C.35: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Medium Displaced 
Joints” condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in 
five-year increments in the displaced joint degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MDJ MDJ 100 70.68 49.96 35.31 24.96 17.64 12.47 8.81 6.23 4.40 3.11
MDJ LDJ 0 22.28 32.21 34.93 33.67 30.44 26.42 22.29 18.43 15.01 12.07
MDJ Collapse 0 7.04 17.84 29.77 41.37 51.92 61.12 68.89 75.34 80.59 84.82
Table C.36: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Large Displaced Joints” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the displaced join degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
LDJ LDJ 100 73.88 54.58 40.33 29.79 22.01 16.26 12.01 8.88 6.56 4.84
LDJ Collapse 0 26.12 45.42 59.67 70.21 77.99 83.74 87.99 91.12 93.44 95.16
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C.2.4 Corrosion
Table C.37: Percentages of concrete pipes deteriorating from “Light Corrosion”
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year
increments in the corrosion degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
LC LC 100 78.54 61.69 48.45 38.05 29.89 23.47 18.44 14.48 11.37 8.93
LC MC 0 14.50 21.17 23.23 22.69 20.83 18.38 15.80 13.33 11.10 9.13
LC SC 0 4.58 9.86 13.92 16.31 17.19 16.92 15.88 14.40 12.72 11.01
LC SC+H2 0 1.33 3.96 7.10 9.99 12.16 13.46 13.93 13.70 12.97 11.92
LC C o llap se 0 1.04 3.33 7.31 12.96 19.94 27.76 35.95 44.08 51.84 59.01
Table C.38: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Medium Corrosion” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the corrosion degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MC MC 100 67.46 45.51 30.70 20.71 13.97 9.42 6.36 4.29 2.89 1.95
MC SC 0 23.58 30.50 29.60 25.56 20.70 16.10 12.18 9.04 6.60 4.77
MC SC+H2 0 6.38 14.24 19.34 21.21 20.64 18.60 15.90 13.07 10.44 8.14
MC C o llap se 0 2.58 9.75 20.36 32.52 44.70 55.87 65.56 73.60 80.07 85.14
Table C.39: Percentages o f concrete pipes deteriorating from “Severe Corrosion” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the corrosion degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
SC SC 100 61.88 38.29 23.69 14.66 9.07 5.61 3.47 2.15 1.33 0.82
SC SC+H2 0 26.00 31.62 28.85 23.40 17.79 12.99 9.22 6.41 4.39 2.97
SC C o lla p se 0 12.13 30.09 47.46 61.95 73.14 81.40 87.31 91.44 94.28 96.21
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Table C.40: Percentages o f  concrete pipes deteriorating from “Severe Corrosion + Large
no o f holes” condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years
in five-year increments in the corrosion degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
SC+H2 SC+H2 100 59.75 35.70 21.33 12.75 7.62 4.55 2.72 1.62 0.97 0.58
SC+H2 C o lla p se 0 40.25 64.30 78.67 87.25 92.38 95.45 97.28 98.38 99.03 99.42
C.2.5 Deformation
Table C.41: Percentages o f  clay pipes deteriorating from “Light Deformation” condition 
to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the deformation degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
LD LD 100 68.54 46.98 32.20 22.07 15.13 10.37 7.11 4.87 3.34 2.29
MD MD 0 20.25 25.43 24.02 20.22 16.00 12.19 9.05 6.60 4.75 3.39
C o llap se C o lla p se 0 11.21 27.59 43.78 57.71 68.87 77.44 83.84 88.52 91.91 94.32
Table C.42: Percentages o f  clay pipes deteriorating from “Medium deformation” 
condition to more severe distress conditions over a period from 5 to 50 years in five-year 
increments in the deformation degradation sequence
C ondition Y ears
Initial Final 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
MD MD 100 57.04 32.54 18.56 10.59 6.04 3.44 1.96 1.12 0.64 0.36
C o llap se C o lla p se 0 42.96 67.46 81.44 89.41 93.96 96.56 98.04 98.88 99.36 99.64
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RISK SUMMARY MATRICES
Appendix D shows the risk classification o f various distress conditions in the five 
degradation sequences for both clay and concrete sewers over a period of five to fifty 
years in the increment o f five years
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D .l Tables for Clay Pipes
Table D .l: Risk classification o f  various distress conditions over 5-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R isk M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 75.03 18.00 6.94 0.03
Open Joints 74.39 18.61 5.97 1.03
Displaced Joints 74.06 0.00 23.58 2.03
Corrosion 84.04 0.00 11.44 4.15
Deformation 85.16 0.00 0.00 14.84
Table D.2: Risk classification o f  various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R isk M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 56.30 27.44 13.31 2.95
Open Joints 55.33 28.33 11.30 4.84
Displaced Joints 54.86 0.00 37.57 6.96
Corrosion 70.62 0.00 19.37 9.36
Deformation 72.52 0.00 0.00 27.49
Table D.3: Risk classification o f  various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
In ta c t L o w  R isk M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 42.24 31.06 18.29 8.41
Open Joints 41.16 32.02 15.43 10.83
Displaced Joints 40.63 0.00 44.38 14.13
Corrosion 59.35 0.00 24.51 15.28
Deformation 61.76 0.00 0.00 38.28
Table D.4: Risk classification o f  various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R isk M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 31.70 31.00 21.51 15.79
Open Joints 30.62 31.92 18.13 18.28
Displaced Joints 30.09 0.00 46.12 22.71
Corrosion 49.88 0.00 27.49 21.62
Deformation 52.60 0.00 0.00 47.47
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Table D.5: Risk classification o f various distress conditions over 10-year period
Degradation
Sequence
Intact Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk
Cracks 23.78 28.83 23.01 24.38
Open Joints 22.78 29.65 19.44 26.52
Displaced Joints 22.29 0.00 44.53 31.92
Corrosion 41.91 0.00 28.84 28.12
Deformation 44.79 0.00 0.00 55.30
Table D.6: Risk classification of various distress conditions over 10-year period
Degradation
Sequence
Intact Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk
Cracks 17.84 25.61 23.05 33.50
Open Joints 16.94 26.30 19.56 34.98
Displaced Joints 16.51 0.00 40.95 41.13
Corrosion 35.22 0.00 28.99 34.59
Deformation 38.15 0.00 0.00 61.97
Table D.7: Risk classification of various distress conditions over 10-year period
Degradation
Sequence
Intact Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk
Cracks 13.39 22.03 21.99 42.59
Open Joints 12.60 22.59 18.78 43.21
Displaced Joints 12.23 0.00 36.35 49.87
Corrosion 29.60 0.00 28.29 40.88
Deformation 32.49 0.00 0.00 67.66
Table D.8: Risk classification of various distress conditions over 10-year period
Degradation
Sequence
Intact Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk
Cracks 10.05 18.51 20.21 51.23
Open Joints 9.38 18.94 17.40 50.91
Displaced Joints 9.05 0.00 31.42 57.86
Corrosion 24.88 0.00 26.99 46.88
Deformation 27.67 0.00 0.00 72.50
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Table D.9: Risk classification o f  various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g ra d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
in ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R isk H ig h  R is k
Cracks 7.54 15.27 18.03 59.16
Open Joints 6.97 15.59 15.65 57.89
Displaced Joints 6.71 0.00 26.59 64.96
Corrosion 20.90 0.00 25.32 52.52
Deformation 23.56 0.00 0.00 76.62
Table D.10: Risk classification of various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g ra d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R isk H ig h  R is k
Cracks 5.66 12.42 15.70 66.23
Open Joints 5.19 12.64 13.75 64.05
Displaced Joints 4.97 0.00 22.12 71.10
Corrosion 17.57 0.00 23.43 57.75
Deformation 20.06 0.00 0.00 80.13
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D.2 Concrete Pipes
Table D .ll:  Risk classification o f various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g ra d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
In ta c t L o w  R isk M e d iu m  R isk H ig h  R is k
Cracks 84.24 14.08 1.68 0.00
Open Joints 81.04 16.04 3.00 0.72
Displaced Joints 83.40 0.00 16.20 0.40
Corrosion 86.71 0.00 11.46 1.83
Deformation 86.29 0.00 0.00 13.71
Table D.12: Risk classification of various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g ra d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R isk H ig h  R is k
Cracks 70.96 23.57 4.84 0.63
Open Joints 65.67 26.57 6.40 2.90
Displaced Joints 69.56 0.00 28.31 2.14
Corrosion 75.18 0.00 19.70 5.12
Deformation 74.46 0.00 0.00 25.54
Table D.13: Risk classification of various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g ra d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R isk H ig h  R is k
Cracks 59.78 29.25 8.75 2.23
Open Joints 53.22 32.53 9.91 6.56
Displaced Joints 58.01 0.00 36.91 5.08
Corrosion 65.19 0.00 25.27 9.54
Deformation 64.25 0.00 0.00 35.75
Table D.14: Risk classification of various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g ra d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
In ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R isk H ig h  R is k
Cracks 50.36 32.00 12.66 5.01
Open Joints 43.13 35.01 13.08 11.61
Displaced Joints 48.38 0.00 42.58 9.04
Corrosion 56.53 0.00 28.69 14.79
Deformation 55.45 0.00 0.00 44.55
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Table D.15: Risk classification o f  various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 4 2 .4 2 32.61 1 6 .0 2 8 .9 8
Open Joints 3 4 .9 5 3 5 .0 4 1 5 .5 8 1 7 .7 8
Displaced Joints 4 0 .3 5 0 .0 0 4 5 .8 5 1 3 .8 0
Corrosion 4 9 .0 1 0 .0 0 3 0 .4 4 2 0 .5 5
Deformation 4 7 .8 5 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 5 2 .1 5
Table D.16: Risk classification o f various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 3 5 .7 4 3 1 .7 5 1 8 .5 3 14 .01
Open Joints 2 8 .3 3 3 3 .4 4 1 7 .2 8 2 4 .7 5
Displaced Joints 3 3 .6 5 0 .0 0 4 7 .1 9 1 9 .1 6
Corrosion 4 2 .5 0 0 .0 0 3 0 .9 1 2 6 .5 9
Deformation 4 1 .2 9 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 5 8 .7 1
Table D .l 7: Risk classification o f various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 3 0 .1 0 2 9 .9 5 2 0 .1 1 1 9 .8 7
Open Joints 2 2 .9 6 3 0 .8 8 1 8 .1 6 3 2 .1 8
Displaced Joints 2 8 .0 6 0 .0 0 4 7 .0 3 2 4 .9 0
Corrosion 3 6 .8 5 0 .0 0 3 0 .4 7 3 2 .6 8
Deformation 3 5 .6 3 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 6 4 .3 7
Table D.18: Risk classification o f various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L ow  R is k M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 2 5 .3 6 27.61 2 0 .8 1 2 6 .2 6
Open Joints 18 .6 0 2 7 .8 3 18 .31 3 9 .7 6
Displaced Joints 23 .41 0 .0 0 4 5 .7 5 3 0 .8 4
Corrosion 3 1 .9 5 0 .0 0 2 9 .3 6 3 8 .6 8
Deformation 3 0 .7 4 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 6 9 .2 6
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Table D.19: Risk classification o f various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
In ta c t L o w  R is k M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 21.36 25.01 20.76 32.92
Open Joints 15.08 24.61 17.86 47.22
Displaced Joints 19.52 0.00 43.67 36.81
Corrosion 27.70 0.00 27.83 44.47
Deformation 26.53 0.00 0.00 73.47
Table D.20: Risk classification o f various distress conditions over 10-year period
D e g r a d a t io n
S e q u e n c e
I n ta c t L o w  R isk M e d iu m  R is k H ig h  R is k
Cracks 18.00 22.35 20.11 39.60
Open Joints 12.22 21.45 16.96 54.36
Displaced Joints 16.28 0.00 41.04 42.68
Corrosion 24.02 0.00 26.02 49.96
Deformation 22.89 0.00 0.00 77.11
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VALIDATION DATA FOR CLAY PIPES
This Appendix contains the recording o f the validation data o f  different sewer 
sections obtained form the CCTV videotapes. These CCTV videotapes were received 
from City o f  Fort Lauderdale Public Services, Florida, City of Mobile, Alabama and City 
of Lafayette, Louisiana.
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Table E .l: Validation data for clay sewer section D43-23-26 to 27 inspected in 2000,
obtained from City o f  Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: D43-23-26 REPORTS
Field 2 . Downstream Manhole ID: D43-23-27
Reid 3 Municipality City of Fort Lauderdale Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort
Lauderdale
Field 6 . State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: July 11, 2000 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1966 34.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 310.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 25 0.0806
Medium 20 0.0645
Severe 33 0.1065
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
6.60 OC M
10.10 LC L
10.10 LOJ S
10.10 MOC S I/I
17.00 LOJ s
23.00 MOC+H1 s On top surface
23.00 LOJ s
44.30 MOC+H1 s
44.30 OC M
67.90 LDJ s
83.20 SDJ L
98.80 MDJ M
98.80 MOJ M
124.00 MOJ M
130.00 LC L
130.00 MOJ M
137.80 MOC S
137.80 LOJ S
137.80 OC M
146.00 LOJ S
154.00 MOC+H1 S
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154.00 SOJ L
155.00 MOC+H1 S
155.00 SOJ L
157.00 MOC+H1 S
157.00 SOJ L
161.00 MOC S
161.00 TC L
161.00 OC M
170.30 MOC+H1 S
170.30 MOC S
170.30 TC L
170.30 OC M
170.30 SOJ L
174.00 TC L
174.00 OC M
174.00 MOC S
174.00 LC L
176.00 MOC S
186.00 MOJ M
184.00 TC L Encrustration
190.00 LOJ S
196.00 OC M
196.00 TC L
196.00 MOC S
202.00 OC M
202.00 TC L
202.00 MOC S
213.00 MOC+H1 S
213.00 SOJ L
213.00 SDJ L
213.00 TC L
213.00 OC M
219.00 LC L
222.00 MC M
222.00 TC L
222.00 OC M
222.00 MOC S
232.00 MOC S
244.00 MOC+H1 S
244.00 MOC S
244.00 TC L
244.00 OC M
244.00 SOJ L
249.60 LOJ S
253.00 MOC S
253.00 SOJ L
259.00 SOJ L
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264.00 MOC S
264.00 MC M
274.00 MOC+H1 S
274.00 MOC S
279.00 TC L
279.00 OC M
295.00 TC L
295.00 OC M
299.00 MOC S
305.40 SC S
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Table E.2: Validation data for clay sewer section B5-84-67 to 68 inspected in 2000,
obtained from City o f  Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: B5-84-67
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: B5-84-68
Field 3 Municipality City of Fort Lauderdale Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: I Fort Lauderdale
Field 6 State: |
Field 7 ' inspection Date: February 10, 2000 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1972 28.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 255.00 (Note: 287-32)
Field 13 S ta t i s t i c s :
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 20 0.0784
Medium 27 0.1059
Severe 33 0.1294
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
32.00 MOC S Till 32ft, Pipe has been relined
32.00 MOC M CRACK AT JOINT
42.00 SOJ L
43.40 MOC S
43.40 TC L
43.40 OC M I/I
44.00 MOJ L
48.40 OC M
48.40 MOC S On top surface
48.00 MOJ L
53.80 MOC+H1 S
53.80 MOJ M I/I
58.00 MOC M
59.10 MOC S
62.90 LD S I/I
62.90 TC L
62.90 MOC S I/I
63.00 OC M I/I
70.10 LC L
82.00 LOJ S
84.00 OC L
85.40 MC M
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85.40 SOJ L
86.00 LC L
88.60 MOC+H1 S
88.60 MOJ M
88.60 LC L
98.20 MOC+H1 S
99.00 OC M
100.00 MOC+H1 S BIG HOLES
103.00 TC L
103.00 OC M
104.00 MOC M
107.00 MOC S
107.00 TC L
107.00 OC M
108.00 LOJ S I/I
109.00 OC L
110.00 MC M
112.90 LOJ S I/I
112.90 MOC S
116.00 MOC M
118.70 OC M
118.70 MOC S I/I
123.20 MOC S
123.30 MOC S I/I
129.00 MC M SPALLING OF THE MATERIAL
130.00 MC M
131.00 MC M
132.00 MC M
133.00 MC M
134.00 MC M
141.20 LOJ S I/I
146.80 OC M
146.90 MOC S
148.00 MOJ L
151.90 MOC S
154.00 MOC s
158.00 MOC+H1 M
160.20 SC+H2 S SEVERE CORROSION
161.00
167.00
184.00 LDJ s
191.60 MOC s
194.00 SC s
199.40 SC+H2 s
220.00 MOC+H1 s
226.00 SOJ L
226.00 MOC M
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244.00 MOC M
244.00 SOJ L
254.00 SC S
255.00 MOJ M
256.00 MOC+H1 S
262.00 TC L
263.00 SOJ L
267.00 MOC S
270.00 TC L
274.00 MOC S
278.00 MOC M
278.00 MOJ L
283.00 MOC S
287.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.3: Validation data for clay sewer section B5-84-67 to 68 inspected in 1998,
obtained from City o f  Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field 1 \ Upstream Manhole ID: B5-84-67
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: B5-84-68
Field 3 Municipality City of Fort Lauderdale Public Services
Field'4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort Lauderdale
FIeld'6 State:
Field T Inspection Date: November 5, 1998 Age of Pipe
Field. 8 . Year of Construction: 1972 26.00
Field 9 ' Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 255.00 (Note: 287-32)
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 10 0.0392
Medium 20 0.0784
Severe 40 0.1569
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
32.00 MOC S Till 32ft, Pipe has been relined
42.00 SOJ L
43.40 MOC S
43.40 TC L
43.40 OC M I/I
48.40 OC M
48.40 MOC S On top surface
53.80 MOC+H1 S
53.80 MOJ M
59.10 MOC S
62.90 LD S I/i
62.90 TC L
62.90 MOC S I/I
63.00 OC M I/I
70.10 LC L
82.00 LOJ S
85.40 MC M
86.00 LC L
88.60 MOC+H1 S
88.60 MOJ M
88.60 LC L
98.20 MOC+H1 S
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99.00 OC M
100.00 MOC+H1 S BIG HOLES
103.00 TC L
103.00 OC M
107.00 MOC S
107.00 TC L
107.00 OC M
108.00 LOJ S I/I
110.00 MC M
112.90 LOJ S
112.90 MOC S
116.00 MOC M
118.70 OC M
118.70 MOC S I/I
123.20 MOC S
123.30 MOC S I/I
129.00 MC M SPALLING OF THE MATERIAL
130.00 MC M
131.00 MC M
132.00 MC M
133.00 MC M
134.00 MC M
141.20 LOJ S I/I
146.80 OC M
146.90 MOC S
151.90 MOC S
154.00 MOC S
160.20 SC+H2 S SEVERE CORROSION
161.00 SC+H3 S
162.00 SC+H4 S
163.00 LD S PIPE DEFORMED
164.00 LD S
165.00 LD S
166.00 LD S
167.00 LD S
184.00 LDJ S
191.60 MOC S
194.00 SC S
199.40 SC+H2 S
220.00 MOC+H1 S
243.00 Pipe has been replaced
253.00 Pipe has been replaced
254.00 SC S
255.00 MOJ M
256.00 MOC+H1 s
262.00 TC L
267.00 MOC S
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270.00 TC L
274.00 MOC S
283.00 MOC S
287.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.4: Validation data for clay sewer section B5-84-67 to 68 inspected in 1992,
obtained from City o f  Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field-1 Upstream Manhole ID: B5-84-67
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: B5-84-68
Field 3 Municipality City of Fort Lauderdale Public Services
Ffeld 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort Lauderdale
Field 6 State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: December 11,1992 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1972 20.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 255.00 (Note: 287-32)
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 16 0.0627
Medium 10 0.0392
Severe 17 0.0667
Field. 13 . Field 14 Field 15 - ' Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
32.00 MOC S Till 31ft, Pipe has been relined
42.00 SOJ L
43.40 MOC S
47.00 SOJ L
48.40 MOC S On top surface
52.00 SOJ L
62.90 TC L
62.90 MOC S I/I
67.00 SOJ L
82.00 SOJ L I/I
82.00 MOC S
87.00 SOJ L
88.60 MOJ M
97.00 MOJ M
99.00 OC M
100.00 MOC+H1 S BIG HOLES
103.00 TC _
107.00 SOJ L
107.00 OC M
112.90 SOJ _
112.90 OC M
116.00 MOC M
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118.70 OC M
121.00 MOC S I/I
122.00 MOC S
123.30 MOC S
131.00 SOJ L
141.20 SDJ L
144.00 OC M
148.00 SOJ L
153.00 OC M
154.00 MOC S
167.00 SC S
170.00 LDJ S I/I (Heavy)
220.40 SC+H2 s
220.00 MOC+H1 s
254.00 LC L I/I
255.00 MOJ M
256.00 MOC S
262.00 TC L
274.00 MOC S
279.00 MOC S
285.00 SOJ L
287.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.5: Validation data for clay sewer section 39 to 35 inspected in 2000, obtained
from City o f Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field 1 - Upstream Manhole ID: 39 VIDEO AND Report
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 35
Field 3 Municipality City of Fort Lauderdale Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort
Lauderdale
Field 6 State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: July 6, 2000 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1988 12.00
Field 9 : Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 305.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 10 0.0328
Medium 12 0.0393
Severe 7 0.0230
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
8.30 MOC S
10.00 MOJ M I/I
10.00 MOC M
25.60 SOJ L I/I
25.00 MOC M
48.20 MOC S
48.90 MOJ M
53.00 LOJ M
53.00 OC L
93.00 MOC M
94.00 SOJ L
98.00 MOC S
99.00 MOJ L
103.00 MOC S
104.00 SOJ L
105.00 OC L
134.00 SOJ L
135.00 MOC+H1 S AT JOINTS
208.00 MOJ M
227.00 SOJ L
228.00 MOC S
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228.00 OC M
229.00 LC L
247.00 OC M
258.00 MOJ L I/I
280.00 LOJ M Heavy I/I
283.00 MOC M
300.00 LOJ M I/I
303.00 LD S OBSTRUCTION VIEW
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Table E.6: Validation data for clay sewer section B13-119-39 to 35 inspected in 1993
obtained from City o f Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field'1 . Upstream Manhole ID: B13-119-39 (Report)
Field 2 - Downstream Manhole ID: B13-119-35
Field 3 . Municipality City of Fort Lauderdale Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort Lauderdale
Field 6 State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: December 20, 1993 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1988 5.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 288.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 7 0.0243
Medium 6 0.0208
Severe 3 0.0104
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
9.60 OC M
9.80 TC L
38.80 TC L
47.00 OC M
47.00 SOJ L
91.00 SOJ L On top surface
97.80 OC M
98.00 MOC S
132.00 MOC S
132.00 SOJ L I/I
165.00 OC M NEAR THE BOTTOM SURFACE
197.00 OC M
197.00 SOJ L
222.00 OC M NEAR JOINT
222.00 SOJ L
287.00 LOJ S I/I
305.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.7: Validation data for clay sewer section B13-119-39 to 35 inspected in 1999,
obtained from City o f  Fort Lauderdale, FL
Fiefd 1 Upstream Manhole ID: B13-119-39 VEDIO/ Condition Reports
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: B13-119-35
Field 3 - Municipality City of Fort Lauderdale Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort
Lauderdale
Field 6 State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: March 2, 1998 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1988 10.00
Reid 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 305.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 8 0.0262
Medium 3 0.0098
Severe 10 0.0328
Field 13 Field 14 Reid 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
9.00 SOJ L LOW I/I
9.00 TC L
30.00 OC L
38.80 MOC S
55.60 MOC S
55.60 OC M
92.00 SOJ L
97.80 OC M
98.00 MOC S
98.00 SOJ L
132.00 MOC S
132.00 SOJ L I/I
165.00 MOC S NEAR THE BOTTOM SURFACE
166.00 MOC+H1 s I/I
198.00 MOC s
195.00 SDJ L
225.00 MOC s NEAR JOINT
246.00 MOC s NEAR JOINT
258.00 MOJ L LOW I/I
288.00 MOC+H1 s
300.00 LOJ M HEAVY I/I
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305.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.8: Validation data for clay sewer section D43-23-26 to 27 inspected in 2000,
obtained from City o f Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: D43-23-26
Field" 2 Downstream Manhole ID: D43-23-27
Field 3 Municipality City of Fort Lauc erdale Public Services
Field 4 - Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort
Lauderdale
Field 6; State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: July 11, 2000 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1966 34.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 309.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 25 0.0809
Medium 21 0.0680
Severe 33 0.1068
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
6.60 OC M
10.10 LC L
10.10 LOJ S
10.10 MOC S I/I
17.00 LOJ s
23.00 MOC+H1 s On top surface
23.00 LOJ s I/I
44.30 MOC+H1 s
44.30 OC M
67.90 LDJ s
83.20 SDJ L
98.80 MDJ M
98.80 MOJ M
124.00 MOJ M
130.00 LC L
130.00 MOJ M
137.80 MOC S
137.80 LOJ S
137.80 OC M
146.00 LOJ S
154.00 MOC+H1 S
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154.00 SOJ L
155.00 MOC+H1 S
155.00 SOJ L
157.00 MOC+H1 S
157.00 SOJ L
161.00 MOC S
161.00 TC L
161.00 OC M
170.30 MOC+H1 S
170.30 MOC S
170.30 TC L
170.30 OC M
170.30 SOJ L
174.00 TC L
174.00 OC M
174.00 MOC S
174.00 LC L
176.00 MOC S
186.00 MOJ M
184.00 TC L Encrustration
190.00 LOJ S
196.00 OC M
196.00 TC L
196.00 MOC S
202.00 OC M
202.00 TC L
202.00 MOC S
213.00 MOC+H1 S
213.00 SOJ L
213.00 SDJ L
213.00 TC L
213.00 OC M
219.00 LC L
222.00 MC M
222.00 TC L
222.00 OC M
222.00 MOC S
232.00 MOC S
244.00 MOC+H1 S
244.00 MOC s
244.00 TC L
244.00 OC M
244.00 SOJ L
249.60 LOJ S
253.00 MOC S
253.00 SOJ L
259.00 SOJ L
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264.00 MOC S
264.00 MC M
274.00 MOC+H1 S
274.00 MOC S
279.00 TC L
279.00 OC M
284.00 MOC M
295.00 TC L
295.00 OC M
299.00 MOC S
305.40 SC S
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Table E.9: Validation data for clay sewer section D43-23-26 to 27 inspected in 1991,
obtained from City o f  Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field. 1/ Upstream Manhole ID: D43-23-26
Field 2 . Downstream Manhole ID: D43-23-27
Field .3. ' Municipality City of Fort Lauc erdale Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort
Lauderdale
Field 6 State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: June 20, 1991 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1966 25.00
Field 9 ■ Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 309.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 1 0.0032
Medium 2 0.0065
Severe 3 0.0097
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
120.00 MOC
135.00 MOJ M I/I
244.00 MOJ M
297.00 MOC S
297.00 MOC S
298.00 SOJ L I/I
297.00 MOC S
309.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.10: Validation data for clay sewer section 76 to 75 inspected in 2000, obtained
from City o f Mobile, AL
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 76
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 75
Fiejd-3 Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Mobile
Fiefd 6  ■ State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: July 25, 2000 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1965 35.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 160.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 2 0.0125
Medium 5 0.0313
Severe 14 0.0875
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
4.80 OC M
15.60 MOC S
35.80 SOJ L
48.70 LDJ S
52.40 LDJ S DIP/SAG
55.50 MOJ M
73.50 MOJ M
85.60 MOC S
92.60 LOJ S I/I
92.70 MOC s
93.00 MOC s
95.00 MOC s
98.00 MOC s
99.00 MOC s
100.00 MOC s
117.00 LDJ s
131.20 OC M
147.60 LDJ s DIP/SAG
151.00 LOJ s
159.10 TC L
152.00 OC M
160.00 END OF RUN
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Table E .l l:  Validation data for clay sewer section 11 to 8 inspected in 2000, obtained
from City o f  Mobile, AL
Field:!. .. . Upstream Manhole ID: 11
Field ;2 Downstream Manhole ID: 8
Fields. Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
Fields Street Address:
Field 5 City: I Mobile
Field'6 State: |
Field 7 Inspection Date: July 17, 2000 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1950 50.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP(12")
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field-11 Pipe Length: 155.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 3 0.0194
Medium 1 0.0065
Severe 8 0.0516
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
2.50 SOJ L
12.00 LC L
16.50 LOJ S
21.80 MOC S I/I
23.00 MOC+H1 s On top surface
44.30 OC M
57.90 MOC+H1 S
83.20 SDJ L
72.10 LDJ S DIP/SAG
112.20 LOJ S
124.00 LDJ s DIP/SAG
144.00 LDJ s DIP/SAG
155.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.12: Validation data for clay sewer section 89 to 88 inspected in 1997, obtained
from City o f Mobile, AL
Field,1: . Upstream Manhole ID: 89
Reid 2  - - Downstream Manhole ID: 88
F^ield:3/ ‘ Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
F ie ld .4 .- Street Address:
Field;5. City: Mobile
Field 6 : State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 3, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1937 60.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10. Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 150.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 2 0.0133
Medium 19 0.1267
Severe 38 0.2533
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
6.60 OC M
10.10 LC L
10.10 LOJ S
10.10 MOC S I/I
17.00 LOJ s
23.00 MOC+H1 s On top surface
23.00 LOJ s
44.30 MOC+H1 s
46.00 MOC+H1 s
47.00 LD s PIPE IS DEFORMED
49.00 MOC+H1 s
53.00 LD s structurally damaged pipe
58.00 LD s
59.00 LD s
60.00 LD s
61.00 LD s
62.00 LD s
63.00 LD s
64.00 LD s
65.00 TC L
65.00 MOC s
65.00 OC M
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69.00 LOJ S I/I
70.00 OC M
71.00 OC M
72.00 OC M
78.10 MOC S
79.00 MOJ M I/I
84.10 MOC S
85.00 MOJ M I/I
86.00 MOJ M I/I
87.00 MOJ M I/I
88.00 MOJ M I/I
89.00 MOJ M I/I
90.00 MOJ M I/I
90.40 MOJ M I/I
92.00 MOC S
94.80 LD S
95.00 LD S
96.00 LD S
97.00 LD S structurally damaged pipe
98.00 LD S
99.00 LD S
100.00 LD S
101.00 LD S
109.00 OC M
115.50 SC S
115.50 LOJ S
131.10 OC M
132.00 OC M
133.00 OC M
134.00 OC M
135.00 OC M
140.00 LDJ S DIP/SAG
142.00 LDJ S
143.00 LDJ S
144.00 LDJ S
148.00 MOC+H1 S
149.00 MOC S
150.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.13: Validation data for clay sewer section 92 to 118 inspected in 1997, obtained
from City of Mobile, AL
Field 1: Upstream Manhole ID: 92
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 118
Field'3' Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
Field 4  * Street Address:
Field 5 City: Mobile
Field 6 State: Alabama
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 3, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1917 80.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 106.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 0 0.0000
Medium 0 0.0000
Severe 48 0.4528
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
10.00 MOC S
29.00 SC S
30.00 SC S
30.60 SC+H2 S Structurally Badly Damaged
31.00 SC+H3 S Structurally Badly Damaged
32.00 SC+H4 S Structurally Badly Damaged
33.00 SC+H5 S Structurally Badly Damaged
34.00 SC+H6 S Structurally Badly Damaged
35.00 SC+H7 S Structurally Badly Damaged
36.00 SC+H8 S Structurally Badly Damaged
37.00 SC+H9 S Structurally Badly Damaged
40.00 LDJ S OFFSET JOINT
42.00 SC S
43.00 SC S
44.00 SC S
45.00 SC S
46.00 SC S
47.00 SC S
63.90 SC S
64.00 SC S
65.00 s c S
66.00 s c S
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67.00 SC S
68.00 SC S
69.00 SC S
70.00 SC S Structurally Badly Damaged
71.00 SC S Structurally Badly Damaged
72.00 SC S Structurally Badly Damaged
73.00 SC S Structurally Badly Damaged
74.00 SC S Structurally Badly Damaged
75.00 SC S Structurally Badly Damaged
76.00 s c S Structurally Badly Damaged
77.00 s c S Structurally Badly Damaged
78.00 s c S Structurally Badly Damaged
79.00 s c S Structurally Badly Damaged
80.00 s c S Structurally Badly Damaged
81.00 s c S Structurally Badly Damaged
82.00 s c S Structurally Badly Damaged
83.20 s c S Structurally Badly Damaged
93.80 LD S Structurally Badly Damaged
94.00 LD S Structurally Badly Damaged
95.00 LD S Structurally Badly Damaged
96.00 LD s Structurally Badly Damaged
97.00 MD s Structurally Badly Damaged
98.00 MD s Structurally Badly Damaged
99.00 MD s Structurally Badly Damaged
105.00 LOJ s
108.00 LDJ s I/I
106.00 END OF THE RUN
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Table E.14: Validation data for clay sewer section 193 to 192 inspected in 1997,
obtained from City o f  Mobile, AL
Field.1 Upstream Manhole ID: 193 TAPE 2, RUN 6
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 192
Field 3 Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 - City: Mobile
Field 6 State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 3, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1932 65.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 190.00
Field 13 S ta t i s t i c s :
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 1 0.0053
Medium 7 0.0368
Severe 12 0.0632
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
22.60 SOJ L
29.20 MOC S
33.00 OC M
47.20 MOC S
47.20 LDJ S DIP/SAG
64.00 MOC s On top surface
70.90 OC M
82.00 OC M
148.20 OC M
154.70 MOC S
155.00 MOJ M I/I
156.00 SC S
157.00 MOJ M
158.00 SC S
160.00 SC S
163.00 SC s
167.00 SC s
170.00 SC s
183.90 MOC s
190.00 OC M
Table E.15: Validation data for clay sewer section 200 to 193 inspected in 1997, 
obtained from City o f Mobile, AL
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Field 1 _ - Upstream Manhole ID: 200
Field 2 . - Downstream Manhole ID: 193
Field 3 Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 C ity : Mobile
Field 6 State: Alabama
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 3, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1942 55.00
Field 9 . Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 200.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 2 0.0100
Medium 5 0.0250
Severe 7 0.0350
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
6.60 OC M
9.80 TC L
9.80 OC M
28.40 TC L
28.40 OC M
94.00 MOC S
95.00 MOC S
96.00 MOC S
113.00 MOC S
132.80 LDJ S DIP/SAG
145.00 OC M
160.00 MOC S
167.40 LDJ s DIP/SAG
170.00 MOJ M
200.00 END OF THE RUN
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Table E.16: Validation data for clay sewer section 126 to 200 inspected in 1997,
obtained from City o f Mobile, AL
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 126 Tape 2, Run 4
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 200
Field 3 Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
Field 4 . Street Address:
Field'Jj City: Mobile
Field 6 State: ALABAMA
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 3, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1972 25.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 120.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 7 0.0583
Medium 3 0.0250
Severe 3 0.0250
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
18.30 TC L
18.40 OC M
24.60 SDJ L
55.90 SDJ L
79.50 LDJ S DIP/SAG
79.60 MOC S
79.60 OC M
79.60 TC L
91.40 MOC S
91.40 OC M
91.40 TC L
103.00 TC L
115.20 SDJ L
120.00 END OF RUN
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Table E.17: Validation data for clay sewer section 206 to 126 inspected in 1999,
obtained from City of Mobile, Alabama
Field 1 / Upstream Manhole ID: 206
Field2 Downstream Manhole ID: 126
Field 3 Municipality
Field.4 - Street Address:
Field 5 City: Mobile
Field 6 State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 2, 1999 Age of Pipe
Field 8 year of Construction: 1976 23.00
Field 9 - Pipe Type: VCP
Reid 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 205.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 17 0.0829
Medium 9 0.0439
Severe 15 0.0732
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
6.80 OC M
11.20 OC M
16.00 TC L
18.00 OC M
21.00 LOJ S
26.00 LDJ S DIP/SURFACE
27.00 MOC S
28.00 MOJ M
32.00 MOJ M
34.00 TC L
35.00 TC L
37.00 TC L
44.00 OC M
49.00 SC S
50.00 SC S
51.00 MOJ M
52.00 MOC S
54.00 OC L
55.00 OC M
56.60 MOC+H1 S
57.00 LOJ S
68.70 TC L
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74.30 LOJ S
91.50 TC L
92.00 TC L
93.00 TC L
94.00 TC L
95.00 TC L
96.00 TC L
97.00 TC L
98.00 TC L
99.00 TC L
100.00 TC L
153.00 LDJ S Di P/SAG
161.00 MOC S
162.00 LDJ s DIP/SAG
174.50 OMOC M
175.00 SDJ L
194.00 LDJ S DIP/SAG
197.00 MOC S
203.00 MOC s
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Table E.18: Validation data for clay sewer section 206 to 172 inspected in 1997,
obtained from City o f Mobile, AL
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 206
Field'2 Downstream Manhole ID: 172
Field; 3' - Municipality Mobile
Field4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Mobile
Field 6 State:
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 2, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1978 19.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP(12")
Reid 10. Pipe Material:
Field.11 Pipe Length: 22.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 1 0.0455
Medium 2 0.0909
Severe 2 0.0909
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
7.30 TC L
7.50 OC M
10.50 MOC S
16.20 MOC S
21.80 MDJ M OFFSET JOINT
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Table E.19: Validation data for clay sewer section 172 t o  206 inspected in 1997,
obtained from City o f Mobile, Alabama
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 172
Field 2  ' Downstream Manhole ID: 206
Field 3 ‘ Municipality
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Mobile
Field 6 State: Alabama
Fierd 7 Inspection Date: April 2, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1981 16.00
Field 9 - Pipe Type: VCP (12")
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 115.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 5 0.0435
Medium 3 0.0261
Severe 4 0.0348
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
26.00 OC M
27.00 TC L
32.00 SOJ L
38.80 TC L
39.00 OC M
42.00 LDJ S DIP/SAG
50.00 TC L
53.00 TC L
74.00 OC M
110.00 LDJ S OFF SET" JOINT
114.00 LD S
120.00 X s
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Table E.20: Validation data for clay sewer section 26 to 27 inspected in 1997, obtained
from City o f Mobile, AL
Field I  - - . Upstream Manhole ID: Run 13
Field 2  ' Downstream Manhole ID:
Field 3 Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
Field'4' Street Address: 541 Lakeview Dr
Field 5 City: Mobile
Field 6 State: Alabama
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 2, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1942 55.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP(12’)
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 150.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 2 0.0133
Medium 1 0.0067
Severe 11 0.0733
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
13.40 TC L
18.80 TC L
43.90 OC M
72.90 LDJ S DIP/SAG
99.30 MOC S
119.70 LDJ S DIP/SAG
127.00 LOJ S BAD JOINT MATERIAL
132.80 LDJ S
141.80 MOC+H1 S Bad structural Condition
142.00 MOC+H1 S Bad structural Condition
143.00 MOC+H1 S Bad structural Condition
144.00 MOC+H1 s Bad structural Condition
145.00 MOC+H1 s Bad structural Condition
146.00 LD s Bad structural Condition
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Table E.21: Validation data for clay sewer section R u n ll inspected in 1997, obtained
from City o f  Mobile, AL
Fierd 1 Upstream Manhole ID: Run 11
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID:
Field 3r Municipality City of Mobile Public Services
Field 4 ’ Street Address:
Field 5 City: Mobile
Field 6 State: Alabama
Field-T Inspection Date: April 2, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1962 35.00
Field :9 ; Pipe Type: VCP
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 90.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 2 0.0222
Medium 0 0.0000
Severe 4 0.0444
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
26.80 SOJ L
33.00 MOC S
38.80 LOJ S
45.60 MOC s I/I
55.50 MOC s
72.28 TC L On top surface
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Table E.22: Validation, data for clay sewer section Run 9 inspected in 1997, obtained
from City o f  Mobile, AL
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: Run 9
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID:
Field 3 Municipality Mobile Utility System
Field 4 ' Street Address: 471 Lakeview Drive
Field 5- . City: City of Mobile
Field 6 . State: Alabama
Field 7 Inspection Date: April 2, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1949.00 48.00
Field 9 . Pipe Type: VCP (12inch)
Field *10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 170.00
Field 13 S t a t i s t i c s :
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 1 0.0059
Medium 2 0.0118
Severe 5 0.0294
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
21.90 LOJ S
26.90 MOC S
33.80 LOJ S Roots from Joints
44.90 OC M
44.90 TC L Roots from Joints
46.10 MOC S More roots from Joints
46.10 MOJ M
87.00 LOJ S
172.40 End of the run
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Table E.23: Validation data for clay sewer section 5711 to 6713 inspected in 1999,
obtained from City o f Lafayette, LA
FfeldJ; Upstream Manhole ID: 5711
Ffeld 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 6713
Field 3 Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field 4  . Street Address:
Field 5 City: City of Lafayette
Field 6 State: LA
Field 7 Inspection Date: May 13, 1999 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1963 36.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP (8inch)
Field JO Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 300.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 4 0.0133
Medium 6 0.0200
Severe 4 0.0133
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 1 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
9.70 SOJ L
15.90 Changed to PVC Pipe
23.00 Back to Clay Pipe
30.70 MOJ M
54.00 OC M
77.00 MOC S
119.50 SOJ L
175.00 MOJ M
183.00 LC L
211.20 MOC S
235.00 MOC S
241.00 MOJ M
248.20 MC M
259.00 SDJ L
267.00 MOJ M
299.00 LDJ S
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Table E.24: Validation data for clay sewer section 52 to 51 inspected in 1994, obtained
from City o f  Lafayette, LA
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 52
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 51
Field 3 Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: City of Lafayette
Field 6 State: LA
Field 7 Inspection Date: August 9, 1994 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1964 30.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP (8inch)
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 300.00
Field 13 S ta t i s t i c s :
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 33 0.1100
Medium 22 0.0733
Severe 22 0.0733
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
24.00 LDJ S Off-Set Joint
39.00 MOJ M I/I
40.00 MOC S
41.00 MOC S
42.00 MOC S
43.00 MOC+H1 S I/I
47.30 LC L
49.00 MOJ M
53.60 MOC+H1 S
53.60 MOC S I/I
54.00 OC M
55.00 OC M
56.00 OC M
57.00 OC M
58.00 OC M
59.00 OC M
60.00 OC M
61.00 OC M
62.00 OC M
63.00 OC M
64.00 OC M
69.00 OC M
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98.00 MOC S
99.00 MOC+H1 S
100.00 OC M
126.00 MOJ M
132.00 SC S
133.40 SC S
136.00 MOC S
146.70 MOJ M
151.70 LDJ S
161.00 MOC S
161.00 OC M
182.00 OC M
196.00 MDJ M Off-Set Joint
224.00 LOJ S
230.40 SC S
231.00 SC S
232.00 SC S
233.00 SC S
235.00 SC S
236.00 LC L
237.00 LC L
238.00 LC L
239.00 LC L
240.00 LC L
241.00 LC L
242.00 LC L
243.00 LC L
244.00 LC L
245.00 LC L
246.00 LC L
247.00 LC L
248.00 LC L
250.00 LC L
251.00 LC L
252.00 LC L
253.00 LC L
254.00 LC L
255.00 LC L
256.00 LC L
257.00 LC L
258.00 LC L
259.00 LC L
260.00 LC L
261.00 LC _
262.00 LC L
263.00 LC
264.00 LC -
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265.00 LC L
266.00 LC L
267.00 LC L
268.00 LC L
269.00 MOC S
274.00 MOC S
284.80 MOJ M I/I
285.00 OC M
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Table E.25: Validation data for clay sewer section 136 to 135 inspected in 1996,
obtained from City o f  Lafayette, LA
Field 1 . Upstream Manhole ID: 136
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 135
Field 3 Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field* Street Address:
Field 5 City: City of Lafayette
Field 6 State: LA
Field 7 Inspection Date: February 1,1996 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1969 27.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: 8inch
Field 10 Pipe Material: VCP
Field 11 . Pipe Length: 224.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 9 0.0402
Medium 12 0.0536
Severe 15 0.0670
Field 13 . Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
7.50 SOJ L I/I
13.80 TC L
15.40 MC M
20.10 MC M
23.50 MOJ M
28.70 SOJ L
35.80 OC M
37.00 MOJ M I/I
43.60 MOC+H1 S I/I
43.60 LOJ S I/I
45.00 Replaced By PVC Pipes
51.30 Replaced By PVC Pipes
60.10 Replaced By PVC Pipes
67.90 MOJ M
69.00 MOC S
69.00 SDJ L
88.30 MOJ M
94.00 SOJ L
104.00 MOC+H1 S Hole in the Pipe
111.20 MOC+H1 S
117.20 SOJ L
124.90 MOJ M
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129.00 MDJ M
136.30 SOJ L
147.20 OC M
147.00 MOC S Heavy Crack
148.00 MOC S
153.00 MOC+H1 S
156.70 MOC S
156.70 SOJ L Cracked Joints
181.00 MOC S Severe Crack
183.00 MOC S
191.10 MOJ M I/I and Root Intrusion
198.00 MOC S I/I
210.00 MOC S
210.00 TC L
210.00 OC M
217.00 LDJ S
223.00 LD S
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Table E.26: Validation data for clay sewer section 136 to 135 inspected in 1994,
obtained from City o f Lafayette, LA
Field 1 - Upstream Manhole ID: 136
Field 2  ' Downstream Manhole ID: 135
Field 3 Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: City of Lafayette
Field 6 State: LA
Field 7 Inspection Date: October 25,1994 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1969 25.00
Field 9 Pipe Size: VCP (8inch)
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 224.00
Field 13 S ta t i s t i c s :
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 7 0.0313
Medium 11 0.0491
Severe 9 0.0402
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
7.50 SOJ L I/I
15.40 MC M
20.10 MC M
23.50 MOJ M
28.70 SOJ L
37.00 MOJ M I/I
43.60 MOC+H1 S I/I
43.60 LOJ S I/I
45.00 MOC s
51.30 SOJ L
60.10 MDJ M
67.90 MOJ M
88.30 MOJ M
94.00 SOJ L
104.00 MOC+H1 S Hole in the Pipe
111.20 MOC+H1 S
117.20 SOJ L
124.90 MOJ M
129.00 MDJ M
136.30 SOJ L
147.20 OC M
148.00 MOC S
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156.70 MOC S
156.70 SOJ L Cracked Joints
183.00 MOC S
191.10 MOJ M I/I and Root Intrusion
198.00 MOC S I/I
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Table E.27: Validation data for clay sewer section 5711 to 5709 inspected in 1996,
obtained from City o f  Lafayette, LA
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 5711
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 5709
Field 3 ' Municipality - Lafayette Utility System
Field 4  • Street Address:
(field 5 City: City of Lafayette
Field 6 State: LA
Field.7 ; Inspection Date: June 10, 1996 Age of Pipe
Field;8 Year of Construction: 1951 45.00
Field 9 .- Pipe Type: VCP (8inch)
Field 10- Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 323.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 13 0.0402
Medium 11 0.0341
Severe 7 0.0217
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16 .
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
58.90 LC L
65.00 MOJ M
85.00 CL
113.90 SOJ L
119.00 MOC+H1 S
119.00 LOJ S I/I
122.00 SOJ L
129.00 SOJ L
139.00 MOJ M
143.00 SOJ L
147.00 MOJ M
165.10 SOJ L
168.00 MOJ M
174.00 SOJ L
179.00 MOC S
187.00 MOJ M
191.00 SOJ L
196.00 SOJ L
201.00 MOC S
201.00 MOJ M
215.50 MOJ M
229.00 MOJ M
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244.00 MOJ M Heavy Root intrusion
246.00 MOC S
251.00 SOJ L
251.00 TC L I/I and Root Intrusion
254.00 MOJ M I/I
254.00 MOC S I/I
263.00 MDJ M Dip/Sag
270.00 MOC S
274.00 SDJ L
312.00 SOJ L
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Table E.28: Validation data for clay sewer section 1756 to 1755 inspected in 1999,
obtained from City o f Lafayette, LA
Field-1 Upstream Manhole ID: 1756
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 1755
Field 3 Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field 4, Street Address:
Field 5 City: City of Lafayette
Field 6 State: LA
FieldT Inspection Date: February 19,1999 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1963 36.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP (8inch)
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 1.1 Pipe Length: 300.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 20 0.0667
Medium 15 0.0500
Severe 28 0.0933
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
2.30 OC M
10.00 SOJ L Roots from Joints
15.00 MOC S
20.10 MOJ M
30.60 MOJ M Roots from Joints
39.00 MOC S
40.70 LOJ S More roots from Joints
55.00 LC L
56.20 SOJ L
57.00 LC L
58.00 LC L
59.00 LC L
60.00 OC M
66.50 LOJ S
76.00 LC L
77.00 LC L
78.00 LC L
79.00 LC L
80.00 LC L
81.00 LC L
84.00 MOJ M
90.00 LOJ S
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90.00 LDJ S Heavy Root intrusion
91.00 OC M
100.00 SDJ L
101.00 MOC S I/I and Root Intrusion
109.00 MOC S I/I
109.00 SOJ L I/I
109.00 SDJ L I/I
113.00 MOJ M
119.00 MOJ M
130.00 MOJ M
135.00 LOJ S
145.00 MOC S
150.00 MOJ M
155.00 LOJ S
155.00 MOC S
162.00 LC L
165.00 MOJ M
169.00 MOC S
169.00 LOJ S
175.00 LOJ S I/I and Root Intrusion
175.00 MOC S
195.30 MOC S
215.40 MOJ M
231.00 OC M
225.00 SOJ L
236.00 MOC S
240.00 MOC S
240.00 SOJ L
246.00 LC L
250.00 LOJ S Root Intrusion
260.00 MOJ M
265.00 MOJ M I/I and Root Intrusion
270.00 LOJ S
270.00 MOC S
275.00 SOJ L
280.00 LOJ S
280.00 MOC S
291.30 LOJ s Root Intrusion
294.00 MOC s
296.00 MOC+H1 s
296.00 MOC s
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Table E.29: Validation data for clay sewer section 1756 to 1755 inspected in 1995,
obtained from City o f Lafayette, LA
Ffeld-1 Upstream Manhole ID: 1756
Field? Downstream Manhole ID: 1755
Rerd3 Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field 4 Street Address:
Field; 5 City: City of Lafayette
Field 6 State: LA
Field 7 Inspection Date: February 20,1995 Age of Pipe
Reid 8 Year of Construction: 1963 32.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: VCP (8inch)
Field 10 Pipe Material:
Field 11 Pipe Length: 300.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 10 0.0333
Medium 11 0.0367
Severe 20 0.0667
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
2.30 OC M
10.00 SOJ L Roots from Joints
15.00 MOC S
20.10 MOJ M
30.60 MOJ M Roots from Joints
40.70 LOJ S More roots from Joints
60.00 OC M
66.50 LOJ S
76.00 LC L
77.00 LC L
78.00 LC L
79.00 LC L
80.00 LC L
81.00 LC L
84.00 MOJ M
90.00 LOJ S
90.00 LDJ S Heavy Root intrusion
119.00 MOJ M
130.00 MOJ M
135.00 LOJ S
150.00 MOJ M
155.00 LOJ S
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155.00 MOC S
169.00 MOC S
169.00 LOJ S
175.00 LOJ S I/I and Root Intrusion
195.30 MOC S
215.40 MOJ M
240.00 MOC S
240.00 SOJ L
246.00 LC L
250.00 SOJ L Root Intrusion
260.00 MOJ M
265.00 MOJ M I/I and Root Intrusion
270.00 LOJ S
280.00 LOJ S
280.00 MOC S
291.30 LOJ S Root Intrusion
294.00 MOC s
296.00 MOC+H1 s
296.00 MOC s
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Table E.30: Summary o f Field Data For Clay Pipes
Age Number of Defects in 
Pipe
Number of Defects per Feet Risk Ratios
Low
Risk
Medium
Risk
High
Risk
Low
Risk
Medium
Risk
High
Risk
Total Low
Risk
Medium
Risk
High
Risk
34 25 20 33 8.06 6.45 10.65 25.16 0.32 0.26 0.42
28 20 27 33 7.84 10.59 12.94 31.37 0.25 0.34 0.41
26 10 20 40 3.92 7.84 15.69 27.45 0.14 0.29 0.57
20 16 10 17 6.27 3.92 6.67 16.86 0.37 0.23 0.40
12 10 12 7 3.28 3.93 2.30 9.51 0.34 0.41 0.24
10 8 3 10 2.62 0.98 3.28 6.89 0.38 0.14 0.48
5 7 6 3 2.43 2.08 1.04 5.56 0.44 0.38 0.19
34 25 21 33 8.09 6.80 10.68 25.57 0.32 0.27 0.42
25 1 2 3 0.32 0.65 0.97 1.94 0.17 0.33 0.50
35 2 5 14 1.25 3.13 8.75 13.13 0.10 0.24 0.67
50 3 1 8 1.94 0.65 5.16 7.74 0.25 0.08 0.67
60 2 19 38 1.33 12.67 25.33 39.33 0.03 0.32 0.64
80 0 0 48 0.00 0.00 45.28 45.28 0.00 0.00 1.00
65 1 7 12 0.53 3.68 6.32 10.53 0.05 0.35 0.60
55 2 5 7 1.00 2.50 3.50 7.00 0.14 0.36 0.50
25 7 3 3 5.83 2.50 2.50 10.83 0.54 0.23 0.23
23 17 9 15 8.29 4.39 7.32 20.00 0.41 0.22 0.37
19 1 2 2 4.55 9.09 9.09 22.73 0.20 0.40 0.40
16 5 3 4 4.35 2.61 3.48 10.43 0.42 0.25 0.33
55 2 1 11 1.33 0.67 7.33 9.33 0.14 0.07 0.79
35 2 0 4 2.22 0.00 4.44 6.67 0.33 0.00 0.67
48 1 2 5 0.59 1.18 2.94 4.71 0.13 0.25 0.63
36 4 6 4 1.33 2.00 1.33 4.67 0.29 0.43 0.29
30 33 22 22 11.00 7.33 7.33 25.67 0.43 0.29 0.29
27 9 12 15 4.02 5.36 6.70 16.07 0.25 0.33 0.42
25 7 11 9 3.13 4.91 4.02 12.05 0.26 0.41 0.33
45 13 11 7 4.02 3.41 2.17 9.60 0.42 0.35 0.23
36 20 15 28 6.67 5.00 9.33 21.00 0.32 0.24 0.44
32 10 11 20 3.33 3.67 6.67 13.67 0.24 0.27 0.49
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VALIDATION DATA FOR CONCRETE 
PIPES
This Appendix contains the recording o f the validation data o f  different sewer 
sections obtained form the CCTV videotapes. These CCTV videotapes were received 
from City of Fort Lauderdale Public Services, Florida and City o f Lafayette, Louisiana.
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Table F .l: Validation data for concrete sewer section 87 to 86 inspected in 1997,
obtained from City o f Lafayette, LA
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: (87
Field 2 . Downstream Manhole ID: |86 j
Field 3 Municipality City of Lafayette
Field 4 Street Address: |
Field 5 City: Lafayette
Field 6 State: J LA |
Field 7 Inspection Date: May 23, 1997 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1993 4.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: | 8inch
Field 10 Pipe Material: Concrete
Field 11 Pipe Length: 300.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 4 0.013
Medium 8 0.02
Severe 3 0.01
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
9.70 SOJ L
15.90 MC M
23.00 MC M
30.70 SC S
54.00 OC L
77.00 MOC M
119.50 SOJ L
175.00 MOJ L
183.00 MC M
211.20 SC S
235.00 sc S
248.20 MC M
259.00 SDJ M
267.00 LOJ L
299.00 LDJ M
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Table F.2: Validation data for clay sewer section 189 to 200 inspected in 1997, obtained
from City o f  Lafayette, LA
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 52
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 51
Field 3 Municipality j Lafayette Utility System
Field 4- Street Address: I
Field 5 City: | City of Lafayette |
Field 6 State: LA |
Field 7 Inspection Date: August 9, 1997 | Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1964 133.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: (8inch) |
Field 10 Pipe Material: Concrete |
Field 11 Pipe Length: 1256 |
1
1
Field 13 S t a t i s t i c s :
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 21 0.0700
Medium 49 0.1633
Severe 7 0.0233
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
25 LDJ M Off-Set Joint
40 MOJ L I/I
40.00 MOC M
41.00 MOC M
42.00 MOC M
43.00 MOC+H1 M I/I
47.30 LC M
49.00 MOJ L
51 MOC+H1 M
53.60 MOC M I/I
54.00 OC L
55.00 OC L
56.00 OC L
57.00 OC L
58.00 OC L
59.00 OC L
60.00 OC L
61.00 OC L
62.00 OC L
63.00 OC L
64.00 OC L
69.00 OC L
98.00 MOC M
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99.00 MOC+H1 M
100.00 OC L
126.00 MOJ L
132.00 SC S
133.40 SC S
136.00 MOC M
146.70 MOJ L
151.70 LDJ M
161.00 MOC M
161.00 OC L
182.00 OC L
196.00 MDJ M Off-Set Joint
224.00 LOJ M
230.40 SC S
231.00 SC S
232.00 SC s
233.00 SC s
235.00 SC s
236.00 LC M
237.00 LC M
238.00 LC M
239.00 LC M
240.00 LC M
241.00 LC M
242.00 LC M
243.00 LC M
244.00 LC M
245.00 LC M
246.00 LC M
247.00 LC M
248.00 LC M
250.00 LC M
251.00 LC M
252.00 LC M
253.00 LC M
254.00 LC M
255.00 LC M
256.00 LC M
257.00 LC M
258.00 LC M
259.00 LC M
260.00 LC M
261.00 LC M
262.00 LC M
263.00 LC M
264.00 LC M
265.00 LC M
266.00 LC M
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267.00 LC M
268.00 LC M
269.00 MOC M
274.00 MOC M
284.80 MOJ L I/I
285.00 OC L
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Table F.3: Validation data for clay sewer section 136 to 135 inspected in 1996, obtained
from City o f Lafayette, LA
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 136
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 135
Fiefd 3 Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field 4 Street Address: |
Field 5 City: City of Lafayette |
Field 6 State: LA |
Field 7 Inspection Date: February 13,1996 | Age of Pipe
Field-8 Year of Construction: 1979 17.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: 8inch |
Field .10 Pipe Material: Concrete
Field 11 Pipe Length: 224.00 |
Field 13 Statistics: I
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 16 0.0714
Medium 19 0.0848
Severe 1 0.0045
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
7.50 SOJ L I/I
13.80 TC L
15.40 MC M
20.10 MC M
23.50 MOJ L
28.70 SOJ L
35.80 OC L
37.00 MOJ L I/I
43.60 MOC+H1 M I/I
43.60 LOJ M I/I
45.00 Replaced By PVC Pipes
51.30 Replaced By PVC Pipes
60.10 Replaced By PVC Pipes
67.90 MOJ L
69.00 MOC M
69.00 SDJ M
88.30 MOJ L
94.00 SOJ L
104.00 MOC+H1 M Hole in the Pipe
111.20 MOC+H1 M
117.20 SOJ L
124.90 MOJ L
129.00 MDJ M
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136.30 SOJ L
147.20 OC L
147.00 MOC M Heavy Crack
148.00 MOC M
153.00 MOC+H1 M
156.70 MOC M
156.70 SOJ M Cracked Joints
181.00 MOC M Severe Crack
183.00 MOC M
191.10 MOJ L I/I and Root Intrusion
198.00 MOC M I/I
210.00 MOC M
210.00 TC L
210.00 OC L
217.00 LDJ M
223.00 LD S
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Table F.4: Validation data for clay sewer section B45-90-34 to 35 inspected in 1994,
obtained from City o f Fort Lauderdale, FL
Field 1 Upstream Manhole ID: 136
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 135
Field 3 Municipality Fort Lauderdale Utility System
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: Fort Lauderdale
Field 6 State: Florida
Herd 7 Inspection Date: October 25, 1999 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1974 55.00
Field 9 Pipe Size: 12 inch
Field 10 Pipe Material: Concrete
Field 11 Pipe Length: 224.00
Field 13 S ta t i s t i c s :
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 13 0.0580
Medium 14 0.0625
Severe 0 0.0000
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
7.50 SOJ L I/I
15.40 MC M
20.10 MC M
23.50 MOJ L
28.70 SOJ L
37.00 MOJ L I/I
43.60 MOC+H1 M I/I
43.60 LOJ M I/I
45.00 MOC M
51.30 SOJ L
60.10 MDJ M
67.90 MOJ L
88.30 MOJ L
94.00 SOJ L
104.00 MOC+H1 M Hole in the Pipe
111.20 MOC+H1 M
117.20 SOJ L
124.90 MOJ L
129.00 MDJ M
136.30 SOJ L
147.20 OC L
148.00 MOC M
156.70 MOC M
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156.70 SOJ M Cracked Joints
183.00 MOC M
191.10 MOJ L I/I and Root Intrusion
198.00 MOC M I/I
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Table F.5: Validation data for clay sewer section B-57-11 to 12 inspected in 1996,
obtained from City o f  Fort Lauderdale, FL
Reld_'1 Upstream Manhole ID: 5711 |
Field 2 - Downstream Manhole ID: 5709
Field 3 Municipality } Fort Lauderdale public Service
Field 4 Street Address:
Field 5 City: City of Fort I 
Lauderdale !
Field 6 State: Florida
Field 7 Inspection Date: June 10, 1996 Age of Pipe
Field 8. Year of Construction: 1951 44.00
Field 9 Pipe Type: | 12 inch)
Field 10 Pipe Material: Concrete
Reid 11 Pipe Length: J |323.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 21 0.0650
Medium 11 0.0341
Severe 0 0.0000
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
58.90 LC M
65.00 MOJ L
85.00 CL M
113.90 SOJ L
119.00 MOC+H1 M
119.00 LOJ M I/I
122.00 SOJ L
129.00 SOJ L
139.00 MOJ L
143.00 SOJ L
147.00 MOJ L
165.10 SOJ L
168.00 MOJ L
174.00 SOJ L
179.00 MOC M
187.00 MOJ L
191.00 SOJ L
196.00 SOJ L
201.00 MOC M
201.00 MOJ L
215.50 MOJ L
229.00 MOJ L
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244.00 MOJ L Heavy Root intrusion
246.00 MOC M
251.00 SOJ L
251.00 TC L I/i and Root Intrusion
254.00 MOJ L I/I
254.00 MOC M I/i
263.00 MDJ M Dip/Sag
270.00 MOC M
274.00 SDJ M
312.00 SOJ L
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Table F.6: Validation data for clay sewer section B-17-56 to B-17-55 inspected in 1995,
obtained from City o f Lafayette, LA
Reid 1. Upstream Manhole ID: 1756
Field 2 Downstream Manhole ID: 1755
Field 3 Municipality Lafayette Utility System
Field 4 -  ' Street Address:
Field 5 . City: City of Lafayette
Field 6 State: LA
Field 7 Inspection Date: February 20, 1995 Age of Pipe
Field 8 Year of Construction: 1940 55
Field 9 • Pipe Type: 12 8inch
Field 10 Pipe Material: Concrete
Field 11 Pipe Length: |300.00
Field 13 Statistics:
Severity Defects Count Number of Defects Per Feet
Low 14 0.0067
Medium 27 0.0400
Severe 15 0.056
Field 13 Field 14 Field 15 Field 16
Defect
Distance
Code Risk Level Comments
2.30 OC L
10.00 SOJ L Roots from Joints
15.00 MOC M
20.10 MOJ L
30.60 MOJ L Roots from Joints
40.70 LOJ M More roots from Joints
60.00 OC L
66.50 LOJ M
76.00 SC S
77.00 SC S
78.00 SC S
79.00 SC s
80.00 SC s
81.00 SC s
84.00 MOJ L
90.00 LOJ M
90.00 LDJ M Heavy Root intrusion
119.00 MOJ L
130.00 MOJ L
135.00 LOJ M
150.00 MOJ L
155.00 LOJ M
155.00 MOC M
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169.00 MOC M
169.00 LOJ M
175.00 LOJ M I/I and Root Intrusion
195.30 MOC M
215.40 MOJ S
240.00 MOC M
240.00 SOJ L
246.00 LC M
250.00 SOJ L Root Intrusion
260.00 MOJ L
265.00 MOJ S I/I and Root Intrusion
270.00 LOJ M
280.00 LOJ M
280.00 MOC M
291.30 LOJ M Root Intrusion
294.00 MOC M
296.00 MOC+H1 M
296.00 MOC M
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